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Abstract

Articular cartilage (AC) covers the surface of synovial joints providing a nearly 
frictionless bearing surface and distributing mechanical load. Joint trauma can 
damage the articular surface causing pain, loss of mobility and deformation. 
Currently there is no uniform treatment protocol for managing focal cartilage 
defects, with most treatment options targeted towards symptomatic relief but 
not limiting the progression into osteoarthritis (OA). Autologous chondrocyte 
implantation (ACI) and more recently matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte 
implantation (MACI), have emerged as promising methods for producing 
hyaline or hyaline-like repair tissue, however there remains some controversy 
regarding the exact histological nature of the tissue formed. Histological 
characterisation of AC repairs requires destructive tissue biopsy potentially 
inducing further joint pathology thereby negating the treatment effect. OA is 
recognised as a major cause of pain, loss of function and disability in Western 
populations, however the exact aetiology is yet to be elucidated. The 
assessment of both OA and cartilage repair has been limited to macroscopic 
observation, radiography, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or destructive 
biopsy. The development of non-destructive AC assessment modalities will 
facilitate further development of AC repair techniques and enable early 
monitoring of OA changes in both experimental animal models and clinical 
subjects.

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) is a type of fluorescence 
microscopy that generates high-resolution three-dimensional images from 
relatively thick sections of tissue. CLSM has had wide application in the field of 
orthopaedic research for the investigation of articular cartilage, bone, tendon, 
ligament and muscle. The development of a novel laser scanning confocal 
arthroscope (LSCA) enables microscopic images to be obtained without the 
need for destructive mechanical biopsy. The purpose of the research presented 
in thesis has been to explore the potential of the LSCA for the investigation of 
tissues of orthopaedic interest. Concurrent to its application as a research tool, 
the LSCA has been developed into a 4th generation clinically viable instrument. 

Initially the stifle joints of euthanasied sheep were imaged and examined for 
common histological characteristics. Illustration of the major histological 
features of chondral and connective tissues demonstrated the efficacy of the 
LSCA for assessing the in situ structure of cartilage, muscle, tendon, ligament, 
meniscus and synovium in the native and unaltered physiological environment. 
The effectiveness the LSCA for the morphological quantification of rabbit AC 
chondrocytes was then assessed, with analysis of chondrocyte populations 
compared to known parameters. LSCA optical histology revealed the viable 
cells in healthy tissue and enabled the visualization of fibro-cartilage in defect 
tissue. Morphological analysis accurately characterized the in vivo two-
dimensional equivalent-area-diameter of chondrocytes. 
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An ovine model of AC injury repair was established to examine the efficacy of 
LSCA for the assessment of cartilage regeneration. Randomised treatment 
groups compared untreated controls to MACI or collagen membrane-only 
treatment groups at 8, 10, and 12-week timepoints. Outcomes were examined 
by LSCA, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), histology and macroscopic 
International Cartilage Repair Society (IRCS) grading. A statistically significant 
benefit of MACI over control was demonstrated, with interobserver analysis of 
randomised blinded LSCA images validating the scoring protocol. Pearson 
correlation analysis demonstrated that combined LSCA, MRI and ICRS grading 
provides a reliable non-destructive method for accurate assessment of articular 
cartilage repair treatments. Biomechanical analysis suggested that the 
mechanical properties of MACI tissue remain inferior for at least three months. 
This study showed the potential of a multi-site sheep model of articular cartilage 
defect repair and validated its assessment via LSCA. 

Finally, the LSCA was used to arthroscopically image the cartilage of an intact 
fresh frozen cadaveric knee from a patient with clinically diagnosed OA. Images 
were correlated to ICRS (Outerbridge) Grades I-IV and histology. The LSCA 
gave excellent visualization of cell morphology and cell density to a depth of up 
to 200µm. Classical OA changes including clustering chondrocytes, surface 

fibrillation and fissure formation were imaged. Fair to moderate agreement was 
demonstrated with statistically significant correlations between all modalities. 
This study confirmed the viability of the LSCA for non-destructive imaging of the 
microstructure of the OA cartilage. 

In conclusion, the LSCA identified histological features of orthopaedic tissues, 
accurately quantified chondrocyte morphology and demonstrated classical OA 
changes. While the development and investigation of an ovine model of 
cartilage repair showed the treatment benefit of MACI, some biomechanical 
issues remain. Ultimately, the LSCA has been demonstrated as a reliable non-
destructive imaging modality capable of providing optical histology without the 
need for mechanical biopsy.

Medical Subject Headings (MESH): articular cartilage; autologous chondrocyte 
implantation; matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation; 
biomechanics; cartilage; confocal microscopy; diagnosis; histology; image 
analysis; immunohistochemistry; magnetic resonance imaging; microscopy; 
osteoarthritis
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1.1 Overview of Research

Articular cartilage (AC) covers the surface of synovial joints providing a nearly 
frictionless bearing surface and distributing mechanical load. The complex 
microstructure and unique biomechanical properties of this remarkable tissue 
have been widely described [1, 2]. Joint trauma can damage the articular 
surface causing pain, loss of mobility and deformation [3, 4]. Currently there is 
no uniform treatment protocol for managing focal cartilage defects, with most 
treatment options targeted towards symptomatic relief. Autologous 
chondrocyte implantation (ACI) and more recently matrix-induced autologous 
chondrocyte implantation (MACI), have emerged as promising methods for 
producing hyaline or hyaline-like repair tissue, however there remains some 
controversy regarding the exact histological nature of the tissue formed. 
Histological characterisation of AC repairs requires destructive tissue biopsy 
potentially inducing further joint pathology thereby negating the treatment 
effect. Osteoarthritis (OA) is a slowly progressive degenerative disease 
characterized by gradual loss of articular cartilage particularly on the weight-
bearing surfaces of joints and about sites of trauma or repetitive mechanical 
injury. OA is recognised as a major cause of pain, loss of function and 
disability in Western populations, however the exact aetiology is yet to be 
elucidated [5-7]. The assessment of both OA and cartilage repair techniques 
(such as MACI) has previously been limited to macroscopic observation, 
radiography, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or destructive biopsy. The 
development of non-destructive AC assessment modalities will facilitate 
further development of AC repair techniques and enable early monitoring of 
OA changes in both experimental animal models and clinical subjects.

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) is a type of high-resolution 
fluorescence microscopy that overcomes the limitations of conventional wide-
field microscopy and facilitates the generation of high-resolution three-
dimensional images from relatively thick sections of tissue. CLSM has had 
wide application in the field of orthopaedic research for the investigation of 
articular cartilage, bone, tendon, ligament and muscle [8]. The development of 
a novel laser scanning confocal arthroscope (LSCA) has enabled the unique 
prospect of obtaining confocal microscopic images of tissues in situ or even in 
vivo, without the need for destructive mechanical biopsy. Arthroscopy is a 
well-established surgical technique utilising a minimally invasive “key-hole” 
approach to introduce a video arthroscope into a joint space and visualise the 
joint surfaces. The LSCA differs from conventional video arthroscopy by 
incorporating a highly miniaturised CLSM into a 4.4mm radius probe. Quite 
literally this device has enabled the confocal microscope to be taken to the 
tissue. 

The purpose of the research presented in thesis was to explore the potential 
of the LSCA for the investigation tissues of orthopaedic interest. Central to 
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this study is the LSCA’s unique ability to generate images of comparable 
quality to conventional histology but without the requisite removal of tissue. 
LSCA can thus be considered an “optical biopsy” technique. 

Following early histological studies in sheep and rabbits, the pursuit of this 
ultimate objective necessitated the further technological development of the 
LSCA up to a 4th generation. Utilising the advances in image quality offered by 
these next generation probes, the establishment of an ovine model of MACI 
enabled the LSCA to be compared to other forms of non-destructive AC 
regeneration assessment and permitted direct comparison to conventional 
histology.  Finally, a human cadaveric study demonstrated the LSCA’s clinical 
viability and enabled topographic characterisation of the chondrocytic 
population of an OA knee, once again with comparison to conventional 
histology. 

1.2 Significance and Objectives of Research

The research has significance in several key areas of orthopaedics; principally 
in the ongoing investigation and development of AC repair/regeneration 
techniques and also in the study of osteoarthritis (OA) and its yet to be 
completely elucidated aetiology. 

In an attempt to prevent the progression of focal chondral defects into OA, 
techniques such as abrasion arthroplasty, Pridie drilling, microfracture and 
mosaicplasty have sought to regenerate hyaline cartilage. Unfortunately many 
of these methods have been shown to produce largely fibrocartilage repairs 
with inferior biomechanical properties [9]. Autologous chondrocyte 
implantation (ACI) and more recently matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte 
implantation (MACI), have emerged as promising methods for producing 
hyaline or hyaline-like repair tissue in focal chondral lesions. These 
techniques involve the sampling, isolation and culturing of chondrocytes 
before re-implantation into defects using either a periosteal flap (ACI) or via a 
collagen bioscaffold (MACI) [10]. While some studies have suggested that 
ACI/MACI produce superior clinical results compared to alternative techniques 
(such as mosaicplasty), there remains some controversy regarding the exact 
histological nature of the tissue formed [11]. Unfortunately, precise histological 
characterisation of AC repairs requires destructive tissue biopsy potentially 
inducing further joint pathology thereby negating the treatment effect. Perhaps 
for this reason both ACI and MACI have been adopted into clinical practice 
prior to the publication of any randomised controlled trials. In the most recent 
Cochrane Systematic Review, Wasiak concludes that further randomised 
trials aimed at defining the true histological outcomes of ACI/MACI are 
required [12]. The development of a method of non-destructively assessing 
the histological nature of AC repair tissue (such as the “optical biopsy” 
provided by the LSCA) will facilitate these suggested randomised controlled 
trials. 
Osteoarthritis is the most common joint disorder in the world with radiographic 
evidence in >50% people by 65 years of age and almost 80% over 75 years 
[6]. With such a high prevalence, OA is recognised as a major cause of pain, 
loss of function and disability in Western populations. The economic impact of 
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OA is no less significant with debilitating joint pain and stiffness making OA 
the second most common cause of work disability in men over 50 years of 
age in the USA (after ischaemic heart disease). OA has been succinctly 
described as “an age-related dynamic reaction pattern of a joint in response to 
insult or injury” and represents the failure of the joint as an organ via articular 
cartilage degeneration, subchondral bone erosion, osteophytosis and 
ligamentous laxity [7]. While all articular joints can be involved, the knee and 
hip are the most commonly affected and lead to the greatest impact on 
mobility and consequent disability. It is estimated that more than 350,000 
knee and hip joint replacements are performed in the USA per annum [7].
Continuing efforts to elucidate the aetiology of OA have indicated the need for 
non-destructive methods of in vivo microstructural assessment of AC. In this 
role the LSCA may provide a unique opportunity to non-destructively monitor 
the earliest cellular changes associated with this crippling degenerative 
disorder.

1.2.1 Critical Research Question

Can the LSCA be used to generate reliable optical biopsy in a clinical/surgical 
setting? 

1.2.2 Major Research Questions

1) Can the LSCA be used to identify common histological features in 
tissues of orthopaedic interest?

2) Can the LSCA be used to accurately quantify cellular (chondrocyte) 
morphology in articular cartilage?

3) How does the LSCA compare to conventional “gold standard” 
assessment techniques for the characterisation and assessment of;

a. Articular cartilage repair/regeneration interventions 
b. Osteoarthritic articular cartilage

1.2.3 Minor Research Questions 

1) Can an ovine model of matrix-autologous chondrocyte implantation 
(MACI) tissue be established?

2) What are the biomechanical characteristics of MACI tissue from an 
ovine model?
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1.3 Research Design

1.3.1 Research Overview

The research consisted of five major phases beginning with a literature review 
and identification of the research goals, then an initial study examining the 
LSCA’s ability to identify the major histological features of chondral and 
connective tissue. The LSCA was then employed for the quantification of 
chondrocyte morphology, before being used as the major element of 
assessment of MACI in sheep. In addition, biomechanical analysis of MACI 
tissue was also performed. Finally an examination of human osteoarthritic 
tissue was undertaken. During all phases of the research, technological 
development of the LSCA was undertaken with collaborative design and 
construction of three clinically operational prototypes with accompanying 
software and hardware.  An overview of the research described herein is 
presented in Figure 1.1. 

1.3.2 Study Design

The studies described in this thesis employed research approaches that 
differed according to the stage of study or subject matter. A literature review 
(Chapter 2) was conducted in a methodological fashion utilising both the 
principal scientific and medical search engines (Science Direct, PubMed Ovid, 
Medline, Google Scholar, ISI Web of Science), in conjunction with extensive 
library based searches. The initial cross-sectional histological study (Chapter 
3) generated qualitative data serving to establish the comparative relationship 
with conventional histology. Purely quantitative data was obtained during 
analysis of chondrocyte morphology (Chapter 4) and during the 
biomechanical testing of MACI tissue (Chapter 5). In order to generate 
objective results, established and novel semi-quantitative scoring systems 
(Appendix 2: Cartilage Repair Scoring Systems, Appendix 3: Osteoarthritis 
Scoring Systems) were utilised for inter-observer comparison (Chapter 5) and 
intra-modality assessment technique comparison (Chapter 5 & 6). Since 
histological study is an essentially qualitative methodology, the utilization of 
semi-quantitative scoring systems facilitated objective statistical analysis. 
Further objectivity was enabled via randomisation of subject animals to 
treatment or control groups and the blinding of assessors to treatment 
assignment (Appendix 4: Blinded LSCA Image Scoring Instructions).
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Figure 1.1 Research Overview
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1.3.3. Structure of Thesis

Five previously published (or In Press) peer-reviewed articles describing the 
methods and results of this research form the basis of this thesis. Chapter 
Two provides a technological explanation and an extensive literature review of 
the role of confocal microscopy in most aspects of orthopaedic research. 
Chapter Three describes the first use of the LSCA for the identification of 
histological features of articular cartilage, muscle, tendon and ligament while 
Chapter Four demonstrates the quantification of chondrocyte morphology. 
Chapter Five presents the results of the ovine model of MACI, validates the 
LSCA scoring system via interobserver variability analysis and examines the 
imaging capability of the LSCA in comparison to other assessment modalities.  
Additionally, Chapter Five also contains the methodology and analysis of the 
biomechanical properties of MACI tissue in comparison to native AC and 
fibrous tissue. Chapter Six illustrates the correlation between the macroscopic 
International Cartilage Repair Society (ICRS/Outerbridge) grading of 
osteoarthritic cartilage and the site-specific findings of both LSCA and 
conventional histology. Chapter Seven consists of a summary of the major 
findings of the research and discusses the results and relevant 
recommendations.  The overall findings of this research are presented in the 
conclusion Chapter 8.

1.4 Ethical Issues

The University of Western Australia Guidelines on Research Ethics and 
Research Conduct were strictly adhered to at all times during research 
conducted for this thesis. All use of animals was approved by the Animal 
Ethics Committee of the University of Western Australia - Project ID 
RA/3/100/382, a copy of which has been provided (Appendix 1: Animal Ethics 
Approval).

1.5 Terms and definitions

AC: articular cartilage

ACI: autologous chondrocyte implantation

ICRS: International Cartilage Repair Society

LSCA: laser scanning confocal arthroscope

MACI: matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation

MRI: magnetic resonance imaging

OA: osteoarthritis
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Confocal laser scanning microscopy in orthopaedic 
research.

C.W. Jones, D. Smolinski, A. Keogh, T.B. Kirk, M.H. Zheng.
Progress in Histochemistry and Cytochemistry. 2005. Volume 40, Issue 1. 
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Abstract

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) is a type of high-resolution fluorescence
microscopy that overcomes the limitations of conventional widefield microscopy and
facilitates the generation of high-resolution 3D images from relatively thick sections of tissue.
As a comparatively non-destructive imaging technique, CLSM facilitates the in situ
characterization of tissue microstructure. Images generated by CLSM have been utilized for
the study of articular cartilage, bone, muscle, tendon, ligament and menisci by the foremost
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research groups in the field of orthopaedics including those teams headed by Bush, Errington,
Guilak, Hall, Hunziker, Knight, Mow, Poole, Ratcliffe and White. Recent evolutions in
techniques and technologies have facilitated a relatively widespread adoption of this imaging
modality, with increased ‘‘user friendliness’’ and flexibility. Applications of CLSM also exist in
the rapidly advancing field of orthopaedic implants and in the investigation of joint
lubrication.
r 2005 Elsevier GmbH. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In many orthopaedic research applications detailed information regarding tissue
microstructure is often required, for example in the aetiological investigation of the
cellular origins of osteoarthritis (OA), or in assessing the effectiveness of a treatment
regime for the repair of articular cartilage (AC). Traditional histological approaches
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have utilized destructive mechanical biopsy and standard processing techniques
coupled with conventional or polarized light microscopy to provide such data
(Pastoureau et al., 2003). However these techniques result in unquantified shrinkage
or swelling of the tissue during histological processing. Variations in matrix
hydration lead to the separation of the chondrocyte and the matrix and the
formation of lacunar space (Guilak, 1994). Thus conventional histology inherently
prevents the true examination of tissue in the unaltered physiological state,
thereby inhibiting simultaneous observation of viable cell response to external
mechanical (or internal physiochemical) stimuli. Confocal laser scanning microscopy
(CLSM) however, overcomes these limitations and facilitates the generation of
high-resolution 3D images from relatively thick sections of tissue (Brakenhoff
et al., 1979).

As a comparatively non-destructive imaging technique, CLSM has a number
of distinct advantages over alternative imaging modalities; primarily CLSM
facilitates the in situ characterization of the 3D architecture of tissue microstructure.
Indeed CLSM has long been used in the study and assessment of AC, bone,
muscle, tendon, ligament and menisci. Confocal microscopy has been employed
by the foremost research groups in the field of orthopaedic research, including
those teams headed by Bush, Errington, Guilak, Hall, Hunziker, Knight,
Mow, Poole, Ratcliffe and White (Poole et al., 1992; Guilak, 1994, 1995; Guilak
et al., 1994, 1995, 1999, 2000; Errington et al., 1997; Errington and White, 1998,
1999; Guilak et al., 2000; Bush and Hall, 2001, 2003; Bush et al., 2001; Hunziker
et al., 2002; Knight et al., 2002, 2003; Mow and Guo, 2002; White and Errington,
2005).

While conventional histology has long been used for in vitro analysis, in a surgical
setting arthroscopy is routinely utilized for the surgical diagnosis of degenerative
joints. The major limitation of video arthroscopy remains that the field of view is
strictly limited to the surface of the tissue and does not allow for cross-sectional
imaging below the surface (Han et al., 2003). Traditionally, sub-surface cross-
sectional imaging has been achieved ex vivo via mechanical biopsy and histological
processing. However, in the field of AC research, there has recently been significant
development of non-destructive assessment techniques in an effort to overcome the
sample site destruction and tissue dehydration necessary for conventional histology.
Alternative non-intrusive or minimally invasive methods of assessing sub-surface
architecture include imaging techniques such as optical coherence tomography
(OCT) (Han et al., 2003), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Mink et al., 1992) and
ultrasound (Suh et al., 2002). Ultrasound, MRI and OCT studies have introduced
the concept of ‘‘optical biopsy’’ and offer promise in the early detection of cartilage
degeneration (Chiang et al., 1997; Saied et al., 1997; Nishii et al., 1998; Mori et al.,
1999; Foster et al., 2000; Ghozlan and Vacher, 2000; Calvo et al., 2001; El-Miedany
et al., 2001). Polarization-sensitive OCT has been used in vitro to detect changes in
the state of collagen organization in the early assessment of OA (Drexler et al.,
2000). Despite a considerable level of development, the current resolution limitations
of the techniques described above restrict their applicability to the study of relatively
gross tissue pathologies. In this situation, CLSM has shown particular application
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for improving the capacity for the in situ characterization of tissue microstructure
(Mink et al., 1992).

In recent times, there have been increasing efforts made towards the establishment
of surgical and biological methodologies aimed at inducing ‘‘a significant and
durable repair response’’ in tissues such as AC and tendons (Hunziker, 2001). With
the emergence of novel biologic and surgical approaches, objective assessment of the
microstructure of newly formed repair tissue is required. In this role CLSM has been
used to assess the efficacy of surgical interventions, autogenic and allogenic tissue
transplants, cell transplants and tissue engineering approaches.

This review addresses the specific applications and development of CLSM in
orthopaedic research and analyses the results of the major studies that have been
conducted in tissues of orthopaedic interest. While this document will provide the
interested reader with a background in the technical aspects of the field, it is directed
more towards demonstrating the evolution of CLSM techniques that have facilitated
a relatively widespread adoption of this imaging modality. Initially we have provided
a technical introduction and a discussion of the appropriate contrast agents
(fluorophores) that are crucial to this type of fluorescence microscopy. We have
considered the application of CLSM in the imaging and research of tissues of
orthopaedic interest including; AC, bone, meniscus, ligament, and tendon. In
addition applications of CLSM in the rapidly advancing field of orthopaedic
implants and in the investigation of joint lubrication have also been outlined. Finally
a discussion of the future direction of developments this field is presented.

2. Confocal laser scanning microscopy

2.1. History of development

Originally, the principles defining confocal microscopy were developed by Marvin
Minsky in 1955 in order to image neurons in the brain, requiring an improved
resolution over that offered by traditional microscopes (Minsky, 1988). The confocal
microscope originated as an image transposed onto a long-persistence radarscope
that operated by ‘‘on-axis’’ raster stage scanning of the observed object. The image
lasted for only the length of time it took to scan the entire view – approximately 10 s.
This inability of the system to capture and store the image for further analysis meant
that the idea was short-lived (Minsky, 1988). The concept of the confocal microscope
was revisited, when, in 1972, the first biological images obtained by the Laser
Scanning Confocal Microscope (LSCM) were published (Hader, 1992). In the 1980s
Petran and Boyde utilized a computer to interpret the image (Dürrenberger and
Sütterlin, 2000), and in 1988 SiScans produced the first commercial unit aimed at
semiconductor metrology (Sandison and Webb, 1994; Corle and Kino, 1996).
Technological developments including the laser in the early 1960s, ‘‘off-axis’’
(stationary sample) beam scanning in the early 1970s (Sheppard, 1994) and the
availability of the powerful desktop computer of the 1990s all contributed to the now
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rapid development of the confocal microscope. Current confocal developments focus
around stain development as well as non-damaging in vivo imaging. The improving
speed of computer processors also gives rise to 3D sample reconstruction, image
deconvolution and morphological analysis.

2.2. Fluorescent confocal microscopy

The modern CLSM running in florescent mode uses a laser light source to excite a
fluorescing contrasting agent within an imaged sample. An illumination light is
launched from a gas or solid-state laser of a specific wavelength or several
wavelengths and then filtered to produce the specific wavelengths required (Fig. 1).
Since resolution is a function of the working numerical aperture (NA) of the
objective lens, the final image resolution is improved by the addition of a beam
expander to increase the diameter of the beam to fully fill the objective. The expander
also filters noise out of the Gaussian beam, by passing the laser through a pinhole at
the point within the expander where the light is focused into a neck. This focusing
transfers the noise within the Gaussian beam profile to the outside of the profile, thus
causing the light to be truncated by the pin hole before the beam is fully expanded
again. The light then enters the rear of the objective lens where it is focused into a
diffraction limited spot whose size is a function of the NA of the lens.

The contrasting agent is chosen for its penetrating abilities (molecular weight,
solution substance) as well as its ability to specifically bind to the points of interest
within the specimen. There are many fluorophores used in CLSM; for more general
applications including DNA probes and fluorescinated monoclonal antibodies the
reader is referred to two excellent reviews (Tsien and Waggoner, 1989; Cullander,
1999). For cartilage and bone-specific fluorophores, the authors have presented a
summary of the major contrast agents that employed across various studies
(Table 1). For the interested reader, the function and application of these probes is
outlined in the following section. Areas of interest are imaged by using a specific
excitation wavelength that is close to the contrasting agents peak excitation
wavelength. The contrasting agent, when excited by a light source, emits a longer
wavelength that is then directed back along the same optical path as the illumination
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Table 1.

Author/year Flourophore/
immunofluoresence

Concentration Immersion time &
temperature

Label

Alexopoulus et al. (2002) Celltracker-OM-Dil 20 mM 5min Viable chondrocytes
DMEM – 10% serum 5% CO2 12 hr at 37 1C

Amiel et al. (2004) BCECF-AM N/A 40min approx. Viable chondrocytes
Propidium iodide N/A 40min approx. Non-viable chondrocytes

Aigner et al. (1997) Calcein-AM N/A N/A Viable chondrocytes
Ethidium Homodimer N/A N/A Non-viable chondrocytes

Arnoczky et al. (2002) Acridine Orange 5 mM 60min Cell nuclei in rat tail
tendon deformation

PBS rinse 6mM Ascorbic acid 90min
Arnoczky et al. (2004) Rhodamine phalloidin 5 m/ml NA Actin cytoskeleton

Phosphate-buffered
formalin

10% 1hr Fixation

Bachrach et al. (1993) Calcein-AM N/A 60min Viable chondrocytes
Blumer et al. (2003) Paraformaldehyde 4% 0–1M phosphate

buffer (pH 7.4)
12 h Fixation

Synaptophysin N/A N/A Golgi tendon organs
A-bungarotoxin N/A N/A Viable chondrocytes
Trypan blue

Bush and Hall (2003) Calcein-AM 5 mM 30–60min Viable chondrocytes
Propidium iodide 6 mM 30–60min Surface roughness

Bush et al. (2001) Calcein-AM 5 mM 30min Viable chondrocytes
DMEM 280 mOsm (95:5 air CO2) 30min at 37 1C Viable chondrocytes

Bush and Hall (2003) Calcein-AM 5 mM 30min at 37 1C Non-viable chondrocytes
Propidium iodide 6 mM 30–60min

Chang et al. (1997) CMFDA N/A N/A Viable chondrocytes
Fibronectin N/A N/A Cell membrane
Texas red N/A N/A Type IV collagen
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Chantawiboonchai et al.
(1998)

Aldehyde fuchsin N/A N/A Oxytalan fibres in mouse
periodontal ligament

Formic acid 0.05 1 week Reflection mode
HCl in ethanol 4% in 70% 2min

Chen et al. (2003) Fluorescein diacetate
(FDA)

10 mM 5min Viable chondrocytes

Propidium iodide (PI) 60 mM 5min Non-viable chondrocytes
Chiang et al. (1997) Reflectance N/A Cartilage surface

fibrilations
De Carvalho and Taboga
(1996)

Eosin red N/A N/A Elastin fibres

Dennis et al. (2004) PPG 0–60 g/m N/A Chondrocyte viability in
cartilage explants

FITC IgG antibody DMEM incubation 37 1C N/A
Dolber and Spach (1993) Picosirius red PSR 0.1% FBA (pH 2) 90min Collagen fibres

HCL 0.01N 2min rinse
Phosphomolybdic acid
(PMA)

0.002 1min rinse

Errington et al. (1997) Chloromethyl fluorescein
diacetate-CMFDA

4.5 mm 15min at 37 1C Viable chondrocytes

N-2-HEPES 140mM NaCl (pH 7.4)
DMEM Buffered – 280 mosM

Errington and White
(1999)

CMFDA 4.5 mM 15min at 37 1C Viable chondrocytes

Fujii et al. (1998) Acridine orange 1% in 100 nM acetate
buffer (pH 4.2)

30min Bone slices – sheep
allocraft

Eosin 0.012 15min Bone slice – human
cortical bone

Gole et al. (2004) Calcein-AM 0.4 ml 30min Viable chondrocytes
Ethidium Homodimer 13 ml 30min Non-viable chondrocytes

Guilak et al. (1994) Calcein 50 mg/ml 30min Viable chondrocytes
Guilak et al. (1995) Fluorescein dextran 0.1mM 30min at 37 1C Cell membrane

Acridine orange 5 mg/ml 30min Nucleus
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Table 1. (continued )

Author/year Flourophore/
immunofluoresence

Concentration Immersion time &
temperature

Label

Guilak et al. (1999) Calcein 50 mg/ml 30min Compression of
enzymatically isolated
Chondrocytes

Hambach et al. (1998) FITC N/A N/A Pericellular staining for
Type VI collagen
Differences between
Normal and OA cartilage

Texas red N/A N/A
Cy5 N/A N/A

Hedlund et al. (1994) DAPI 0.16mM 30min Chondrocyte columnar
structures

Rinsed in PBS
BBI N/A N/A
Ethidium Homodimer N/A 10–20min Non-viable chondrocytes

Hirsch and Svoboda
(1993)

Phalloidin (conjugated to
FITC)

N/A 60min at 25 1C Filamentous actin (F-
actin)

Propidium iodide N/A 60min at 25 1C Stains the DNA and
RNA in cells and nuclei

Chick prolyl hydroxylase
(CPH)

N/A Collegen secreting
endoplasmic reticulum
(ER)

Hirschmann et al., 2002 GFP N/A N/A Vital chondrocytes
Holloway et al. (2004) FITC (Rabbit anti-mouse

conjugated secondary
antibody)

1:20 in mHBSS 60min at 37 1C Vimentin intermediate
filament cytoskeleton

Hunziker et al. (2002) N/A 48.8nm light source N/A N/A All cartilage structural
components
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Jensen et al. (2004) Paraformaldehyde in
DPBS

4% 1h Fixation

Testicular hyaluronidase 2mg/ml in 0.1M Tris-
buffered saline pH 5.5

2 h room temp Digestion

C3B9 Monoclonal antibody Chondrocyte cilia
Cy3 (1:500) Secondary antibody goat

anti-mouse-antibody
Kambic and McDevitt
(2004)

Streptomyces hyaluronate
lyase & Protease enzyme
XXI

Digestive enszymes 24 h N/A

Sodium acetate &
Calcium acetate

Buffers Overnight at 4 1C N/A

FITC-conjugated,
affinity-purified goat
antimouse IoG

N/A 24h Type I & Type II collagen

F(ab0)2 secondary
antibodies

N/A N/A Type I & Type II collagen

PBS 0.90% 6h Rinse
Knight et al., Ethidium Homodimer N/A N/A Non-viable chondrocytes
Knight et al. (2002) Calcein-AM 5 mM 45min Viable chondrocytes in

alginate constructs
DMEM+20% FCS 37 1C
Hoechst 33258 5 mM 45min

Kubinova et al. (1999) Fluorescein diacetate
(FDA)

10 mL 0.01% solution N/A Non-viable chondrocytes

Viable chondrocytes
Lee (2000) Calcein-AM 5 mM 1h Cell membrane

Syto 64 1 mg/ml 1 h Nucleus
Lewis et al. (2003) Propidium iodide

CMFDA
6.7 ig/ml in DPBS with
2 mM diluted in DMSO at
100 mM

1h at 37 1C Non-viable chondrocytes

Viable chondrocytes
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Table 1. (continued )

Author/year Flourophore/
immunofluoresence

Concentration Immersion time &
temperature

Label

Lu et al. (2001a,b) Calcein-AM 0.4 ml 30min Viable chondrocytes
Ethidium Homodimer-1 13 ml 30min Non-viable chondrocytes
PBS 1ml 30min Buffer solution at room

temperature
Manolopoulos et al.
(1999)

CMFDA 25mM 45min serum free
medium

Viable chondrocytes

CMFDA 25mM 30min complete medium Viable chondrocytes
Nash et al. (2004) Formalin-fixed E12

plastination
N/A N/A Skin ligaments

Niyibizi et al. (1996) Type X collagen anti-
serum

1:100, in PBS 1 h Type X collagen at bone
ligament interface

Goat anti-rabbit IgG
conjugated CY3

1h

PBS washes 6! 10min per wash
Poole et al. (1992) Streptavidin-FITC Type VI collagen

distribution in isolated
canine chondrons

Silver-enhanced 1 nm
gold particles

Reflectance mode
imaging

Provenzeno et al. (2002) Calcein-AM N/A 1hr Viable tenocytes
Ethidium Homodimer-1 N/A 1hr Non-viable tenocytes

Soder et al. (2002) FITC N/A N/A Pericellular staining for
Type VI collagen
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Texas red N/A N/A Differences between
Normal and OA cartilage

Cy5 N/A N/A
Visconti, et al. (1996) Type II collagen anti-

serum
1:100 in PBS 1 h

Type IX collagen anti-
serum

1:500 in PBS 1 h

Goat anti-rabbit IgG
conjugated CY3

1h

PBS washes 6! 10min per wash
Voytik-Harbin et al.
(2003)

Eosin 1mg/ml N/A Collagen fibrils

DiOC6 1mg/ml N/A Viable chondrocytes
Young et al. (2002) PBS with BSA 1% N/A Type II collagen in

cruciate ligament
Rabbit antigoat IgG
FITC

N/A Incubation

Goat antimouse IgG
FITC

N/A Incubation

Zheng et al. (1997) Acridine Orange 1% in 100 nM acetate
buffer (pH 4.2)

30min Bone slices – sheep
allograft
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beam. A beam splitter or dichroic mirror, only reflecting light below or above a
certain wavelength, is then used to divert the florescent emission towards a
photodetector, usually a photo multiplier tube (PMT). Before the light hits the
photodetector, it passes through set of filters (low pass and high pass) allowing only
a narrow bandwidth of light to pass constituting the wavelength range of the peak of
the emission wavelength curve. The light is then focused though a detection aperture
(confocal pinhole), enabling out of focus light to be eliminated before it is registered
by the photodetector. Internal reflections within the optic path of the microscope
that normally generate noise within the image are also blocked by the detector
aperture, thereby reducing blurring of the acquired image due to an improved signal
to noise (s/n) ratio.

The light path described so far describes only a single point within the specimen, a
full image plane is achieved by raster scanning a focused diffraction limited spot
across a stationary specimen (off axis) using galvanometer mounted mirrors or a
scanning stage for imaging larger samples (on axis). The scanner position is
correlated to the signal from the photodetector, thereby building up a digital image
of the focused plane. The use of one of the fast ‘‘off-axis’’ scanners along with the
stage or objective movement along the objective axis allows for rapid sample
sectioning along the xz or yz-plane to obtain sample cross-sections. Confocal
microscopy also has the advantage of being able to utilize less complex (cheaper)
objectives lenses through the use of monochromatic light sources that introduce
fewer aberrations into the system.

As elegantly noted by Shaw it is ‘‘human nature that the most interesting
information is just beyond what is observable’’. With this in mind, CLSM has been
developed in an attempt to surpass the theoretical resolution limitations of polarized
light microscopy (0.25 mm) (Shaw, 1994). Despite this ambitious goal the theoretical
resolution limitations of confocal microscopy are currently considered between 0.21
and 0.58 mm in the both the x and y direction (parallel to the tissue surface), and
between 0.44 and 3.44 mm in the z direction (perpendicular to the tissue surface) (Lee
et al., 2000). This lack of temporal resolution limits the ability to record transient cell
shape changes, and restricts the capacity to accurately define nuclear surface area
(Guilak, 1995). Exacerbating this problem, the non-specificity of certain fluor-
ophores may reduce the accuracy of certain morphological analysis techniques
(Guilak, 1995).

Despite the current limitations, confocal microscopy is ideally suited to the
analysis of complex 3D tissue architecture, and offers superior resolution to wide-
field fluorescent microscopy (Harvath, 1997). Moreover, current developments in
instrumentation are leading towards image acquisition rates that will parallel those
achieved by flow cytometry technologies (Rigaut et al., 1992).

Reflectance mode confocal microscopy utilizes a similar set to florescence confocal
microscopy, using the reflected light from the specimen in place of an excitable
contrast agent. The equality of the excitation and emission wavelengths is
maintained through the appropriate selection of filters. This method of confocal
imaging is best utilized for the imaging of surface features or surface texture analysis.
Reflectance mode imaging sometimes suffers from noise at detection due to the
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illumination light interfering with the detection light through interference. This
problem is minimized by panning the scanning area to a separate area of the
objective thereby avoiding interference artefacts. Sample illumination is achieved by
the use of in-phase photon coherent laser light, which creates improved sample edge
detection by the phenomenon of destructive interference (Holst, 1996).

2.3. Fiberoptic confocal microscopy

Single-mode fiberoptics are commonly used in modern confocal microscopy, with
many new generation CLSM systems using the fibre-optic pathways as both the laser
delivery vehicle, and as the confocal aperture. The optical fibre provides a flexible
light path for both the excitation and emission light path, and also acts as a spatial
filter equivalent confocal pinhole in rigid systems (Ghiggino et al., 1992). The use of
a fibre-optic system allows much greater flexibility as the launch and detection
hardware can be separated. A recently developed laser scanning confocal
arthroscope (LSCA) takes advantage of this by miniaturization of the raster
scanning device enabling a confocal system to fit inside a 4.5mm cannula, thereby
facilitating in vivo confocal imaging on in situ samples (Smolinski et al., 2003). While
the LSCA sacrifices signal strength and resolution to obtain its miniaturized size, it is
able to image sub-surface tissue up to depths of approximately 200 mm (depending
on tissue density and contrasting agent penetration), although ‘‘cell shadows’’
currently restrict full field images to 50 mm. This ability makes possible the sub-
surface study of tissue previously only able to be diagnosed using physical biopsy
(Jones et al., 2004).

2.4. Two-photon confocal microscopy

Two-photon microscopy (TPM) was first demonstrated in 1990 by Denk et al.
(1990). With the first multiphoton microscope made commercially available in 1996
by BioRad Microscience Pty Ltd. TPM, like confocal microscopy obtains high-
resolution images of fluorophore prepped tissue through laser scanning the image
plane. In TPM, a ‘‘confocal pinhole’’ is not required, thereby increasing signal
sensitivity, although pinhole may be used to slightly increase resolution if needed.
Unlike confocal microscopy, TPM uses two photons fired nearly simultaneously to
interact at the focal point of the objective, thus producing a single photon containing
the total energy of the individual photons. This set-up limits photodamage and
photobleaching to the focused plane, a trait that is advantageous in thicker
specimens. Cellular viability can also be increased by using excitation wavelength
4800 nm (Konig et al., 1996). TPM holds an advantage over confocal microscopy in
that it can penetrate samples far deeper by utilizing near-infrared light sources that
scatter less in tissues (Dunn et al., 2000). The interested reader is directed towards
Zipfel’s comprehensive review of the development of multiphoton microscopy
(Zipfel et al., 2003).
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2.5. Basic operating principles

The confocal microscope embodies several improved imaging properties when
compared traditional widefield microscopy, the most important of these being an
improved spatial resolution; that is the ability to distinguish two separate entities.
Resolution is the single most important factor in determining image quality in any
microscope system (Harvath, 1997), and in this respect the confocal microscope
(using identical optics and light source) theoretically out performs widefield
microscopes by "10% (Corle and Kino, 1996). Resolution remains the critical
factor in determining image quality, with the development of digital ‘‘zoom’’
functions enabling more detailed images to be obtained from lenses of limited
magnification. In these instances, a smaller portion of the objective’s full field of view
(FOV) is scanned although the image is displayed over the same digital image size in
terms of pixel count. Image sharpness is maintained until the distance between pixels
surpasses Nyquist sampling criterion or until the distance between pixels is less than
2 times the resolution in the axial (along objective axis) or transverse plane
(perpendicular to the objective axis).

Eqs. (1) and (2) demonstrate the practical transverse plane resolution of a confocal
and conventional widefield microscope. Theoretical resolution is never attained since
lens aberrations increase the spread of photons over a larger area thereby decreasing
the NA of the lens, resulting in a weaker resolving power. The full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM) resolution, also known as the 3 dB resolution, is often used in
practical resolution measurements as the detected Airy pattern or point spread
function (PSF) may not be as defined (as shown in Fig. 3), due to the use of Gaussian
beam profile laser illumination.

(Corle and Kino, 1996):

rxy2confocal#FWHM$point %
0:56l
NA

, (1)

(Sheppard, 1994):

rxy2confocal#FWHM$point %
0:61l
NA

. (2)

Resolution is a function of wavelength #l$ of the illuminating light and of the
objective’s NA, which measures light gathering ability. The NA of a lens
is a function of the clear aperture diameter, focal length #f $ and refractive index
#n$ of the lens (Fig. 2, Eq. (3)). It is clear therefore that focal length and aperture
diameter, in addition to the quality of the objective lens are the key factors
determining system resolution. Unfortunately this implies that objectives with higher
NA also have shorter working distances that are sometimes an important limiting
factor.

NA % n sin y. (3)

Rayleigh’s criterion states that resolution is achieved at the point where
the intensity drop between two Airy patterns from two entities is equal to
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26.5% of maximum intensity (Hecht, 1988). The two airy patterns that are
generated when two separate sub-resolution beads are imaged are represented
in Fig. 3. This is approximately where one Airy pattern’s maxima crosses the
other’s first minima, therefore the minimum resolving distance is equal to the
radius of the Airy disk, both in the transverse and axial directions (Houstoun,
1947).

Eq. (4) demonstrates that the axial resolution is more dependent on the objective’s
NA than is transverse resolution.

(Corle and Kino, 1996):

rz#FWHM$plane %
0:89l
NA2

. (4)

A further advantageous characteristic of CLSM is the ability to reject out of focus
light below and above the focal plane of the objective lens. This out of focus light
normally degenerates the image plane in bright field microscopy as it introduces
unwanted image noise thus lowering the system’s signal-to-noise ratio. Both of these
confocal features are products of a simple out-of-focus light rejection technique
comprising of a single focal point illumination and detection, thus only imaging a
volume of light bound by these conjugate focal points (thus confocal microscopy)
(Weeks, 2000).

Single-point illumination is made possible using a raster scanner to build up a
sample image single point at a time. The sample is illuminated by focusing the laser
light onto a single diffraction-limited spot represented by the centre spot of the Airy
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Fig. 2. Lens parameters determining the lens numerical aperture.

Fig. 3. Resolution between two entities is achieved when one Airy pattern’s maxima crosses
the other’s first minimum (Jacobs, 1943; Sirohi and Kothiyal, 1991).
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disk. The term ‘diffraction-limited spot’ refers to a focused illumination point whose
diameter is not controlled by lens aberration but rather by diffraction, which occurs
in all optic systems due to the laws of physics. Lens aberrations are not caused by
any physical imperfection of the lens, but result from the limited geometries of lens
manufacture. Aberrations cause the diffraction distribution (Airy profile) to depart
from its spherical shape thus degrading resolution (Sirohi and Kothiyal, 1991). The
diffraction-limited spot contains 85% of the total light intensity of the Airy disk
(Fig. 4), thereby assisting out-of-focus light rejection with any detected light intensity
outside of the focal plane reduced dramatically due to the lower light intensity in this
region.

Single-point detection is achieved once the reflected or emitted light from the
sample has been detected back in tandem through the objective and has been
diverted and wavelength filtered towards the photon detector. The beam is focused
to a diffraction-limited spot coinciding with the plane containing the ‘‘confocal
pinhole’’. Any detected light that has been emitted below or above the focal plane
will either focus before or after the confocal pinhole thus eliminating the out-of-
focus light even further, allowing the detection of an extremely thin optical section.
The detection aperture also blocks any unfocused light or noise that is present in the
reflected signal (Carlsson and Danielsson, 1985). The size of the ‘‘confocal pinhole’’
in some CLSMs can be varied, enabling the optimization of both resolution and
signal strength.

The depth limitations of CLSM are dependent on the penetration and diffusion of
the contrasting agent into the sample tissue, and the ability of the laser to excite the
fluorophore despite increasing light path return length through the sample at that
depth. Protocols have been developed to compensate for depth attenuation due to
the absorption of light in cartilage depending on a number of variables, including
molecular concentrations and the excitation and emission wavelengths (Errington et
al., 1997). Comparison of histologically established tissue thickness has suggested
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Fig. 4. Airy pattern intensity profile as an intensity plot. The inner maximum disk contains
85% of the total intensity and is known as the Airy disk.
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that the maximum focal plane depth achievable with currently available contrasting
agents is considered in the range of 200–300 mm (Guilak et al., 1995). The primary
disadvantages of the CLSM when compared to a conventional microscope are that it
is sensitive to vibrations due to the necessity of the accurate scanning process and
optical alignment is more involved as image distortions are more noticeable.

2.6. 3D Reconstruction

Optical sectioning of the specimen allows for the acquisition of a series of fully
focused images at fixed increments along the objective’s axis (z-axis). By combining
these image stacks using software, a focussed 3D model of an imaged sample can be
reconstructed (Fig. 5). Such volume reconstructions provide the confocal microscope
with a technically ‘‘infinite’’ depth of field, limited only by contrasting agent
penetration and illumination light penetration or internal sample diffraction. This
method eliminates the possibility of processing artefacts sometimes introduced by
physically sectioning tissue samples, as would be required using widefield
microscopy. Unfortunately, CLSM also introduces its own image artefacts, such
as signal attenuation with increasing depth or image distortion due to the sample
refractive index mismatch. In an effort to account for these limitations, software
advances are now permitting quantitative analysis of 3D reconstructions of cell and
matrix microstructure (Rigaut et al., 1992).

Another method available to confocal microscopists to improve the resolution of
the gained images post acquisition is that of deconvolution. Deconvolution is
capable of producing a resolution surpassing Rayleigh’s criterion and is termed
‘‘super resolution’’. The mathematical algorithm uses a point-spread function (PSF)
that has been generated by imaging a sub-resolution sized bead on the same confocal
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Fig. 5. 3D software reconstruction of hyaline cartilage 300! 300! 50mm demonstrating
zonal architecture of articular chondrocytes.
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microscope that the image stack to be deconvoluted originated from. The PSF contains
information on how the microscope deviates from the perfect Airy profile thus
introducing out of focus light. The image plane above and below the one being
deconvoluted is used to remove out of focus light from the desired image plane (Fig. 6).

2.7. Effects of CLSM on tissue

Given the quick up-take of CLSM protocols throughout many biological imaging
applications, it is worth considering the possible effects, deleterious or otherwise,
arising from the use of CLSM for the study of tissue samples. When considering the
effects of CLSM on any tissue, there are three major concerns; firstly it is important
to consider the effects of the contrasting agent on the physiology and structure of the
cell or other tissue constituents, next the possible phototoxic effects of laser light
must be addressed, and finally artefactual interference from contrasting agent must
be accounted for (Harvath, 1997).

A recent study suggests that live cell CLSM imaging (specifically employing fluo-4
AM) induces light activation of intracellular calcium transients and oscillations with
an associated reduction in cell viability (Knight et al., 2003). In an effort to decrease
the rate of cell death, treatment with the antioxidant ascorbate reduced the calcium
transient response suggesting that cell death was mediated by the release of reactive
oxygen species produced in the interaction between laser light and the fluorescent
label (Knight et al., 2003).

3. Fluorophores for confocal microscopy

With the development of fluorescence microscopy, and more recently the wider
application of CLSM in biological research applications, specific fluorophores have
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Fig. 6. Confocal image of articular chondrocytes before (A) and after (B) image
deconvolution.
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been identified for covalent labelling and nucleic acid labelling as well as for the
marking of cell membranes, mitochondria and lipid content (Rigaut et al., 1992).
Fluorophores of particular interest to the investigation of orthopaedic tissues via
CLSM include; acridine orange, calcein, ethidium homodimer, fluorescein iso-
thiocyanate (FITC), propidium iodide; and the acetyl methyl (AM) and dextran-
bound conjugates of the aforementioned probes.

Acridine orange is a cell-permanent fluorophore that provides a high contrast
image of the cell nucleus by specific binding to nucleic acids and fragments and has
been used in AC studies to assess chondrocyte cellular density and morphology
(Guilak, 1995; Arnoczky et al., 2002). Acridine orange differentiates specific DNAs
and RNAs in nuclei and cytoplasm and inhibits mitosis. It should be noted that
acridine orange has been illustrated to have distinct cellular affects including the
induction of bi-nucleation in AC chondrocytes (Kusuzaki et al., 2001).

Calcein is a polyanionic fluorescein derivative that is often chosen over alternative
dyes as a cytoplasmic stain and indicator of viability due to its low pH sensitivity,
high fluorescent yield and cell retention characteristics (Bachrach et al., 1993). The
cell-permeant acetoxymethyl (AM) esters of calcein have been used in the study of
viable chondrocyte function due its ability to load by permeabilizing the cell’s
membrane non-invasively (Lee et al., 2000).

Ethidium homodimer is particularly useful as a dead-cell indicator as it is
impermeant to cells with intact membranes and has a high DNA affinity. Ethidium
homodimer has been used as a viability/toxicity assay in a number of CLSM
investigations of chondrocyte viability (Aigner et al., 1997; Knight et al., 1998; Lu et
al., 2001a,b; Knight et al., 2002). As with PI and acridine orange, ethidium
homodimer binds to specific RNA and DNA (ssDNA and dsDNA).

Fluorescein and its conjugate FITC have been commonly employed for the
covalent labelling of proteins due to their high absorptivity, excellent fluorescence
quantum yield and good water solubility. However the photobleaching and pH
sensitivity of fluorescein limit its sensitivity and ability to be used for quantitative
intensity measurements. As a result fluorescein derivatives have been developed that,
while not solving all the problems associated with FITC, somewhat alleviates their
severity. Dextran-bound fluorescein (DBF) has been developed in order to provide a
high fluorescent contrast between the chondrocyte and its ECM. While not binding
specifically to cartilage matrix components DBF diffuses readily within the
extracellular space while being excluded from intact cell membranes thereby
indicating viable cells as nonfluorescent inclusions within a fluorescent ECM
(Guilak, 1995). Conversely fluorescein diacetate (FDA) is a cell-permeable
fluorescent probe that has been used to assess cell viability. FDA labels live cells
by permeating the cell membrane through intracellular hydrolysis (cleaving by
intracellular esterases) thereby producing an accumulation of fluorescein in the
cytoplasm (Chen et al., 2003). Chloromethyl fluorescein diacetate (CMFDA) has
also been employed in a number of studies to assess chondrocyte viability (Errington
et al., 1997; Errington and White, 1999).

In order to assess chondrocyte apoptosis PI, a cell-impermeable fluorescent probe,
has been used in a number of studies (Hirsch and Hartford Svoboda, 1993; Bush and
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Hall, 2001; Chen et al., 2003). In this role, PI labels non-viable cells by binding to the
cellular DNA after penetrating the compromised cell membrane (Chen et al., 2003).
Other fluorophores that have been associated with the CLSM studies include; eosin,
fuchsin, phallodin (conjugated to FITC), streptavidin, texas red and trypan blue.

Tissue penetration of the fluorophore into the specimen to be imaged remains one
of the critical issues in effective CLSM imaging (Tsien and Waggoner, 1989). In AC,
fluorescence penetration has often been optimized via specific culturing or
incubation techniques (Guilak, 1994; Errington et al., 1997). Recently, the use of
dextran-bound conjugates and AM esters of probes such as fluorescein and calcein
have been developed and employed to assess cell or matrix specific features. The
addition of saponin to the fixation solution has also been noted to improve
fluorophore absorption (Rigaut et al., 1992).

Two well-noted issues associated with the use of fluorophores in CLSM are the
photobleaching of fluorescent probes due to laser light exposure, and the attenuation
of fluorescent intensity with depth in the sample due to light scatter and stain
penetration (Rigaut et al., 1992). Photobleaching of the sample during 3D imaging
can be reduced by limiting the scan-dwelling time, using lower power NA lenses
(thereby reducing laser intensity) and adopting a ‘‘bottom-up’’ imaging protocol;
thereby minimizing the laser exposure time. Methods of correcting for the effects of
axial intensity attenuation as a function of focal plane depth have been previously
published, with protocols specifically tailored to the accurate measurement of the
dynamic cell volume of chondrocytes in situ comprehensively outlined (Errington
and White, 1999).

It has been noted that the combination of intense laser light illumination and
potential fluorophore toxicity can be damaging to living cells (Buckwalter, 2002).
Phototoxicity has also been associated with the use of CLSM, however minimization
of exposure time and limitation of laser intensity can minimize this effect (Errington
and White, 1999). A recently developed LSCA may soon provide the unique capacity
for in vivo confocal imaging (Jones et al., 2004). For this application, the toxicity of
fluorophores remains an issue yet to be thoroughly explored, however fluorescein is
currently considered the most viable fluorophore with the requisite clinical approvals
for surgical in vivo imaging.

4. CLSM assessment of AC

The hyaline AC of synovial joints is subject to high levels of mechanical stress
and wear, and is vulnerable to injury and other disease processes that can
lead to extensive tissue degeneration. Due to its non-vascular nature and lack of
other inherent regenerative capabilities, the metabolic and enzymatic responses of
AC fail to provide sufficient rate of matrix regeneration to repair even a minimal
defect.

The limited capacity of AC for self-repair leads to chondral defects and the
subsequent development of OA. In a widely noted American arthroscopic case study
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63% of 31,500 patients demonstrated injury of the AC of the knee (Curl et al., 1997).
The prevalence of AC injury is further demonstrated by a study that reports 42% of
patients with post-traumatic knee disorders following arthroscopic examination
showing articular surface damage (Martinek, 2001). While cartilage injury is often
associated with damage to other tissues of the diarthroidal synovial joint, it is much
more difficult to detect than osseous or ostechondral fractures that are readily
identified via MRI techniques. Indeed there is currently no clinical imaging modality
of sufficient sensitivity to detect damage to the chondral matrix and/or cells without
visible disruption to the articular surface (Buckwalter, 2002).

Given the prevalence and the frequency of chondral defects, the need for early
detection and non-destructive assessment techniques is readily apparent. Methodol-
ogies have previously been developed to assess, on a macro-scale, the degree of
global cartilage degeneration; specifically examining OA grade and lesion/defect
magnitude. However, no current technology exists to non-destructively determine
cartilage degeneration on a microscopic level. More over all of these techniques rely
on subjective results due to inter operator equipment set up and subjective scaling
assessment. In an effort to determine the clinical efficacy of newly developed
cartilage repair techniques the need for objective assessment of microstructural
changes has been identified (Hunziker, 2001).

In AC research, CLSM has been used to characterize both healthy and
degenerated cartilage. Much study has focused on the principle cellular component
of AC, the chondrocyte, with examination of both physiological cellular morphology
and the deformation behaviour during cartilage compression. CLSM has also been
employed to characterize collagenous component of cartilage ECM, and more
recently has been used to examine emerging cartilage repair techniques. The major
studies in this field and the CLSM techniques that they have employed are reviewed
in the following section.

4.1. Characterization of healthy and degenerate AC

CLSM has been used in a number of studies to validate the ultra-structural models
of AC that were developed by researchers such as Clarke and Stockwell using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
(Clarke, 1974; Stockwell, 1979). While Guilak (1994) focussed on the 3D verification
of chondrocyte morphology, another early application of CLSM involving the study
of the physiology and ultrastructure of AC, established an understanding of the
columnar arrangement of chondrocytes (Hedlund et al., 1994). This Swedish study
demonstrated the effectiveness of the DNA bonding DAPI staining of cell nuclei and
developed 3D image-processing capabilities. The significance of CLSM for cartilage
research was noted in this study, with the advantages of this technique over TEM
and SEM clearly demonstrated (Hedlund et al., 1994).

CLSM has also been used to assess the early degenerative changes associated with
the progression of OA. Arthroscopically accessed cartilage scoring systems for the
clinical assessment of AC lesions and matrix degeneration, such as the Outerbridge
classifications, International Cartilage Repair Society (ICRS) OA grade and the
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French Society of Arthroscopy (SFA) system for assessing chondropathy, can be
generally described as macroscopic techniques providing little detail in regards to
subsurface tissue micro-architecture (Dougados et al., 1994). In contrast studies
using CLSM to characterize OA obtain detailed 3D microscopic representations of
the tissue architecture (Bush and Hall, 2003) (Fig. 7).

Many studies of AC have employed traditional histologic processing techniques
involving fixation, sectioning and enzymatic digestion of cultured tissue for
individual cell isolation. One of the intrinsic advantages of CLSM is the ability to
image specific features of entire gross specimens in situ, thereby ensuring an
unprecedented minimal degree of disturbance. An early study has reported the
confocal imaging of whole mount preparations of cartilage as facilitating the
localization of F-actin as filament bands in the superficial zone, the identification of
collagen secreting endoplasmic reticulum and the staining of Type IX collagen
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Fig. 7. An overview of the morphology of human tibial articular cartilage as a function of
cartilage grade. Panel (a) shows four low power (! 5 objective lens) projected images of AC
exhibiting the four levels of graded erosion. Grade 0 cartilage showed no surface erosion,
whereas grade 1 exhibited clear signs of surface roughness. This was increased for grade 2
cartilage where there was marked loss of the SZ. Finally grade 3 tissue demonstrated complete
loss of the SZ with erosion extending into the MZ and beyond. Chondrocytes were labelled
with calcein (live cells; bright spots); extracellular matrix autofluorescence was also visualized
to highlight the surface erosion grading. Scale bar % 100mm. Panel (b) shows superimposed
1mm z-sections through human articular cartilage ("40 optical sections obtained using ! 63
water-immersion objective lens). Chondrocytes were labelled with calcein. The orientation of
the cartilage is indicated by the articular surface (AS) at the top of the figure. Scale
bar % 10mm. Image reprinted with permission: Fig. 1. (Bush and Hall, 2003).
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mRNA (Hirsch and Hartford Svoboda, 1993). This technique enables the study of
articular chondrocytes in their normal environment without disturbance of cell
cytoarchitecture (Hirsch and Hartford Svoboda, 1993).

The non-destructive nature of CLSM has also led to it use as a validation tool in
the assessment of the ability of ultrasound to characterize the initial surface changes
associated with the onset of OA (Chiang et al., 1997). In this role CLSM was able to
detect the subtle appearance of surface fibrillations in AC without subjecting the
sample to destructive histology with physical sectioning and associated processing
artefacts. Interestingly the combined US and CLSM findings implied that visually
normal AC may actually be similarly fibrillated of mild OA cartilage suggesting
a ‘‘latent period’’ between the onset of fibrillation and clinical symptoms (Chiang
et al., 1997).

Errington and White have developed a pragmatic approach to the 4D imaging of
live chondrocyte cells utilizing a combination of CLSM and vital cell labelling to
characterize the in situ response of chondrocytes to changes in interstitial osmotic
pressure (Errington et al., 1997). In this comprehensive study, the authors outline a
thorough protocol for the key stages of imaging for live cell volumes by optimizing
the crucial variables of noise tolerance, dye loading and image acquisition time
(Fig. 8).

Prior to Errington and White’s protocol, CLSM had been used to image live cells
with some success (Guilak, 1994; Terasaki and Dailey, 1995). However the
volumetric measurement techniques presented in Errington and White’s elegant
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Fig. 8. Flow chart representing the key stages of live cell volume imaging and associated
optimization steps for extraction and visualization. Image adapted from Errington et al.
(1997).
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work extended the scope of this imaging modality by demonstrating the acquisition
of 4D images (x, y, z, t) and facilitating the accurate quantification of fluorescence
intensity whilst maintaining chondrocyte viability (Errington et al., 1997; Errington
and White, 1998, 1999). Furthermore, by considering the AC as an integral
component of the imaging system, and calculating a z-correction factor to
compensate for measured focus errors, they also illustrated that in CLSM systems
the axial focus spatial distortions are due to the optical characteristics of the sample
(Errington et al., 1997).

Confocal imaging has also been indicated as a relevant tool for the research of
articular elastin fibres (De Carvalho and Taboga, 1996). In this role, CLSM provides
distinct advantages over conventional histological techniques by facilitating the use
of thicker sections while simultaneously providing improved resolution capable of
imaging finer microstructural details (De Carvalho and Taboga, 1996).

While researching the ultrastructure of human cartilage, Hunziker has employed
the unique characteristics of CLSM in order to facilitate a number of elegant studies
(Hunziker, 1992, 2001; Hunziker et al., 2002). Until Hunzkier’s (2002) CLSM study,
and despite a number of previous qualitative and quantitative studies; only relatively
gross parameters had previously been identified in human AC.

While MRI had earlier been used to assess both tissue thickness and total
tissue volume in human specimens (Adam et al., 1998; Eckstein et al., 1998),
quantitative microstructural analysis of AC had only previously been conducted in
experimental animals (Hunziker et al., 2002). In this study, a ‘‘comprehensive set of
baseline data’’ regarding the quantitative structural features and organization of AC
was derived from a thorough stereological analysis of cylindrical bone–tissue
explants (Hunziker et al., 2002). Statistically valid information regarding the mean
tissue thickness was acquired relating the height of the hyaline cartilage layer to the
calcified cartilage layer and the sub-chondral bone layer. Furthermore, CLSM was
used to characterize chondrocyte surface area, average horizontal diameter and cell
volume; although it should be noted that in this study, instrument resolution was
insufficient to resolve cytoplasmic processes (Hunziker et al., 2002). A Scottish study
was however, able to characterize the cytoplasmic processes extending from
chondrocytes with respect to their zonal classification in both healthy and degenerate
AC (Bush and Hall, 2003).

More recently CLSM has been used to further characterize the morphology
of chondrocytes from OA and non-OA human AC, and examine the appearance
and frequency of multiple elongated processes radiating into the ECM (Holloway
et al., 2004). Immunofluorescent staining of the cytoskeletal protein vimentin
was used to test the hypothesized morphological difference between OA and
non-OA chondrocytes. Statistically significant differences were established between
the sub-populations of cells with elongated processes, thereby implying a role in the
etiology and progression of OA through altered phenotypic expression and
mechanotransduction leading to a breakdown of the ECM (Holloway et al., 2004)
(Fig. 9).

Lewis et al. (2003) have used CLSM to examine the damage from rapid high-
energy impacts to cartilage and the role that this trauma plays in the aetiology and
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progression of OA. Fresh bovine patellae were potted and mounted before an
MTS machine with a 6mm diameter cylindrical impacter was used to apply
loads at 6000N/s to a peak load of 1500N. Following loading, cartilage
samples were harvested and processed for histology and prepared for CLSM
using nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) or incubated in Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered
saline (DPBS) with PI and chloromethylfuorescein diacetate (CMFDA). CLSM
was used to validate conventional histology and to provide quantitative live/dead
cell densities. This study focused on regions with macroscopically detectable
cracks and areas of normal cartilage immediately adjacent to cracks, with samples
analysed firstly according to the effect of time, surface damage, and depth, and
secondly according to the effect of proximity to cracks with respect to time. Viable
cell assays were utilised to assess the decrease in viable cell density in AC samples.
The results of this study show that cell death was localized around impact-induced
cracks following the loading regime induce cartilage impaction on bone (Lewis et al.,
2003) (Fig. 10).

For the assessment of AC condition, the readily quantifiable (via CLSM) volume
and surface area of articular chondrocytes has been shown to be a strong indicator of
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Fig. 9. Confocal 3D reconstruction showing cells within OA cartilage labelled for vimentin
intermediate filaments and visualized close to the surface of the tissue. Scale bar indicates
10mm. Image reprinted with permission: Fig. 4 (Holloway et al., 2004).
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Fig. 10. Montage of impacted and adjacent cartilage: (a) histological section adjacent to
impact area that had been incubated with NBT and processed for conventional histology.
There is a high percentage of cells with included black precipitates indicative of live cells
(100!magnification). (b) Conventional histological section of impact area near the crack
where there are many cells without any black precipitates, only near the crack
(100!magnification). (c) CLSM image of non-impacted tissue immediately adjacent to
impact area (scale bar % 200mm). (d) CLSM image of impact area (scale bar % 200mm). (e)
CLSM image of impact area (scale bar % 200 mm). (f) CLSM image of impact area. Image
reprinted with permission: Fig. 5 (Lewis et al., 2003).
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overall tissue health. Chondrocyte morphology has thus been the topic of numerous
recent studies; these are addressed in the following section.

4.2. The morphology of articular chondrocytes

The maintenance and degradation of AC is dependent upon the activities of the
chondrocytes in the tissue matrix (Ratcliffe and Mow, 1996). Once thought
biologically senescent, the response of chondrocytes to normal biomechanical
stimulation is now recognized as responsible for the maintenance of a stable matrix
and homeostasis (Newman and Watt, 1988). As in other cell lines, morphologic
changes caused by mechanical loading or physiochemical alterations in the cell
environment have been linked to phenotypic expression (Guilak, 1994).

Chondrocytes occupy lacunae distributed through the matrix and are spherical in
the deep portion, but are flattened towards the surface of the tissue. During in vitro
study, the shape and volume of chondrocytes has been linked directly to the
deformation behaviour of the tissue (Guilak et al., 1999; Wu, 1999). The specific
mechanisms of cell transduction remain the subject of a number of current studies,
the fundamental basis of which requires the accurate measurement and character-
ization of chondrocyte morphology. It has been noted previously, that the accurate
measurement of cell morphology is crucial in the interpretation of intercellular
structure–function relationships (Alexopoulus et al., 2002).

The metabolic activity of chondrons has been investigated by the CLSM imaging
of type VI immunolabelled collagen from tissue sections beneath autoradiographic
emission (Poole, 1997). This study suggests ‘‘a metabolic role for the chondron in the
spatial and temporal differentiation of newly synthesized aggrecan’’ (Poole, 1997).
Moreover, this study also suggests the division of this metabolic activity into three
spatially defined ‘‘pools’’ according to the pericellular, territorial and interterritorial
matrices surrounding articular chondrocytes (Poole, 1997).

The technological development of confocal microscopy instrumentation and
methodology has led to the evolution of volume investigation and the study of 3D
cell morphology (Bachrach et al., 1993; Stevens, 1994). The application of CLSM to
accurately quantify cell volume in AC research, has led to a number of elegant
methodologies being developed. These protocols have been utilized for the purposes
of morphologic investigation or the characterization of deformation behaviour as
previously mentioned. It has been noted that there are four basic steps inherent to
any cell volume quantification method, these steps are; (1) data acquisition, (2) 2D
segmentation, (3) 3D visualization, (4) quantitative 3D analysis (Blatter, 1999).

In the investigation of dynamic cell volume, the accuracy of the volume
measurement technique is of obvious importance. For a detailed review of this
critical issue, and a number of practical recommendations for both the
characterization and the minimization of such errors, the interested reader is
referred to a comprehensive review (Sieck et al., 1999). Sieck et al. (1999) present an
unbiased approach to the establishment of cell volume utilizing the Cavalieri
principle as a stereological method applied to reconstruct 3D images from a set of
serial optical sections (Sieck et al., 1999).
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In an effort to characterize chondrocyte deformation in situ, and in order to
quantify chondrocyte morphology in 3D, a previous method of stereological analysis
was developed by Bachrach et al. (1993). This protocol was designed to optimize the
optics of the CLSM system used, and to thereby provide user independent
reproducible quantitative intensity information of the cells of interest. 3D images are
then rendered from high-intensity areas in serial images using a seed based ‘‘nearest
neighbour’’ algorithm to define the cell–matrix and cell–cell borders. The cell surface
is then defined according to a connected series of polygons, thereby producing a
series of easily visible meshes. From this basis, quantitative cell morphology and
intercellular relationships can be defined using a vector approach (Bachrach et al.,
1993). This comprehensive protocol also defines corrections for optical aberrations
commonly encountered when employing CLSM for the study of AC; both
monochromatic and chromatic aberrations were corrected for by employing a
Full-Width Half-Mean (FWHM) metric. This methodology demonstrated a low
correlation between depth and measured volume, suggesting that the effect of axial
aberrations on cell dimensions was considered minimal. Similarly, for the protocol
and image acquisition hardware and technology employed by this study, off-axis
aberrations were shown to be of negligible (o5%) effect with a minimal correlation
between radial distance and measured dimensions (Bachrach et al., 1993). This study
also accounted for changes in cell dimensions due to the effects of photobleaching
and due to the refraction of light across the tissue/medium interface; both of these
considerations were shown to have a negligible effect on measured cellular
dimensions (Bachrach et al., 1993).

Guilak has outlined a further protocol for the measurement of the volume and
surface area of viable chondrocytes in situ (Guilak, 1994). CLSM was utilized for the
non-invasive determination of the surface area and volume of articular chondrocytes
in vitro via a geometric modelling technique to form an isointensity surface contour
of specific cells (Guilak, 1994). This elegant study employed a combined surface and
volume-based algorithm to describe the cell surface as a series of poyhedra derived
from sequential digital confocal sections. 3D images were rendered from voxel data
by forming isointensity contours at the object surface. The automated, non-
interactive definition of the cell border yielded overall errors of less than 0.5% in
surface and volume measurements; suggesting that this method is relatively accurate
when applied to convex (ellipsoidal) cells.

After experimental calibration determined the intensity threshold, the surface area
and volume segmentation and reconstruction method was applied to quantify the
morphology of chondrocytes in the AC of young adult rabbits. The methodology
was found to generate results in good agreement with previously reported
chondrocyte morphological parameters, and within the range of natural variation
and calibration-induced errors (Guilak, 1994).

The critical issue in all image analysis protocols remains the initial step of cellular
boundary definition. A common method often used in cartilage research is known as
the half-maximum intensity threshold method, which defines the cellular boundary
relative to the maximum luminescence intensity measured intracellularly (Guilak,
1994; Errington et al., 1997; Errington and White, 1998). Following boundary
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definition, the full-width half-maximum cell diameter provides a quantifiable and
readily comparable measure of cell size (Lee et al., 2000).

Errington and White employed their protocol for the dynamic volume
measurement of articular chondrocytes in intact cartilage explants using CLSM to
quantify changes in cell volume whilst maintaining tissue integrity (Errington et al.,
1997; Errington and White, 1998, 1999). Previously the measurement of dynamic cell
volume changes by traditional methods required the isolation of chondrocytes (by
enzymatic digestion) from the surrounding matrix; ergo the imaging of viable
chondrocytes in situ within an undamaged ECM enables more objective measure-
ments to be acquired. The protocol involves the calibration of axial attenuation via
average intensity measurements at different optical planes and across sample
fluorescent spheres, and the characterization of z-focus distortion to account for
differences in refractive indices between mediums. After calibration, visualization
and the acquisition and storage of confocal image data, image analysis of 2D ‘‘slices’’
and 3D ‘‘stacks’’ permits the definition of cell/matrix boundary via boundary
intensity thresholding or seed-fill algorithms. Once the critical issue of defining the
cell/matrix boundary is addressed, morphological analysis data can be acquired in
2D, 3D and 4D (Errington et al., 1997; Errington and White, 1998, 1999).This
procedure enables volume measurements to be calculated whilst both matrix
integrity and cell spatial organization are preserved; thereby obviating the need to
separate chondrocyte cells from the ECM by enzymatic digestion. The described
methodology involves signal-to-noise ratio optimization enabling correction of
sample-induced axial signal attenuation. As in Guilak’s (1994) previous work, the
critical issue remains the definition of the intensity threshold that differentiating
between maximum intensity (within the cell) and minimum intensity (within the
matrix). Alternatively, Errington and White circumscribe an objective estimate of the
cell boundary via a ‘‘fluorescent sea’’ calibration and segmentation routine, after
which cell volume can be extracted according to the utilized algorithm (Errington et
al., 1997; Errington and White, 1999).

Using their protocol, Errington and White (often working with Hall) were able to
demonstrate that chondrocyte volume is affected by changes in osmolarity.
Investigation of the volume regulatory mechanisms of viable chondrocytes in situ
using CLSM has enabled the swelling or shrinkage of individual cells to be
monitored relative to their depth and position (Errington et al., 1997). From this
unique data the researchers were able further elucidate the complex nature of cell/
matrix interactions (Fig. 11).

As discussed, numerous protocols and methodologies exist both for the
acquisition of chondrocyte morphology using CLSM and for the subsequent
analysis of volume or surface area. Indeed several digital and stereological methods
for quantifying the cellular morphology have been compared in an excellent review
article (Kubinova et al., 1999). Briefly, these methods can be divided into interactive
stereological methods; the spatial grid method, the Fakir method or the Cavalieri
principle; or into automated digital methods; the digital Crofton method, voxel
counting, isointensity contour method or the triangulation method (Kubinova et al.,
1999). In order to provide a meaningful comparison, the various methods were used
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to examine specimens of known morphological parameters, and assessed according
to a number of performance parameters including processing time and computa-
tional accuracy. From this comparison, a comprehensive set of protocols was
established, largely dependent on whether automatic segmentation is practical, but
providing a valuable resource for choosing application specific cellular volume or
surface area investigation methods (Kubinova et al., 1999). Generally, the Fakir
probe stereological analysis method was found to be the most widely applicable
methodology (Kubinova et al., 1999).

A French team has performed a more specific comparison of the volume
rendering methods used in confocal microscopy (Lucas et al., 1996). This study
focused on an examination of volume-rendering algorithms used for the 3D
visualization of digital volumes acquired by CLSM. Volume-rendering techniques
investigated included; parallelepiped face mapping, the rotation–projection method
and the voxel ray-tracing method. This study expanded the aforementioned
algorithms; producing the ‘‘ROPER module’’, the ‘‘MAPPER module’’ and the
‘‘RAYTRACER module’’. These modified algorithms sought to improve the
accuracy of each original algorithm whilst optimizing the computational time
requirements; thereby broadening the applicability of each 3D rendering technique
(Lucas et al., 1996).

Most recently, a study by Bush and Hall (2003) used CLSM to examine the
volume and morphology of chondrocytes within non-degenerate and degenerate
human AC (Bush and Hall, 2003). The early swelling of AC is evident in the initial
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Fig. 11. Superimposed 1mm vertical (z"axis; 40! 1mm) sections through bovine articular
cartilage obtained by CLSM, illustrating chondrocyte distribution and morphology.
Chondrocytes were labelled with the cytoplasmic fluorescent dye Calcein. The image is
orientated with the articular surface (AS) shown on the left. For the purposes of this study,
chondrocytes were grouped into three zones (SZ, MZ and DZ) as indicated in the figure.
Bar % 10mm. Image reprinted with permission: Fig. 1(Bush and Hall, 2001).
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development of OA; Bush and Hall (2003) have examined the effect of the swelling
associated increase in tissue hydration on viable chondrocytes in situ. Significantly,
cytoplasmic processes were identified in this study via high magnification confocal
microscopy. These processes were shown to contribute significantly to total cell
volume, and to indicate cell populations with differing cell body volumes from
morphologically normal chondrocytes. Furthermore, the focal plane depth
variability of CLSM was used to investigate the presence of chondrocyte processes
with respect to the notionally divided zonal classifications of AC (Bush and Hall,
2003) (Fig. 12).

The relative accuracy of the confocal modelling of chondrocyte morphology
has led to the use of CLSM for the validation of alternative imaging techniques.
In this role, CLSM was used to validate a novel method of quantifying cell size
from a time series of differential interference contrast images (Alexopoulus et al.,
2002).

4.3. Cartilage compression: the deformation behaviour of articular chondrocytes

The mechanical properties of AC have been the subject of extensive research.
Currently there are three prominent methods of mechanical property determination
for AC; indentation testing, confined compression and unconfined compression.
These approaches have been used in an effort to validate the various cartilage load
carriage models in comparison to experimentally established stress strain relation-
ships. These three experimental approaches have been employed in numerous studies
to define the mechanical properties of AC including Poisson’s ratio and Young’s
modulus of bulk tissue explants, bioengineered tissue constructs, and both in situ
and isolated articular chondrocytes (Korhonen et al., 2002). On the cellular level,
compression experiments have often utilized CLSM as a means of measuring
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Fig. 12. Examples of morphologically abnormal human articular midzone chondrocytes. (a)
‘‘Morphologically normal’’ and spheroidal with a relatively smooth surface; (b) single small
(o 8mm) cytoplasmic processes, (c) single process extended by more than 8 mm; (d) single
chondrocyte with multiple processes, some of which were greater than 8 mm. CLSM (1 mm z-
sections; ! 63 water-dipping objective lens) and a 3D surface-rendered image constructed with
Bitplane Surpass software. Scale bar % 10 mm. Image reprinted with permission: Fig. 3(Bush
and Hall, 2003).
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changes in chondrocyte morphology, usually quantified in terms of changes in
surface area or volume.

It has been previously established that the mechanical environment of a
diarthroidal joint influences the function and maintenance of the AC within
that joint (Clark et al., 2003). Thus the response of AC to physiologic loading
has been a topic of numerous studies; the long-term goals of these studies include
the accurate characterization of chondrocyte biosynthetic response and the
definition of the role of collagen in load carriage. Under compressive loading, cell
deformation and hydrostatic pressure changes occur, with deformation of
the charged matrix inducing alterations in osmolarity and pH (Lee et al., 2000).
The chondrocyte biosynthetic response has been linked to the health of the cells
and that of the matrix in which they reside (Guilak et al., 2000), since the
chondrocytes are relatively ‘‘soft’’ compared to the matrix, morphologic changes
in the cells ‘‘may correspond to the reorientation of matrix components’’ (Clark
et al., 2003). Mechanotransduction has been defined as the process by which
chondrocytes detect applied load and alter their metabolism in response (Kim et al.,
1994). The in situ deformation behaviour of chondrocytes in healthy AC, has been
demonstrated as a volume decrease due to cellular confinement and increased
osmolarity (Guilak, 1995).

In an elegant study, CLSM was employed to characterize the effect of induced
compressive strain in agarose gel matrix isolated chondrocytes, in terms of cellular
morphology, extracellular structure and matrix elaboration (Lee et al., 2000).
Volume and surface area changes were assessed under compression, with the
individual variables of cellular membrane deformation and nuclei deformation able
to be targeted by exploiting a dual specific staining protocol. In an effort to define
intracellular volume regulatory mechanisms, serial confocal scans of the cell
population studied were classified into three distinct categories; unorganized
cytoskeleton, partially organized cytoskeleton and clearly organized cytoskeleton
(Lee et al., 2000) (Fig. 13).

A relationship was also established between cellular deformation and strain in
incrementally compressed agarose construct and subsequently compared to similar
relationships elucidated from in situ studies (Lee et al., 2000). A major consequence
of this thorough investigation, was the recognition of the different cellular response
between in situ chondrocytes and those in vitro in an agarose matrix under similar
compressive strains. Thus the activation of intracellular mechanotransduction
pathways evident in situ, are unlikely to be observed in agarose-embedded
chondrocytes (Lee et al., 2000). This study also suggested that constrained cell
membranes contain folds that ‘‘unravel’’ under applied deformation thereby
increasing the cellular surface area (Lee et al., 2000).

As the most prolific researcher in the field of cartilage compression, Guilak
has utilized CLSM for the purpose of investigating the deformation behaviour
of articular chondrocytes. Across several elegant studies Guilak has
developed protocols and methodology for the in situ determination of cell
morphology using CLSM (Guilak, 1994, 1995; Guilak et al., 1994, 1995, 1999,
2000) (Fig. 14).
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Chondrocyte morphology has been established as a key link in describing the
behaviour of AC under compression; both in terms of the biomechanics of load
bearing and strain distribution, and also in regards to the specific cellular
biosynthetic response. In an effort to characterize chondrocyte regulation of
metabolic activity via mechanical signal transduction, the local mechanical
environment of the chondrocyte has been investigated under physiologic loading
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Fig. 13. Confocal sections bisecting the centre of two cells at 0% (A, C) and 20% (B, D)
agarose compressive strain. Cells were labelled with Calcein-AM (A, B) or Syto 64 (B, C) on
day 1 of culture. Scale bar % 2 mm. The images represented in (A) and (B) have been subjected
to computer thresholding to delineate the cell boundaries. Image reprinted with permission:
Fig. 8(Lee et al., 2000).
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using CLSM (Guilak, 1994, 1995; Guilak et al., 1995, 1999). Chondrocyte
deformation in situ was quantified by volumetric analysis of cells in compressed
cartilage explants. Using this method, Guilak showed that reductions in cell and
nucleus volume in the direction of compression were proportional to the reduction in
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total cartilage thickness (Guilak, 1995). Guilak also demonstrated that the use of
CLSM for volumetric analysis correlates well with findings from stereological
techniques (Guilak et al., 1999) (Fig. 15).

By exploiting the specific staining properties of various fluorophores, Guilak was
able to examine the relationship between chondrocyte membrane and nucleus
morphology following compression, thereby determining that the mechanical
properties of chondrocyte cytoplasm and nucleus are of the same order of magnitude
(Guilak, 1995). More recently, Guilak has sought to validate a viscoelastic model
and characterize the viscoelastic properties of the chondrocyte nucleus, via
micropipette aspiration of mechanically or chemically isolated chondrocytes (Guilak
et al., 2000). The quantitative information regarding the biomechanical properties of
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Fig. 14. (a) Schematic indicating orientation of planar images and 3D reconstructions relative
to the direction of applied compression. (b) Fluorescent confocal sections of a single plane
through the centre of two chondrocytes prior to compression (left) and following application
of a 15% surface-to-surface displacement of the tissue surface (right). Scale bar % 5mm. (c)
Fluorescent confocal sections of a single plane through the centre of a chondrocyte showing
nuclei stained with acridine orange prior to compression (left) and following application of a
15% displacement of the tissue surface (right). Some perinuclear fluorescence was observed,
apparently due to staining of nucleic acid fragments within the cytoplasm (arrowhead). Faint
staining of the extracellular matrix was also visible through the binding of acridine orange
with proteoglycans. Scale bar % 3 mm. Image reprinted with permission: Fig. 2(Guilak, 1995).

Fig. 15. Chondrocyte deformation measured in situ using 3D confocal microscopy. Confocal
reconstructions of surface zone chondrocytes from canine patellofemoral groove cartilage
prior to compression (left) and at equilibrium following a 15% surface-to-surface
displacement of the tissue (right). Contrast agent dextran-bound fluorescein. Significant
decreases in chondrocyte height and volume were observed with compression of the ECM
(compression was applied vertically as shown in the figure). All changes were found to recover
upon removal of compression. Image reprinted with permission: Fig. 2 (Guilak et al., 1999).
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these isolated chondrocytes was used to define the stress–strain state of the cell
nucleus, and compare the viscoelastic creep behaviour of the cell and nucleus
independently (Guilak et al., 2000).

Along with tissue explants, CLSM has also been used to quantify the deformation
behaviour of chondrocytes cultured within labelled agarose gels (Knight et al., 1998;
Lee et al., 2000). As in previous studies, the shape and volume changes of
chondrocytes under physiologic loading were evaluated using 3D reconstruction
techniques. An elegant study by Knight et al. (2002) examined the deformation of
isolated whole chondrocytes and their nuclei compressed in alginate constructs
(Knight et al., 2002). Utilizing the post-imaging 3D morphological analysis, this
CLSM study reported specific cell shape changes due to compression (spherical to
ellipsoidal; with volume conserved) and quantified the relationship between cell
membrane and cell nucleus deformation. Additionally, the mechanical properties of
the cell culture medium were shown to be dependent on the alginate concentration;
enabling the derivation of the cellular stress–strain relationship. The implications of
this result has an important impact in the field of cartilage repair, as alginate gel has
potential as a matrix for chondrocyte transportation to focal chondral defects. An
understanding of the response of isolated chondrocytes to compressive forces
influences the development of tissue-engineered repair constructs (Knight et al.,
2002).

The issue of chondrocyte death due to cyclical loading, was recently the topic
of a viability study using live and dead fluorescent assays with CLSM imaging to
identify cell apoptosis (Chen et al., 2003). Cyclical loading regimes are of particular
interest to tissue engineering applications; in order to establish normal matrix
biosynthesis, moderate levels of cyclical loading are required (Kim et al., 1994).
Light, moderate and heavy cyclical loading regimes were applied over varying
durations, to test the hypothesis that simulated overuse/abnormal loading leads
to chondrocyte death and collagen damage, with the effects dependent on
the magnitude and duration of that load (Chen et al., 2003). CLSM was utilized
to examine the effects on collagen integrity after actin fibril digestion and to
assess chondrocyte viability. A quantitative analysis of cell death was performed
employing the ‘‘area method’’ in order to establish the depth and extent of cell
death within the AC structure. This study concluded that the extent of chondrocyte
death in compressed cartilage explants was ‘‘time, stress and location dependent’’,
with a strong dependence on the ‘‘location and extent of collagen damage’’ (Chen
et al., 2003).

A study utilizing CLSM with immunohistochemistry staining was recently
undertaken by Jensen et al. (2004) to examine the bending of chondrocyte cilia in
chick embryo sternal chondrocytes. CLSM was used in conjunction with TEM and
double-tilt electron tomography to further investigate the function of these
chondrocyte cilia. Characterization of this bending behaviour inferred that the role
of the cilia may be that of mechanosensors in the chondrocyte mechanotransduction
response to environmental loading. Bending behaviour ranged from an elastic
pattern to more acute deformation involving collagen and proteoglycan interactions
(Jensen et al., 2004).
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4.4. Characterization of collagen

Imaging of collagen fibres by CLSM was initially achieved in the perimysial and
endomysial septa of the heart (Dolber and Spach, 1993). In any collagen-reinforced
structure, the 3D architecture of the collagen fibrils is of interest to researchers from
the pathologic and biomechanics perspective. CLSM has been used to enable the
measurement of the septal fibre angles that define the biomechanical properties of
both the perimysial and endomysial septa. In their 1993 study, Dolber and Spach
were able to demonstrate the fibre orientation (with respect to the myocytes) in
stereo pairs from confocal optical sections of picosirius red (PSR) stained canine
myocardium treated with phosphomolybdic acid (PMA) prior to imaging (Dolber
and Spach, 1993). Furthermore, confocal imaging with PSR–PMA staining of
collagen in both the atrium and ventricle revealed novel endomysial septal fibre
angles (Dolber and Spach, 1993). Collagen at the ligament bone interface has also
been imaged and characterized via CLSM (Visconti et al., 1996).

The structural organization of the chondron of AC (chondrocyte and its
immediate pericellular environment) has been extensively examined using confocal
microscopy. Poole used CLSM in both fluorescence (FITC) and reflectance (silver-
enhanced gold particle imbedded) modes, to contrast with immunohistochemistry in
an analysis of the structural organization of Type VI collagen (Poole et al., 1992). As
the primary functional unit in AC, establishment of the type and distribution and
organization of collagen within the chondron has important implications in the
mechanotransduction between the chondrocyte and the matrix in which it resides
(Poole et al., 1992). Visualization of Type VI collagen via CLSM detailed the
interaction between the fibrous pericellular matrix and the chondrocyte membrane
(Poole et al., 1992).

CLSM has also been used for a comparative and systematic analysis of the
differences in distribution patterns of Type VI collagen between normal and
osteoarthritic AC (Chang et al., 1997; Hambach et al., 1998). Chang’s study used
CLSM to examine both the pericellular matrix surrounding chondrocytes cultured in
agarose, and the colocalization of fibronectin and type VI collagen in isolated
chondrons. In Hambach’s later study, CLSM was used to image collagen in situ in
order to confirm the findings of the previous study that had utilized traditional
enzymatic isolation procedures; CLSM immunohistochemistry was performed for
sections of normal and degenerate cartilage in order to image all three Type VI
collagen chains. Using this investigation technique the turnover of collagen in
normal cartilage was demonstrated and an increase in collagen synthesis in the
middle and deep zones of OA cartilage was reported (Hambach et al., 1998).

Soder and Hambach (2002) have continued to utilize CLSM for the investigation
of Type VI collagen distribution in the environment of the OA chondrocyte, by
analysing the exact localization of type VI collagen in its relationship to the
chondrocyte and the ECM (Soder et al., 2002). In this study, conventional
immunostaining, multilabel CLSM, conventional transmission, and immunoelectron
microscopy were utilized to analyse both the Type VI collagen distribution and the
AC ultrastructural appearance of normal and OA AC. In normal AC, Type VI
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collagen was found to form an interface in between the chondrocyte membrane and
surrounding ECM (consisting of predominantly type II collagen). Changes in AC
associated with OA were found to include an increase in lacunar volume and an
increased type VI collagen epitope staining. OA hips and knees obtained during joint
replacement surgery were graded according to the ARC classification criteria for OA
and compared to macroscopic en face inspection and histologically normal samples
obtained during routine post mortem. Immunohistochemical studies utilized the
streptavidin–biotin-complex technique with antibodies against type VI collagen,
a1-integrin, type II collagen and vimentin, with subsequent CLSM visualization by
FITC-labelled goat antirabbit and Cy-5-labelled goat antimouse antibodies (Soder
et al., 2002). This study suggests two mechanisms of collagen degradation in the
pericellular chondrocyte environment; firstly the loss of type VI collagen filaments
via a pathological increase in physiological molecular degradation (by still
unidentified collagenase’s), and secondly a transformation of fine type VI collagen
filaments to a more ‘‘band-like form’’ (Soder et al., 2002). The major implication of
these findings involves the change in the mechanical environment and the resultant
change in mechanotransductive response of the chondrocyte (Fig. 16).
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Fig. 16. Immunostaining for type VI collagen revealing a clear pericellular concentration of
type VI collagen in normal (a) and osteoarthritic cartilage (e). CLSM images; normal AC (b),
(c); osteoarthritic (f), (g); blue (b), (c), (f), (g): type VI collagen; green (b), (c), (f), (g): nuclear
staining; red (b), (f): a1-integrin; red (c), (g): type II collagen. (d): fluorescence immunostaining
for type VI collagen in a semi-thick section of normal articular cartilage (80 mm) visualized the
columnar arrangement of chondrocytes in the deep cartilage zone (indicated by the red
immunostaining of the type VI collagen positive pericellular matrix). Scale bars % 50mm.
Image reprinted with permission: Fig. 1(Soder et al., 2002).
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4.5. Investigation of cartilage repair techniques

While focal chondral lesions are typically assessed via conventional arthroscopy,
the emergence of novel surgical and pharmacologic cartilage repair techniques has
prompted the need for clinical methods to monitor cartilage repair, regeneration or
degeneration (Mori et al., 1999; Hunziker, 2001). In this role CLSM has been
employed in a number of studies to assess the relative efficacy of alternative cartilage
repair techniques. CLSM has permitted the ex vivo and in vitro characterization of
articular chondrocytes and their mechanical environment; a trait which has been
used in the assessment of newly developed autologous chondrocyte transplantation
techniques. A recently developed confocal arthroscope shows great promise in this
field (Jones et al., 2004) (Fig. 17).

A Canadian study employed CLSM to assess the factors affecting the efficacy of
bovine chondrocyte transplantation in vivo (Manolopoulos et al., 1999). In this
elegant study, cultured chondrocytes were transplanted to typical cartilage explants
at different cell concentrations, and CLSM was used to track CMFDA labelled cells.
Specifically, chondrocyte adherence and saturation of cell surface binding sites were
explored in an effort to determine the potential of intra-articular transplantation of
cultured cells for the treatment of diffusely degenerated cartilage surfaces such as
those typically found in advanced OA (Manolopoulos et al., 1999).

For the surgical treatment of partial-thickness chondral defects in chondromalacic
cartilage, radiofrequency energy (RFE) ablation has gained recent prominence with
reportedly superior histological outcomes to traditional mechanical debriding
(shaving) techniques (Turner et al., 1998). However, there exists some conjecture
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Fig. 17. Laser scanning confocal arthroscope (LSCA) image of MACI and healthy cartilage
from previously unpublished work investigating cartilage regeneration in a rabbit model. The
demarcation line is clearly evident between the unaltered (left) and regenerated tissue (right).
Differing in cell sizes can also be noted. Previously unpublished.
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in the literature, with immediate chondrocyte death reported after exposure to RFE
(Lu et al., 2001a,b). A dual assay study tracking live cells and dead cells by CLSM
was undertaken in order to provide a sensitivity comparison between confocal
imaging and conventional light microscopy, and to thereby accurately establish
chondrocyte viability in vitro following RFE treatment (Lu et al., 2001a,b). In this
role, CLSM was shown to demonstrate RFE-induced chondrocyte death and the
extensive thermal damage to the surrounding ECM. In addition, comparison to
standard light microscopy revealed that CLSM was able to detect cell death in
instances where light microscopy suggested a false degree of cell viability (Lu et al.,
2001a,b).

RFE probes have been commonly used for the surgical debridement of focal
cartilage defects in order to mechanically stabilize lesion sites and thereby limit the
progression of degenerative changes. Following the study by Lu et al. (2001a,b), that
suggested that conventional histology may underestimate the extent of chondrocyte
death in RFE treatment of AC defects (Lu et al., 2001a,b), the potential deleterious
effects of bipolar RFE probes have been further investigated using CLSM to assess
chondrocyte viability and metabolic activity (Amiel et al., 2004). Amiel et al. (2004)
sought to further investigate the conjecture in the literature regarding this treatment
by examining RFE bipolar probe debridement in a bovine cartilage model. This
study used CLSM to demonstrate definitively that chondrocyte death extends to a
depth of 100–200 mm into the treatment area, with no significant effect on
chondrocytes adjacent to the treatment region (Amiel et al., 2004) (Fig. 18).
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Fig. 18. CLSM images of bovine articular cartilage. Green cells are alive, red cells are dead.
Panels (A)–(C) represent the superficial zones of the articular cartilage of bovine knee samples.
Panels (D)–(F) represent the deep zones of the articular cartilage. Original magnification ! 10.
Image reprinted with permission: Fig. 2 (Amiel et al., 2004).
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Recently, CLSM has been used by Dennis et al. (2004) to investigate the efficacy of
cell coating methods for promoting the adherence of chondrogenic progenitor cells
to specific matrix molecules. In a rabbit cartilage partial thickness defect model,
fluorescently labelled chondrocyte progenitors were coated by a multiple antibody
‘‘cell-painting’’ technique and introduced into tissue explants. Conventional
histology was validated with CLSM using quantitative fluorescence intensity
measurements to demonstrate the preferential binding of coated cells to the cartilage
defect site (Dennis et al., 2004). This study demonstrates that the binding of coated
cells to cartilage ECM is achievable using the two-step (protein G and antibody)
painting technique (Dennis et al., 2004). From the perspective of cartilage defect
treatments, this study is particularly significant, as it suggests the intriguing
possibility of introducing autologously harvested chondrocytes, cultured and
proliferated in vitro and following appropriate antibody coating, re-introduced to
the joint space in order to repopulate the cartilage defect region (Fig. 19).

For the treatment of full thickness chondral and more complete osteochondral
defects, osteochondral autografts and allografts have been widely used. In the case of
allografts, press-fit osteochondral plugs (OCPs) have been developed to overcome
the lack of donor/host cartilage integration. Gole et al. (2004) have investigated the
viability of chondrocytes in press-fit glycerol-preserved osteochondral allografts in
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Fig. 19. CLSM of targeted cartilage explants. All targeted cells were incubated in Vybrant.
Explants targeted with control cells with no cell coating are shown in (A) and cells coated with
PPG only are shown in (B). Explants targeted with cells coated with single antibodies are
shown in (C) type II collagen, (D) chondroitin-4 sulphate and (E) keratan sulphate. Cells
coated with two antibodies are shown in (F) anti-type II collagen and anti-chondroitin-4-
sulphate and (G) anti-type II collagen and anti-keratan sulphate, and a triple coated sample is
shown in (H) anti-type II collagen, chondroitin-4-sulphate, and keratan sulphate.
Vy % Vybrant only; PPG % PPG only; CTII % anti-collagen type II; C-4-S % anti-chondroi-
tin-4-sulphate; KS % anti-keratan sulphate. Image reprinted with permission: Fig. 5 (Dennis
et al., 2004).
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comparison to fresh autografts. Macroscopic grading (Outerbridge), indentation
testing, histology, sulphate uptake and chondrocyte viability through CLSM were all
used to compare the surgical techniques following transplantation in an ovine model.
Using CLSM with live/dead cell assays (calcein-am, ethidium monodimer)
quantitation of long-term chondrocyte viability (per cent live cells compared to
total counted), was established, with allografts transplanted into load-bearing sites
demonstrating superior chondrocyte viability versus those transplanted into non-
load-bearing sites (Gole et al., 2004). Gole et al. (2004) concluded that chondrocyte
condition can be determined with significant reliability when assessed via CLSM in
combination with metabolic, histological and biomechanical measures (Gole et al.,
2004).

5. CLSM assessment of osseous tissue

For reasons of proximity and chondrogenesis the study of osseous tissue has
obvious relevance to the study of AC. For this reason in addition to the other
advantages of CLSM, this imaging modality has been employed in a number of
bone-related studies. Traditional methods of preparing bone specimens required thin
sectioning followed by preparation techniques such as decalcification. These
methods have their faults including distortion of tissue structures (Mawhinney and
Ellis, 1983; Zheng et al., 1997). The difficulties associated with the sectioning of bone
for conventional imaging have, as in cartilage research, lead to the employment of
CLSM for the examination and assessment of bone architecture (Zheng et al., 1997;
Fujii et al., 1998). The use of confocal microscopy for the examination of thick tissue
sections is flourishing. The ability of CLSM to generate optical sections of a higher
resolution than conventional polarized light microscopy, was used to characterize
the unembedded histopathology of fresh bone and bone allografts (Zheng et al.,
1997; Fujii et al., 1998). In this role, confocal imaging was found to be of particular
benefit in the imaging and assessment of the cellular architecture of bone by retaining
structural details, minimizing visualization artefacts and enabling the examination of
bone–cement interfaces. CLSM has also been employed to visualize the 4D
remodelling of bone labelled with dual osteotropic assays in vivo (Konijn et al.,
1996).

Kazama et al. (1993) reported on the use of CLSM for the observation of bone
specimens (Kazama et al., 1993). Their study was brought about by the requirement
for a better understanding of metabolic bone disease, particularly in chronic renal
failure. In renal osteodystrophy, occasionally the limitation of plain histology is such
that adequate diagnosis cannot be confirmed and hence other methods of diagnostic
imaging have been pursued. Processing non-decalcified bone for thin sectioning can
be technically challenging. Hence confocal microscopy of thick sections provides an
attractive alternative. In this study, they took bone biopsy specimens from five
patients with end-stage renal failure. Patients were given tetracycline 20 and 10 days
prior to harvesting. An 8mm trephine of bone was fixed in ethanol for 2–3 days, then
immersed in Villanueva bone staining solution for 4 days, then embedded in methyl
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methacrylate. Specimens were either (1) cut to 100mm or (2) ground (thickness not
specified but probably less than 100 mm and greater than 20 mm) or (3) cut using a
microtome into 5 mm sections. Specimens were imaged with a conventional light
microscope, a fluorescence microscope or a confocal microscope. Sections greater
than 20 mm in thickness could not be imaged with the conventional light microscope.
Bone cells could only vaguely be seen. However, confocal microscopy allowed
imaging of the bone at higher magnification with great clarity. The ruffled borders of
osteoclasts could be seen at x400 magnification. The lamellar structure of bone could
also be seen with the confocal microscope, revealing concentric layers of bone
surrounding a central vascular channel. Five micrometers sections provided
acceptable images with both the light and fluorescence microscopy. It was noted
however that these specimens shrunk by an average 20% when compared with
confocal images of the adjacent tissue. The current use of bone biopsy in renal
disease is for morphological assessment. As noted, thin sectioning of non-decalcified
bone can lead to shrinkage and as such, Kazama et al. suggested that this method of
bone morphometry should be avoided as much as possible. It was also suggested that
confocal microscopy only could produce accurately focussed images suitable for
detailed bone morphometry of non-decalcified biopsy tissues. Lamellar structure
could also be observed, a feature usually lost when imaging with plain light
microscopy. Additionally, CLSM has the advantage of being able to construct 3D
images. Tissues also required a simpler preparation method which they suggested
would allow rapid pathological diagnosis (Kazama et al., 1993).

Konijn et al. (1996) utilized confocal microscopy to assess bone remodelling in a
rabbit model (Konijn et al., 1996). With the development of greater computing
power in the mid-1990s they were able to reconstruct 3D images of newly formed
bone. Six adult rabbits had their humerus osteotomized and a 2–3 cm segment of the
shaft removed. The bone fragment was frozen in liquid nitrogen and then reinserted
and fixed with K wires. Tissues were sequentially labelled in vivo with xylenol orange
and tetracycline, the timing of the two labels being separated by 3 weeks (at week 4
then 7 respectively). Animals were sacrificed at 75 days and the segment of humerus
was sliced into 100 mm segments. Tissues were embedded in methacrylate after a
prolonged dehydration process and examined with a confocal microscope. Thin
optical sections were obtained using two laser wavelengths to illuminate either the
xylenol or the tetracycline. Xylenol orange and tetracycline staining revealed a
cylindrical arrangement. By merging the two images it was possible to view in 4D
(the fourth dimension being time) the development of new bone in this model. It was
found that new bone formation is a cylindrical process centred around a vascular
channel that leads to new bone being formed from the outside to the inside of the
Haversian ring. Additionally they demonstrated that new bone formation can be
more complex and achieve branching patterns, with one data set revealing four digit-
like processes extending from an Haversian system. This study thus demonstrated
the temporal formation of Haversian systems in cortical bone, and revealed the
potential complexity of bone formation (Konijn et al., 1996).

Zheng et al. (1997) reported on a rapid method for visualizing bone in 100–400 mm
sections (Zheng et al., 1997). Taking tissue from sheep and human frozen bone,
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they were able to assess the cellular detail of bone by confocal microscopy. This
study was precipitated by the requirement for a more rapid visualization technique
that did not alter tissue integrity. Cortical bone specimens were prepared by fixing in
70% alcohol for 30min, and then stained with 1% acridine orange (nucleic acid
stain) for 30min. Optical sectioning was performed at 5mm intervals. This method
allowed the characterization of cell shape, organization of cell clusters and
monitoring of growth patterns. Cells in the Haversian canal consisted of a sheet
of spindle-shaped cells with oval nuclei. Cells within the substance of the cortex were
scattered, presumably representing osteocytes, while osteoblasts were seen lining the
edges of the cortical bone. Zheng et al. went on to suggest that this method of
examination might help in pathological diagnosis as optical sectioning can replace
many of the time consuming aspects of preparing bone for histological examination
(Zheng et al., 1997).

Further to the previous study, work from the same group reported on the
application of CLSM to the study of clinical bone specimens (Fujii et al., 1998).
Sheep bone allograft, human cortical bone, the bone–cement interface of an
explanted femoral prosthesis and human iliac bone were examined. Specimens were
stained with acridine (sheep allograft), eosin (human specimens) or tetracycline
(iliac) for imaging. Thick specimens (200 mm) were used to assess the interface
between allograft and host bone of a sheep model. They were able to demonstrate
integration of the donor bone with the host bone where bony union had taken place.
A mixture of cells was seen in the callus. In a specimen with established non-union,
there was no penetration of host cells into the donor bone with multinuclear giant
cells and osteoclasts lining the interface. In a 400 mm specimen of the bone–cement
interface, the researchers demonstrated a membrane adjacent to the cement,
composed of cells similar to that of synovium. On the bony side of this was a
fibrostroma that blended into the surface of the bone. Human cortical bone stained
with eosin revealed branching networks of osteocytes with dendritic processes
oriented perpendicular to the Haversian system. Human iliac bone (2 mm specimen)
that had been labelled with tetracycline revealed a double line of tetracycline staining
with clearly defined margins. From this study, they concluded that CLSM in this
application provided a rapid method of observing histological data of thick tissue
specimens (Fujii et al., 1998). Particularly, it was possible to observe the
bone–cement interface without removal of the cement (Fig. 20).

Prior to the study of Grotz et al. (1999) there had been no study correlating
directly the histological findings and confocal microscopy of bone (Grotz et al.,
1999). They processed 20 samples using three different methods: (1) a fresh block of
tissue under confocal microscopy, (2) non-decalcified tissue and standard
hematoxilin-eosin (HE) stain of around 10–20mm thickness, examined under
standard light microscope and confocal microscope, (3) standard decalcified HE
stain. No fluorescent staining method was reported for this study and it is assumed
that the images obtained on CLSM were of background fluorescence. The authors
found that the CLSM appearances of fresh and untreated samples of cortical bone
were similar to those seen with conventional light microscopy: a structure organized
into 2–3mm thick lamellae and a Haversian system with a diameter around 20 mm.
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With the 10–20mm thick tissues (process number 2), conventional histology revealed
well-known structures of cortical bone. However, the confocal images were less clear.
It appeared that the CLSM was best suited to imaging thick sections of fresh tissue
and in order to directly compare the two methods it was necessary to compromise
the optimal imaging conditions for both imaging systems. Mechanical artefacts at
the surface of the tissue had significant influence on the CLSM images. An
advantage of the CLSM over conventional histology was the ability to image
cytoplasmic processes of the osteocytes that can only be seen in conventional
histology with special staining. This study validated CLSM as an alternative to
conventional histology for the examination of cortical bone (Grotz et al., 1999).

Kamioka et al. (2001) studied the 3D structure of osteocyte processes producing
some marvellous images along the way (Kamioka et al., 2001). Osteocyte processes
form a complex intercellular communication network. Prior to this study, the
examination of osteocyte processes had been performed by the reconstruction of
electron microscope images. Confocal microscopy was utilized in this study to
examine the 3D nature of osteocyte processes. Differential interference contrast
microscopy was used in conjunction with CLSM as the confocal microscope could
not provide information about the surrounding tissue. Calvariae were taken from 16
day old chicken embryos. Tissues were stained with a monoclonal antibody (OB7.3)
for osteoid-osteocytes as well as osteocytes. These were secondarily labelled with
Texas Red-X. Polygonal osteoblasts covered the surface of the calvarium and had
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Fig. 20. Confocal micrographs of bone-resorbing osteoclasts. Primary osteoclasts were
mechanically disaggregated from the long bones of neonatal rats and cultured on de-vitalized
bovine cortical bone slices for 48 h. Cells were then fixed and permeablized before
immunostaining with a Rhodamide-conjugated phalloidin antibody to visualize filamentous
actin (F-actin). Low (A) and high-power (B) magnifications of bone-resorbing osteoclasts in
the X–Y plane. Actively resorbing osteoclasts are identified by the characteristic formation of
F-actin rings which depicts the cells sealing zone and circumscribes the ruffled border i.e. the
cells resorptive organelle. Scale Bar % 20mm. Image provided by Dr. N.J. Pavlos, Department
of Surgery (Orthopaedics), University of Western Australia.
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narrow intercellular spaces between them. Further into the tissue, there were a
decreased number of osteoblasts on the trabeculae. Yet deeper, the lacunae with
dendritic canaliculi could be seen. Osteoblasts formed a layer of osteocytes from
which multiple dendritic processes emanated. Thus with the use of CLSM it was
possible to examine the whole calvarial specimen from surface to the deepest layers
without any prior treatment (Kamioka et al., 2001) (Fig. 21).
Confocal microscopy has been used to investigate the role of microdamage as a

cause of fragility of bone. Repeated loading at less than fracture stresses can cause
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Fig. 21. (A) Stereopair fluorescence images of calvarial fragment treated with OB7.3 and
Texas Red-X phalloidin. OB7.3-stained cells (green) represent osteocytes, and Texas Red-X
phalloidin (red) binds to osteoblasts on the surface of the bone. Note that OB7.3 staining
clearly delineates the osteocyte processes. (B) Stereopair fluorescence images that osteoblast
layer from vascular-facing surface to 2.5mm in depth was removed in the process of
reconstruction. Scale Bars: A % 20 mm; B % 10mm. Image reprinted with permission. Fig. 3
(Kamioka et al., 2001).
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fractures in itself. The role of microdamage has been implicated as contributory to
the fragility of osteoporotic bone (Burr et al., 1997). Fazzalari et al. (1998) studied
the 3D nature of microdamage in cancellous bone of the proximal femur (Fazzalari
and Parkinson, 1997). This study was precipitated by previous work (Frost, 1960;
Burr and Stafford, 1990; Burr et al., 1997) that had revealed three general types of
microdamage after staining bone with basic fuchsin: discrete microcracks, cross-
hatch staining and diffuse staining. Fazzalri took a core of bone from the
intertrochanteric region of patients undergoing elective hip replacement surgery and
subjected it to longitudinal compression at a strain rate of 0.017/s. They first studied
the histologic appearances of microdamage using fuchsin as had previously been
reported. They then went on to further investigate these changes using confocal
microscopy. For confocal microscopy, tissues were stained with fluorescein after a
lengthy dehydration and defatting regimen. It was found that the bone could be
adequately imaged to a depth of 100–150 mm. Using histomorphometric analysis,
this study revealed the volume fraction of bone microdamage was positively
correlated (r % 0.49, po 0.04) with the maximum strain applied to the specimen.
Microcrack density did not correlate with either cross hatching or diffuse staining
(Fazzalari and Parkinson, 1997).

Confocal microscopy revealed the 3D structure of microcracks, cross hatching and
diffuse staining. Microcracks were characterized by sheet-like staining, being either
straight, curved or a combination of both. Cross-hatching was identifiable in all
three planes of the trabeculae, however it was most obvious in the two planes that
contained the longitudinal axis of the trabeculae. Cross-hatching was found to
consist of microcracks surrounded by many ultra-microcracks of around 10 mm in
length. Diffuse staining represented collections of ultra-microcracks of similar length
but without the organization of cross-hatching. Diffuse staining was usually found
deeper into the trabeculae, rather than at the surface. It was purported that the ultra-
microcracks of diffuse staining may propagate to the surface of a trabeculae and
form microcracks. Ultra-microcracks of cross-hatching and diffuse staining may
represent an energy dissipating mechanism that prevents the propagation of
microcracks (Fazzalari and Parkinson, 1997). This appears to be the first reported
3D study of microdamage in bone.

Boyce et al. (1998) investigated the response of bone to bending in human cortical
bone (Boyce et al., 1998). Bending results in a non-uniform distribution of strain,
leading to the development of compression in the concave surface and tension in the
convex surface. In this study human cortical bone was loaded in fatigue bending and
imaged using a combination of confocal and bright field microscopy with fuchsin
staining to observe the distribution of bone failure. This study confirmed that some
forms of microdamage are specific to the mode of strain (Boyce et al., 1998). In
regions placed under tension, damage consisted of a meshwork of fine sub-lamellar
cracks. Some interstitial areas displayed parallel interlamellar shear lines, suggesting
weakening of the lamellar interfaces as the interstitial region is stretched. In regions
under compressive strain, damage was in the form of linear microcracks, typically in
interstitial bone and limited by osteonal boundaries. The researchers suggest that
this appearance indicates that the tissue undergoes compression-shear failure and is
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analogous to kink bands seen in composites undergoing micro-buckling. Boyce also
reported on the discovery of fine, wispy cracks that were oriented in the longitudinal
plane of the axis crossing cement lines and lamellar interfaces. It was hypothesized
that this type of microcracks may result from longitudinal shear-fatigue or as a result
of combined early compressive strain followed by mild tensile strains. Osteons also
showed sectorial radiating stain patterns (see Fig. 4C from this study) in both the
tensile and compressive regions. The group proposed that appearance may be due to
irreversible damage or changes in the local permeability to fuchsin, and suggested
that the osteon may not be tightly coupled to the surrounding tissue, thereby
allowing them to move independently during bending (Boyce et al., 1998).

In a study using a rat ulna model Bentolila et al. (1998) observed the mechanism of
cortical bone remodelling (Bentolila et al., 1998). Prior to this study it was unknown
how damage repair occurred in bone where Haversian remodelling does not
characteristically occur (that being in the rat). Fourteen rat ulnae were loaded to a
30% reduction in stiffness using a previously described system (Torrance et al.,
1994). Specimens were taken from the diaphysis of the ulna and imaged with normal
histology or with confocal microscopy using fuchsin staining. Bone matrix
microdamage was observed in all fatigue-loaded specimens. There were patches of
diffuse basic fuchsin staining within the cortex and linear staining microcracks. At 10
days, the number of microcracks was greatly reduced (40%) while the amount of
diffuse damage was not significantly reduced. Intracortical resorption was seen in all
limbs as spaces emanating from endocortical and periosteal surfaces. Significantly,
intracortical remodelling occurred preferentially in association with linear micro-
cracks, and not with diffuse staining. Confocal microscopy also allowed the
detection of osteocyte and canalicular damage in areas where remodelling had
occurred but no evidence of damage was detectable with plain histology.

In order to calculate stress intensity values at which microcracks may propagate
and cause fractures in cortical bone, a better understanding of the dimensions and
distribution of microcracks was required (O’Brien et al., 2000). In a study of nine
human rib specimens, O’Brien et al. (2000) imaged cortical bone utilizing widefield
and confocal microscopy with fuchsin staining. It was discovered that cracks in
human rib cortical bone ran in the longitudinal axis and were most commonly
located in the interstitial bone parallel to Haversian systems, concurring with the
findings of Boyce (O’Brien et al., 2000). Cracks were almost elliptical in shape with
average length of 404+145 mm and an average width (transverse) of 97+38 mm.
Crack width averaged 9+3 mm. The authors praised the technique of confocal
microscopy reporting that a complete 3D image of the microcrack could be
obtained. CLSM and serial sectioning methods revealed similar sizes of microcracks.
The authors concluded that microcracks are responsible for fatigue, fracture and
remodelling of bone and that our understanding of their relationship is dependent
upon detailed knowledge of the morphology and distribution of microcracks
(O’Brien et al., 2000).

A cavity in bone such as lacuna might be expected to act as a stress concentrator
around which microcracks in bone might form. This hypothesis was tested in a study
of bovine, equine and human long bones that had been loaded in vitro or rat bones
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which had been loaded in vivo (Reilly, 2000). A limitation of light microscopy is that
microcracks that are formed at low strain rates produce so-called diffuse staining,
which with either electron or confocal microscopy can be seen to be composed of
arrays of tiny microcracks (of the ordero10mm). In this study, Reilly (2000) reported
the benefits of confocal microscopy, which allowed the optical sectioning of
microcracks. It was revealed that microcracks appeared to cluster around lacunae,
and spread outwards from here. The results were suggested to support a role of
osteocytes as damage detection units. It was hypothesized that it would be
advantageous for damage to be concentrated near to the detection unit rather than
randomly through the bone matrix. However, diffuse damage, which is concentrated
around lacunae, has been shown in previous studies not to have any association with
initiation of bone remodelling (Bentolila et al., 1998). Reilly suggested that
microdamage is more than likely initiated at the lacunae but further study is required.

Further to this study, Parsamian and Norman (2001) used CLSM to investigate
damage initiation sites and the mechanics of damage accumulation in their study of
human cortical bone (Parsamian and Norman, 2001). The researchers acquired 19
‘‘compact tension’’ specimens from the tibia of a single male cadaver. This involved
the removal of a 2mm thick portion of the cortex and machining it into the desired
shape. Specimens were stained with fluorescein and imaged with a confocal
microscope. The samples were repeatedly placed under tension until cracks
appeared. In the early stages of the protocol, the damaged regions were principally
in the inter-canalicular areas and in the vicinity of lacunae. It was suggested that this
might represent fractures of the mineralized matrix in the inter-canalicular regions. It
was hypothesized that diffuse damage in cortical bone results from the breakdown of
the canalicular network. Histological observations were summarized to give the
following possible evolution of microdamage in cortical bone; (1) damage onset
caused by fracturing of crystals within the inter-canalicular matrix, (2) further
progression into the intra-canalicular cracks, possibly consequent upon delamina-
tions between collagen bundles (3) multiple deflections of cracks due to the 3D
distribution of canaliculi and lacunae, and the stress riser effect of lacunae
(Parsamian and Norman, 2001).

Colopy et al. (2004) examined the biomechanical and structural adaptations of
bone to a period of cyclic loading (Colopy et al., 2004). Using 40 rats they aimed to
determine whether there was disruption of the osteocyte syncytium in areas distant
(greater than 100 mm) from linear microcracks. One ulna from each rat was fatigue
loaded to 40% loss of stiffness. One group of rats were euthanized immediately while
another group were allowed 14 days of recovery before euthanasia. Transverse
sections of the mid-diaphysis were analysed using both plain histology and confocal
microscopy with basic fuchsin staining. Linear microcracking was evident only in the
fatigued ulnae and was more prevalent in the caudal medial cortex of the ulna (see
Fig. 6A and D from this study) (Colopy et al., 2004). Of the rats undergoing
immediate euthanasia, confocal microscopy revealed microcracks in 9 out of 10 rats
while widefield microscopy revealed microcracks in 7 out of the 10 rats. Two of the
10 rats that convalesced for 14 days displayed evidence of microcracking.
Immediately after fatigue loading there was matrix injury, disruption of the
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canalicular network, and disruption of osteocytes adjacent to linear microcracks.
Similar findings were reported after 14 days (see Fig. 7B from this study) (Colopy
et al., 2004). In areas distant from microcracks, the lateral cortex underwent
changes of matrix injury and disruption of the dendritic network of osteocyte
processes while the medial cortex showed no significant change. The findings in the
lateral cortex returned to control proportions within the 14 day period. Diffuse
matrix injury and fine linear microcracks were identifiable with confocal microscopy
while these findings were less evident with bright field microscopy (Colopy et al.,
2004). The investigators surmised that the confocal microscopy findings in
association with their biomechanical findings supported the hypothesis that the
osteocyte syncytium responds to cyclic loading and influences targeted remodelling
(Colopy et al., 2004).

Ageing leads to a reduction in cortical bone stiffness and reduces the critical stress
intensity level required to initiate growth of macrocracks (Ziopus and
Currey, 1998). With age, the amount of major cracks that bone can sustain before
failure is reduced and secondly, the amount of diffuse microcracking an important
mechanism of suppressing the growth of macrocracks is reduced. The ability of bone
to form microcracks is considered the most important for suppressing the
progression of macrocracks in aging bone (Ziopus, 1999). Ziopus (2001) sought to
clarify the relationship between the appearance of microcracks and the mechanical
properties of bone by quantifying the in vivo microcracks in bone and correlating the
association to changes in stiffness, strength and toughness (Ziopus, 2001). Ziopus
took specimens of 5–6 cm length from the femurs of 10 donor males. Lengths were
cut and the biomechanical properties tested, after which tissues were examined under
a confocal microscope. Microcracks were visualized using a fluorescein dye
incubated with the specimens for 3 months. They found that the total crack number
increased with age, particularly smaller cracks. The length of individual cracks was
not significantly greater with age. The density of cracks correlated well with
measures of toughness, but not as well with stiffness or the strength of the material.
The results of this biomechanical experiment surprised the investigator who
concluded that the reduction in the toughness of ageing bone precipitates the
formation of microcracks rather than microcracks precipitating the reduction in
toughness. It was surmised that the reduced ability of the tissue to limit the onset of
microcracks lead to the increased crack density (Ziopus, 2001).

6. CLSM assessment of meniscus

Historically the meniscus was divided into two regions, an outer two-thirds and an
inner third. This distinction was based on histological and biochemical evidence
(Cheung, 1987; McDevitt and Webber, 1990; Messner and Gao, 1998) that had
shown that the outer two-thirds resembled fibrocartilage while the inner third
mimicked hyaline cartilage. Further, two populations of cells were identified by
histological means. In the superficial meniscus, fusiform cells were found. In the
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deeper meniscus cells were oval or polygonal (Ghadially et al., 1978; Ghadially et al.,
1983).

Confocal microscopy has expanded the classifications of the cell populations of
the meniscus. Through their work investigating rabbit meniscus, Le Graverand et al.
(2001a) identified four morphologically distinct classes of cells in the adult rabbit
meniscus (Le Graverand et al., 2001a). Using confocal microscopy this study
revealed the presence of two morphologically distinct cell populations in the
fibrocartilage region, another cell population in the inner hyaline region of the
meniscus and a fourth fusiform cell population was found in superficial meniscal
regions.

In this study, the medial and lateral menisci of eight adult rabbits were
processed (total number of samples not defined). A number of preparation
methods were reported including fixed and unfixed samples. However it
appears the majority of samples were cut into 75mm slices, a smaller number were
cut into 6 mm slices and some were prepared for electron microscopy. The 75 and
6 mm specimens were imaged using a confocal microscope. The primary antibody
stains were human centrosome anti-sera, a monoclonal connexin 43 antibody, a
gamma- and beta-tubulin antibody, a detyrosinated tubulin ID5 and a vimentin
antibody.

The principal finding of this study was that there appears to be four
morphologically distinct cells in the rabbit meniscus. Also, there are three definable
‘‘zones’’ moving from the outer superior meniscus to the inner inferior. These zones
contain arrangements of cells particular to it. In the outer margin of the
fibrocartilage region (outer two thirds) there were stellate appearing cells with long
cytoplasmic extensions (Zone A). These extensions were best seen with the antibody
to vimentin. The cytoplasmic projections connected with other cells in an intricate
branched arrangement. In Zone B, the area inferior to Zone A, cells exhibited fewer
cytoplasmic projections, with the majority having only one or two. These projections
usually had similar polarity. Cells in Zone A and B were usually arranged in rows or
sheets of cells. Zone C (historically the hyaline region) was characterized by rounded
cells with few if any cytoplasmic projections. These cells were evenly dispersed
throughout the hyaline meniscus in contrast to the arrangement in Zones A and B.
In all three zones, the superficial part of the meniscus was found to contain cells of
fusiform morphology without cytoplasmic projections. It was hypothesized that the
cytoplasmic extensions of cells in Zone A and B formed inter-cellular connections.
This was investigated with a stain for the gap junction protein, connexin. Using this
antibody the investigators found that a small number of sites (not quantified) along
the cells of Zones A and B stained for connexin. These sites of inter-cellular
interaction were more numerous in Zone A. This finding was thought to support two
suppositions. Firstly, that a circumferential network of interconnected cells might
respond to the tensile load in the meniscus. Secondly, that there may be a complex
interaction between adjacent cells which regulates the composition of the
extracellular matrix. Another finding of this study was that the majority of meniscal
cells have primary cilia. It was well known prior to this study that cells within AC
have primary cilia (Poole, 1992). This study appears to be the first to report the
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presence of primary cilia in meniscal cells. These projections are purported to detect
changes in local pressure or ionic gradients.

Changes in the medial meniscus in a rabbit anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
transection model have previously been reported (Le Graverand et al., 2001b,c).
Using principally fluorescence microscopy, these studies found significant modifica-
tion of the meniscus in response to ACL transection. Notably, there was apoptosis
and cell cluster formation in addition to matrix remodelling and degradation.
Subsequently, Le Graverand et al. (2001d) reported on the fluorescence and confocal
microscopic appearances of degenerative meniscus (Le Graverand et al., 2001d),
with particular focus on the formation of cell clusters. The group set out to
investigate the mechanisms of cluster formation. It had been postulated that they
might form as a result of active migration of meniscal cells or cell division. This study
revealed that cluster formation was a consequence of both changes in the
relationship between meniscal cells as well as cell proliferation and apoptosis (Le
Graverand et al., 2001d). Skeletally mature rabbits were used in this study; with each
animal having their ACL transected 1, 2, 3, and 4 weeks before medial meniscus
harvesting. Tissues were incubated with antibodies to vimentin (allows visualization
of the entire cell outline), Ki-67 (a marker of cell cycling) and collagen X (a marker
of altered phenotype of meniscal cells). Staining with vimentin revealed stellate cells
arranged in sheets throughout the meniscus. In the majority of cases, no significant
change in cellular architecture was observed in menisci sampled within the first 3
weeks after ACL transection (Le Graverand et al., 2001d). Samples at 3 weeks post-
surgery revealed discontinuities between sheets of cells, resulting in regions devoid of
cells. Consequently it appeared that the remaining cells clustered into islands. Le
Graverand et al. classified these cell clusters based on cellular appearances. Three
types were defined; the first containing stellate cells, the second containing stellate as
well as round cells and the third containing only round cells. These meniscal cell
clusters were similar to those seen in classic degenerative cartilage.

In order to investigate the mechanism of apparent cell proliferation in clusters
tissues were stained with an antibody to Ki-67, a marker of cell cycling. Occasional
Ki-67 positive cells were seen in meniscal specimens from as early as 2 weeks post-
transection and in morphologically normal cells. The number of Ki-67 positive cells
was greater in tissues from 3 weeks post-transection, with most positive cells being
located in small cell clusters. No Ki-67 positive cells were seen in control tissues. It
was also suggested that those cells involved in cluster formation might alter their
gene expression as a consequence of the changed meniscal environment. This was
confirmed using a stain for type X collagen. This antibody revealed heavy staining of
cell clusters around the torn menisci suggesting a transformation to a phenotype
similar to that of hypertrophic chondrocytes.

Using CLSM, Kambic and McDevitt (2004) have recently examined the
distribution and organization of types I and II collagen in the canine meniscus,
finding a unique and previously unreported network of type II collagen in meniscal
fibrocartilage. The authors suggest that this type II collagen can serve as a
morphological distinction between fibro- and hyaline cartilage; that is, type II
collagen in AC ECM stains diffusely and without spatial organization while type II
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collagen in the fibrocartilage of meniscus staining in an identifiable organized
network (Kambic and McDevitt, 2004). Dorsal and coronal sections of pre-frozen
canine cartilage were thawed and stained using an immunofluoresence technique
involving digestion (streptomyces hyaluronate lyase and bacterial protease enzyme
XXIV) and incubated in buffered fluorescent contrast agent (sodium acetate and
calcium acetate buffer, fluorescein (FITC)-conjugated, affinity-purified goat
antimouse IgG, F(ab0)2 secondary antibodies). The CLSM images showed a close
spatial relationship between type I and II collagen, with sites of colocalization and
superposition. The staining patterns observed in this study indicate that the bundles
of circumferential fibrils are composed of two distinct collagen fibrillar systems;
some sites containing broad, circumferential bundles of fibrils of both type I and II,
while bundles in other sites consist of predominantly type I collagen with little type II
collagen (Kambic and McDevitt, 2004). Interestingly, this study suggests that the
colocalization of types I and II collagen across a number of sites in the meniscus
(coronal, dorsal and radial) raises the possibility that these two collagens
could coexist within a single fibril or a bundle of fibrils (Kambic and McDevitt,
2004) (Fig. 22).
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Fig. 22. Confocal micrographs of dorsal section of the medial meniscus stained for types I and
II collagen and cell nuclei. (A) Dorsal section of a medial meniscus stained with a monoclonal
antibody against type I collagen and cell nuclei stained with DAPI. Two patterns of type I
collagen staining were evident. Note the broad bands of type I collagen (thick arrow). A
second pattern of thin, more intensely stained, strands of type I collagen was demonstrable
(thin arrow). Longitudinal arrays of cells were aligned along these thin strands. (B) Dorsal
section of a medial meniscus stained with a monoclonal antibody against type II collagen and
cell nuclei stained with DAPI. Type II collagen appeared mainly as thin longitudinal strands
(thin arrow) along which the cells were aligned. Many of these cells appeared encapsulated by
a halo of type II collagen. The occasional broad, longitudinal band of type II collagen (thick
arrow) that has the appearance of a ‘‘tie fiber’’ with an abundance of cells was also seen. Image
reprinted with permission: Fig. 5 (Kambic and McDevitt, 2004).
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7. CLSM assessment of ligament

Ligamentous collagen fibrils attach to bone by first passing through non-
mineralized and mineralized fibrocartilage present at the ligament–bone interface.
The role of this fibrocartilaginous zone of the ligament–bone interface is thought to
be important in minimizing mechanical stress. In order to better understand the
structure and function of the fibrocartilage collagens present at these ligamentous
insertions, Niyibizi et al. (1994, 1996) and Visconti et al. (1996) have conducted a
number of studies employing CLSM and immunofluorescence techniques in order to
characterize the collagens present in isolated ligaments. During the course of their
extensive studies of the ligament–bone interface, Niyibizi and Visconti have
identified cartilage collagen types I, II, V, IX, X and XI (Niyibizi et al.,
1994,1996; Visconti et al., 1996). These findings may have important implications
for emerging tissue-engineered therapeutic treatments.

Niyibizi et al. (1994) investigated the content and distribution of collagens in the
medial collateral ligament (MCL). The extracellular matrix of the MCL was known
to contain principally type I collagen at that stage. The function of the MCL was
known to be dependent on spatial interrelationships of collagen and its collagen
components, however there was increasing interest in the less abundant collagens,
hence precipitating their study. In their study, Niyibizi et al. reported on the
identification of six different collagens in the MCL and at the ligament–bone
junction and studied the distribution of collagens I, XII and XIV using confocal
microscopy (Niyibizi et al., 1994). MCLs were harvested from knee joints of 3-year
old steers. Ligaments were digested and electrophoresis was used to identify
collagens. Tissues were also examined with routine histology. Specimens were taken
for examination under confocal microscopy. The specimens were then fixed and
demineralized and sectioned at 40 mm. Type I collagen represented around 90% of
the total collagen of the MCL. Type III collagen accounted for 5% of the total
collagen, Type V accounted for 2% of the collagens while less abundant collagens
(type XII, XIV and VI) were not quantified. Confocal microscopy localized collagen
(type I, XII and XIV) in the ligament and at the femoral insertion into bone. Type I
collagen was evident in the ligament, fibrocartilage and bone. Fibrils of collagen type
I passed through the fibrocartilaginous zone and into bone at a right angle. Type XII
collagen followed a similar distribution in the ligament proper and the upper zone of
fibrocartilage, while in the lower zones, in the mineralized zone of the fibrocartilage
and in bone there was no staining. Type XIV collagen was again localized in the
ligament proper. In contrast to type XII collagen, there was intense staining in the
non-mineralized zone of the ligamentous insertion site. There was also some staining
for Type XIV in the mineralized zone and no staining of bone. These images
demonstrated a close association between types XII and XIV collagens with the fibril
network of collagen type I. Prior to this study it was known that type IX collagen
was closely associated with type II collagen and a similar association was suggested
for types XII and XIV. This study revealed a close association between type I
collagen and these two other collagens that appear to associate with the fibril surface
of the collagen network (Niyibizi et al., 1994). Type XIV collagen was found
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predominantly at the bone ligament junction and hence it was purported that its role
may be to minimize mechanical stresses at the hard tissue–soft tissue interface. This
study did not report any of the 3D arrangement of the MCL and its bony insertion
(tissue thickness was 40 mm).

Visconti et al. (1996) (again with Niyibizi) have examined the collagen fibrils at the
ligament–bone interface of bovine ligaments, using CLSM to investigate the cellular
composition and ECM organization while also considering the biochemical
constituents and biomechanical function (Visconti et al., 1996). The collagens of
the MCL and ACL attachment points were isolated, digested and examined using
polyclonal antibody immunoblotting and immunofluorescence CLSM. Following
demineralization and sucrose treatment for cryo-preservation, hyaluronidase-treated
samples were then processed with anti-serum against type X collagen followed by
goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated to indocarbocyanine (cy3) fluorophore. The
mineralized and non-mineralized insertion zones were examined independently,
with type II and IX collagens mostly concentrated in the nonmineralized region.
While the presence of cartilage specific collagens (II and IX) indicate that the
ligamentous insertions of the MCL and ACL are fibrocartilaginous, phenotypic
differences were found between these collagens and similar collagens isolated from
the AC of the same animals. These findings imply that the cartilaginous components
of the ligamentous insertion play roles in both anchorage, load carriage and stress
modulation (Visconti et al., 1996).

Niyibizi et al. (1996) followed on from previously described work by again
examining the collagen phenotypes present in fibrocartilage at the ligament–bone
interface of the bovine MCL (Niyibizi et al., 1994; Visconti et al., 1996).
Using CLSM they once again studied the collagen in the mineralized zone
of the ligament–bone interface, further identifying type X collagen as
potentially playing a role in the attachment of ligament to bone. In this study,
cartilage at the ligament–bone interface of 3-year-old steers was examined following
isolation and pepsin digestion, using electrophoresis, Western blotting and
immunofluorescence CLSM. The finding of metabolically active ‘‘chondrocyte-like’’
cells synthesizing type X collagen (the permanent mineralized fibrocartilage of
ligament insertion), suggests that the role of this collagen may be in maintaining the
mineralization by providing a scaffold for the mineral deposition (Niyibizi et al.,
1996a,b).

CLSM was employed Provenzano et al. (2002) to examine sub-failure damage in
ligaments at the cellular level (Provenzano et al., 2002). Using rat MCLs with a
preload of 0.1N, a sub-failure stretch was applied and the ligament structural
damage measured as the non-recoverable difference in tissue length. Following a
"5% strain a change in mechanical properties was observed and attributed to some
combination of fibre damage resulting from torn or plastic deformation fibres, or
biochemical degradation of the ECM from protease release following cellular
necrosis. After mechanical property characterization and structural damage
evaluation, cellular damage was assessed using CLSM in combination with a cell
viability assay (calcein AM and ethidium homodimer). Densities of live and necrotic
fibroblasts in each ligament were quantified and overall cellular damage assessed
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using a normalized pixel intensity technique for both red and green channels
against a defined background. Interestingly, cellular damage was induced at ligament
strains below the structural damage threshold, above which the MCL stress–strain
curve was elongated. The authors postulated that the observed cellular damage
might be an element of a natural healing process in mildly sprained ligaments
(Provenzano et al., 2002). Importantly, the results of this study suggest that,
when analysed as a function of applied strain, tissue stretch-induced structural
damage and cellular damage display very different patterns (Provenzano et al., 2002)
(Fig. 23).

Further investigation of the collagen distribution in cruciate ligaments (and their
attachments) has been performed using CLSM by Young et al. (2002). Using
Dunkin Hartley guinea pigs, the pathological changes in collagen phenotype
distributions were considered as an element of OA pathophysiology. Using CLSM in
combination with immunofluorescence staining techniques, collagen types I, II, III,
IX, and XI were identified (Young et al., 2002). Following exposure to anti-collagen
antibodies (goat polyclonal anti-type I collagen, monoclonal anti-type II collagen,
goat polyclonal anti-type III collagen, monoclonal anti-type IX collagen and
monoclonal anti-type XI collagen), specimens were incubated with secondary
antibodies conjugated to FITC (rabbit antigoat IgG FITC, goat antimouse IgG
FITC). CLSM findings were validated following enzymatic digestion using
biochemical assays, SDS–PAGE, immunoblotting and transmission electron
microscopy. While the typical cartilage collagens were identified at ligament
attachment points, fibrocartilage type II collagen was found to be more widely
distributed at mid-ligament sites preceding other osteoarthritic developments
(Young et al., 2002) (Fig. 24).

While much of the ligament research previously discussed has primarily involved
biomechanical property investigation, CLSM has also been employed for purely
anatomical studies. In an effort to elucidate the role of oxytalan in periodontal
ligament, Chantawiboonchai et al. (1998) sought to improve CLSM techniques for
examining the distribution of oxytalan fibres in mice. While strictly a dental research
issue, in the modern era of the multidisciplinary approach, this study may provide
details useful in orthopaedic applications. Using the oxytalan staining fluorophore
aldehyde fuchsin, this study considered the spatial relationships between these
oxytalan ligaments and surrounding blood vessels in situ using reflectance CLSM
following oxidization post-staining. This novel technique defined the 3D distribution
of the oxytalan and revealed both the relationship to blood vessels and the actual
fibre branching patterns, perhaps indication a specialized physiological role
(Chantawiboonchai et al., 1998).

In another anatomically orientated study, Nash et al. (2004) have recently
reported on the application of CLSM for the study of skin ligaments (SL) in
subcutaneous regions. The structure and distribution of SL in embalmed cadaveric
samples was determined by exploiting the autofluorescence (488 nm) of formalin-
fixed E12 plastinated tissue. Fibrous strands of ligaments were found to be widely
distributed throughout the samples and were demonstrated to link the base of the
dermis to the superficial fibres of the underlying deep fascia (Nash et al., 2004). SL
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were shown to be complex fibrous structures forming an extensive peripheral
network in the subcutaneous fat throughout the body. The unique properties of
CLSM were utilized to visualize and define the SLs from other soft tissue structures,
by enabling preservation of fine fibrous structures with less artefactual damage than
conventional H&E histology technique (Nash et al., 2004).
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Fig. 23. CLSM images of rat medial collateral ligaments at strains of 0 (A), 6 (B), and 11%
(C). Red and yellow regions indicate cell necrosis, and green regions are healthy live cells. Note
the extent of necrosis in the strained ligaments and the increase in necrosis with higher strains.
Image reprinted with permission: Fig. 1 (Provenzano et al., 2002).
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8. CLSM assessment of tendon

In a similar fashion to cartilage compression experiments, the in situ changes in
cell morphology and nucleus deformation in tendons under tensile load have also
been analysed utilizing CLSM, with particular attention being payed to cellular
biomechanical tension relationships. Ultimately, the loading-based cellular investi-
gations of tendons described herein are motivated by a desire to fully understand the
significance of loading regimes on cell–matrix interactions and tendon health
(Arnoczky, Tian et al., 2004).

In a morphologically orientated study, Ralphs et al. (1998) examined the cell shape
and gap junction expression in rat tendon via CLSM imaging (with DiI staining) of
phenotypically distinct regions of fibrocartilage in relation to collagen fibre bundles
of the ECM (Ralphs et al., 1998). In transverse sections of normal tendon, typical
stellate cell shape was observed. As tendon composition became more fibrocartila-
ginous, cell processes were observed to retract in a distinctive ‘‘rounding up’’ fashion
with an associated change in the expression of gap junction proteins (Connexin 32
and 43). In this early study, the unique resolution of CLSM imaging was exploited to
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Fig. 24. Five-field montage reconstruction of approximately 200 mm thick optical slice of
posterior cruciate ligament in 12-week-old guinea pig from CLSM with immunolocalization
for type II collagen. Type II collagen is intensely labelled at the fibrocartilaginous attachment
of ligament to tibia. In addition, type II collagen is present focally in the antero-medial fibre
bundles in the central part of the ligament extending towards, but separate from, the distal
attachment to tibia. FITC shown by computer-enhanced colour. Scale Bar % 150mm. Image
reprinted with permission: Fig. 3 (Young et al., 2002).
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provide morphological data revealing the differences in intra-cellular communica-
tion depending on zonal or regional location; thereby providing the foundation for
later mechanotransduction studies (Arnoczky et al., 2002; Arnoczky et al., 2004).
Ralphs et al. (1998) postulated that while individual fibrocartilage cells sense changes
in their loading environment (through cell/matrix interactions) and respond via
indirect cytokine and growth factor signalling, true tendon cells may also
communicate directly via gap junction cytoplasmic signalling (Ralphs et al., 1998).

The study of tail tendon cell morphology was continued by Arnoczky et al. (2002),
who used CLSM to examine the in situ deformation of cell nuclei under tensile load
(Arnoczky et al., 2002). Studying rat-tail tendon, Arnoczky et al. (2002)
hypothesized that deformation of the cell nucleus could be related to the tissue
strain. This study employed specific staining of cell nuclei in order to investigate
mechanotransduction of mechanical loads acting on rat tendon in a effort to
provide insight into the role of physical stress in the homeostasis of normal tissues
and the repair of injured tissues. While unable to establish exact cell morphology due
to a lack of volumetric analysis, this study was able to show a weak correlation
between local and whole tissue strain thereby supporting the hypothesis that
mechanical loads placed on tendons result in a concomitant in situ deformation of
the cell nucleus (Arnoczky et al., 2002). This association is thought to have
important implications with regard to cell signalling. It is though that this
deformation of the cell and nucleus leads to downstream intracellular signalling.
Tissues were stained with acridine orange, a fluorescent dye that interacts with DNA.
A 200! 40mm tissue specimen was loaded into a tensile testing apparatus and
examined with a CLSM. The tissue was strained to 2%, 4% and 6% (grip to grip
strain) with images of the same nucleus captured at each strain rate (Arnoczky et al.,
2002).

Actin staining and CLSM examination was utilized once again by Arnoczky
et al. (2004), in this instance for the demonstration of the presence of actin
stress filaments within the cells in rat-tail tendons (Arnoczky et al., 2004). Motivated
by the investigation of a cytoskeletally based mechanotransduction mechanism,
ex vivo static tensile loading was shown to inhibit the expression of collagenase
MMP-1 mRNA. Following fixation, tendons were stained with rhodamine
phalloidin, mounted on a glass slide and imaged with CLSM to evaluate
the disruption of the actin cellular cytoskeleton by cytochalasin in situ. This
study also employed polymerase chain reaction amplification, RNA extraction
with Northern blot analysis and Western blot analysis to analyse the affects of
static tensile loading following a 24 h culture period (Arnoczky et al., 2004).
The proposed mechanism of mechanotransduction suggested that cellular de-
formation is induced by ECM strain applied via integrin-based cell–matrix
connections. Following loading and deformation, tension changes in the cytoske-
leton induce a nucleus-mediated homeostatic cellular response (Arnoczky et al.,
2004) (Fig. 25).

Further development in techniques for the determination of strain in tendons
using CLSM has been performed by Screen et al. (2003), examining tenocyte nuclei
(Screen et al., 2003). Following fluorescent DNA staining (acridine orange),
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quantification of local strain fields (of up to 5%) within fascicles was undertaken by
monitoring the relative movement between nuclei in loaded tendons while under
CLSM imaging. Once again, clarification of the mechanism of matrix remodelling
following mechanical stimuli via mechanotransductive responses was the primary
goal of this study. In this instance, local strains were shown to be lower than the
mechanically applied strains (Screen et al., 2003).

In further demonstration of the versatility of CLSM and the broad range of
applications of this imaging modality, Soler et al. (2004) have recently conducted a
study into the development of muscles and tendons of the Drosophila leg.
Drosophila are small two-winged fruit flies frequently used in genetic research, in
this case via the use of a green fluorescent protein (GFP) marker for the tracking of
leg development. Using CLSM, muscle development was shown to be closely
associated with the formation of internal tendons (Soler et al., 2004).

In an ophthalmic study, CLSM imaging with the technique of double-fluorescent
labelling and 3D reconstruction has been utilized by Blumer et al. (2003) for
examining the innervation pattern of muscle spindles (MSps) and Golgi
tendon organs (GTOs) in bovine calf extraocular muscle. Muscles were also
imaged with light microscopy and TEM. CLSM imaging following double staining
of nerve terminals with synaptophysin and a-bungarotoxin demonstrated the fine
structural features thereby confirming their proprioceptive nature. In this applica-
tion, the resolution and fine detail provided by CLSM-enabled definition of the
spatial arrangement of the GTO tissue components and provided unique
information on the morphology and proprioceptive nature of MSps and GTOs
(Blumer et al., 2003).
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Fig. 25. CLSM overlay images of rat-tail tendon cells stained with rhodamine phalloidin to
label actin filaments. (A) Fresh control tendon: note presence of actin stress fibres (arrows) in
cytoskeleton. (B) Tendon treated with 10 mm cytochalasin D for 1 h; note the absence of
organized actin stress fibres. (40! oil immersion; 2! zoom). Image reprinted with permission:
Fig. 6 (Arnoczky et al., 2002).
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9. CLSM assessment of orthopaedic implants

Confocal microscopy has been used to evaluate the contact between prosthetic
implants and bone. Previously, hydroxyapatite HA-coated titanium has been shown
to increase bone contact of titanium implants using conventional histology (Buser et
al., 1991). Takeshita et al. (1997) further evaluated the bone formation around HA-
coated implants using confocal microscopy (Takeshita et al., 1997). This study
compared the bone reaction to HA implants as compared to titanium (Ti) implants
and evaluated the bone formation around HA implants using CLSM. Sixty-five rats
were divided into two groups, 60 for histological observation and 5 for time-
labelling. Cylindrical HA and titanium implants were inserted into the diaphyseal
region of the tibia. 35 HA implants and 30 Ti implants were inserted. For the time
labelling experiment, five rats with HA implants had oxytetracycline injected
intraperitoneally at 7 days, then calcein at 14 days, then alizarin at 28 days. The rats
were killed at 5, 7, 14, 28, 84 and 168 days after implantation. Tibial specimens were
fixed in ethanol and embedded in resin for histological processing. Sections were
taken for light microscopy. Titanium implants revealed a covering of thick lamellar
bone. Fibroblast cells were seen to interrupt the junction between bone and implant.
HA implants showed complete encapsulation with bone with thinner surrounding
bone tissue. It was thought that the thicker bone around the titanium implants might
reflect a foreign body reaction. Histomorphometric observation revealed a
significant difference (po 0.01) in per cent bone contact between Ti and HA
in all experiments. Confocal microscopy revealed calcein and alizarin staining in the
bone tissue around the implant. Bone was seen to stain with calcein close to the
implant but never in direct contact. This separation was usually ‘‘some microns’’
(not specified) and applied to both trabeculae in the medulla and cortical bone.
Although in the early phases, HA appears to have better bone contact, it was
purported that this may change with time and that Titanium may eventually have
similar bone contact. Therefore, the advantage of HA may only be in the initial
healing phases after implantation. Calcein staining of bone around the HA implant
was marked and alazarin staining less so, perhaps indicating that bone formation at
the 28th day was less than that at 14 days. Calcein staining also appeared on two
fronts, on both the edge of the cortical bone and at the HA implant surface,
indicating that the new bone formation occurs at two interfaces in this model
(Takeshita et al., 1997).

More recently, investigators have been drawn to other methods of coating
implants in order to improve their biocompatibility and hence stability. In a study
using CLSM, Kajiwara et al. (2005) reported improved bone formation around
implants coated with pamidronate, a bisphosphonate (Kajiwara et al., 2005).
Bisphosphonates enhance bone formation through many mechanisms of action. The
aim of their study was to compare the quantity of new bone formed around a new
pamidronate coated implant. Thirty rats were used for this study. They were divided
into three groups: (1) titanium implant (2) calcium ion-implanted titanium implant
and (3) pamidronate implant. Implants were 2mm long cylinders that were inserted
into the tibia of the rats. Rats were injected with calcein blue 1 week after
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implantation, and then with alizarin 3 weeks after implantation. Animals were
euthanasied 4 weeks after implantation and examined. Specimens were cut into
30 mm samples and examined with a confocal microscope. Of the three implants, the
most new bone was formed around the pamidronate samples with statistical
significance. The amount of new bone formed around all of the implants increased
with time after implantation. They suggested that this improved integration would
lead to improved outcomes in dentistry and orthopaedics (Kajiwara et al., 2005)
(Fig. 26).

In the developing field of tissue engineering many new advances are furthering
progress towards the ultimate goal of recreating the exact structural, biomechanical
and physiochemical nature of many tissues. Indeed, it has been over 5 years since
chondrocytes in culture have been shown to produce a mechanically functional tissue
(Fedewa et al., 1998). In such tissue constructs, CLSM has been previously employed
to investigate cellular distribution and viability of chondrocytes cultured in 3D
polymer matrices (Aigner et al., 1997). CLSM offers advantages over alternative
imaging techniques such as SEM, or TEM by providing direct measures of cell
densities, by avoiding complicated chemical processing that can lead to artefactual
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Fig. 26. CLSM images of new bone around a bisphosphonate-immobilized implant. The green
(calcein blue, Cal) and red (alizarin complexone, Alc) lines are new bone formed around the
implant (Imp) at 1 and 3 weeks after implantation, respectively. (a) CLSM image of the upper
part of the implant (Upper). Two coloured circles are observed in the Haversian system of the
cortical bone. The new bone extends along the implant surface from the endosteum (arrow).
The green line is nearest the implant surface. BM: bone marrow, PO: periosteum. (b) CLSM
image of the bottom of an implant (Bottom). The labelled new bone extends from the
endosteum of the cortical bone (arrow) and surrounds the implant surface. (c) CLSM image of
the lateral region of an implant (Lateral). Thin bone is formed on the implant surface to the
bone marrow (arrow). Two coloured labels are seen in the bone. Original magnification:
! 324. Bar % 50mm. Image reprinted with permission. Fig. 3 (Kajiwara et al., 2005).
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errors, and by enabling assessment of cell viability (through DNA tagging (Aigner
et al., 1997).

Potential applications of CLSM have been demonstrated by Obradovic
et al. (2001), in a study utilizing histochemical analysis and mechanical testing
to examine the bond formation between native cartilage and tissue-engineered
cartilaginous constructs (Obradovic et al., 2001). Significant potential exists to
extend this study via CLSM imaging to continuously measure the effect of
varying the developmental stage of the tissue construct, and altering the
proteoglycan (and GAG) concentration at the graft site via trypsin application. In
order to establish the optimal culture time resulting in the precise combination of
compressive stiffness and integrative properties, a similar study utilizing CLSM
could readily be conducted.

Bush and Hall (2001) have examined the similarities between the morphologies of
articular chondrocytes and individual chondrocytes cultured in a weak 3D DMEM
and agarose matrix. The confocal imaging of the abnormal morphology of cells
exhibiting cytoplasmic processes revealed the presence of degenerate cells within the
tissue construct (Bush et al., 2001). An increase in cell volume associated with
abnormal morphology is attributed to weakening of the ECM prior to macroscopic
changes (Bush et al., 2001).

Simultaneous CLSM and mechanical loading of extracellular matrices has been
pioneered by Voytik-Harbin et al. (2003) in an effort to investigate the
structural–mechanical properties of bio-scaffolds (Voytik-Harbin et al., 2003).
Utilizing a uniaxial loading instrument, the methodology developed in this study
enables simultaneous 4D visualization of scaffold or cell microstructure during
loading and facilitates the elucidation of specimen mechanical\cal properties. While
applied in this study to bio-engineered scaffolds and tissue-derived biomaterials, the
potential exists for utilizing these ‘‘live’’ protocols for the study of the deformation
behaviour of the ECM of AC.

10. CLSM for analysis of the lubrication mechanism of diarthroidal
joints

CLSM has also been employed to study the lubrication mechanism involved
in joint articulation, by imaging the state and behaviour of the tissue surface
under physiological loading conditions (Kobayashi et al., 2001). In this
somewhat preliminary study, cartilage explants of both normal and experimentally
induced osteoarthritic condition, were imaged under both a unloaded and loaded
state (Kobayashi et al., 2001). Unfortunately the limited results reported in this study
do not necessarily support the currently accepted lubrication mechanism; the
formation of liquid-crystal macromolecules to support the stresses induced in normal
cartilage. Despite the relative shortcomings of the reported protocol, potential does
exist for modification of this methodology for the in vivo study of cartilage
lubrication.
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Fig. 27. (A) Cartilage from the Medial Femoral Condyle; stained with Acriflavine/Calcein-
AM. Characteristically clustered chondrocytes (C) typical of articular cartilage. Viable
chondrocytes are brightly stained by Calcein-AM and surrounded by an extracellular matrix
(ECM) less brightly stained by acriflavine. (B) Cartilage from the Medial Femoral Condyle;
stained with Acriflavine/Calcein-AM. The typical highly cellular appearance of healthy AC
with the nuclei of chondrocytes (N) brightly stained by acridine orange – note nuclei are
smaller than the complete cells in image A. Lipid droplets (L) are often larger than the
chondrocyte nuclei are also visible. Note the distortion artefact (D) visible as an out of focus
band in the middle of the image is due to slight vibration of LSCA during image acquisition.
(C) Sub-surface of Articular Cartilage from the Medial Femoral Condyle; stained with
Fluorescein. The typical highly cellular appearance of healthy articular cartilage with
chondrocytes (C) visible as exclusions from the brightly stained extracellular matrix. Note
appearance of parallel bands of surface texture. (D) Cartilage from non-load bearing region of
Medial Femoral Condyle; stained with Acridine Orange. Typically less dense cellular
appearance of health non-load bearing cartilage, with nuclei of chondrocytes (N) brightly
stained by acridine orange. Image reprinted with permission: Fig. 2 (Jones et al., 2004).
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11. Future developments

Recent technological advances in CLSM have created more powerful imaging
devices that continue to approach the theoretical resolution limitation, with
improved operating systems increasing the ‘‘user-friendliness’’. This progress, along
with advances in post-imaging analysis capabilities and constant developments in
fluorescence and immunofluorescence staining techniques, suggest that the future of
CLSM in orthopaedic research applications is promising indeed.

These technological advances can be seen in such developments as the laser
scanning confocal arthroscope (LSCA) recently described by Jones et al. (2004). This
study describes a new paradigm of ‘‘taking the microscope to the sample’’ with the in
situ histological evaluation of cartilage, meniscus, tendon, ligament and muscle by
CLSM delivered using a handheld probe. The authors envisage that this device may
one day play an important role in the long-term follow-up of cartilage defect repair
techniques, investigation into the aetiology of OA, or in the assessment of
pharmacologic interventions. Since arthroscopy is regarded as ‘‘the gold standard
for assessment of AC (Hjelle et al., 2002) and the assessment of degenerate and non-
degenerate AC has been performed via CLSM (Bush and Hall, 2003), the
arthroscopic assessment of AC by LSCA appears as a logical next step (Jones et
al., 2004). Further, the potential combination of LSCA monitoring with the use of
green fluorescent protein (GFP) marker tracking may one day provide a contrast
agent free method for long-term monitoring of therapies such as matrix-induced
autologous chondrocyte implantation (MACI) (Fig. 27).
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%*&, .$7.'%(0, +'3%50*(1>, (/0, 50&'%+, 50*'1.71>
%&&7.()$, %*&, 6%1(71, 50&'%+'1, 571.+01>, (/0
18*)6'%+,.%-17+0,%*&,6%$')71,.)**0.('60,('11701:

Laser Scanning Confocal Arthroscope

H)*2).%+, +%10$, 1.%**'*3, 5'.$)1.)-8, <HICJ@
7('+'G01, +%10$4&0+'60$0&, +'3/(, (), %, 2+7)$01.0*.04
-0*0($%(0&, 1-0.'50*, B'(/, (/0, $017+('*3, $02+0.(')*
)$,2+7)$01.0*.0,./%**0+0&,?%.A,(/$)73/,%,.)*2).%+
-'*/)+0, %*&, 710&, (), 30*0$%(0, %, &'3'(%+, '5%30, 6'%
$%1(0$, 1.%**'*3:, I'3/(, )(/0$, (/%*, (/%(, '*, (/0
1-0.'2'.%++8,&02'*0&,)-('.%+,-+%*0,'1,)5'((0&,?8,(/0
-'*/)+0>,0*%?+'*3,%*,0=($050+8,(/'*,)-('.%+,10.(')*
(), ?0, 1.%**0&, (/$)73/, %, 1%5-+0>, -0$5'(('*3, +)B
*)'10>, 27++8, 2).710&, (/$004&'50*1')*%+, '5%301, ()
?0, )?(%'*0&, YR'3:, ;<S@Z:, #/0, %?'+'(8, (), 30*0$%(0
10$'%+, .)*2).%+, 10.(')*1, )2, .0++, %*&, 5%($'=
5'.$)1($7.(7$0, /%1, +0&, (), (/0, 7('+'G%(')*, )2, HICJ
2)$, (/0, '5%3'*3, )2, $0+%('60+8, (/'.A, 10.(')*1, )2
('1170:L

F*, )$&0$, (), 0+'5'*%(0, (/0,50./%*'.%+, $05)6%+, )2
('1170, 1%5-+01, 2$)5, (/0'$, -/81')+)3'.%+, $01'&0*.0>
B0, /%60, &060+)-0&, %, 7*'970, +%10$, 1.%**'*3
.)*2).%+, %$(/$)1.)-0, <ICHS@, (/%(, 7('+'G01, 2'?0$
)-('., (0./*)+)38, YR'3:, ;<[@Z:;O, #/0, ICHS, 05-+)81
%, -$)-$'0(%$8, )-('.%+, 2'?0$, 1.%**0$, (/%(, -0$2)$51
%1, ?)(/, (/0, +%10$, &0+'60$8, <\$8-()*]S$3)*, MNN–
L;M, *5@, %*&, &0(0.(')*, $02+0.(')*]2+7)$01.0*.0
60/'.+0:;O, #/'1, )-('.%+, 2'?0$, '1, %+1), 7('+'G0&, %1, (/0
.)*2).%+, -'*/)+0, %*&, 2'+($%(')*,50./%*'15:,#/0,^
M:M, 55, -$)?0, 710&, '*, (/'1, 0=-0$'50*(, )-0$%(01
B'(/, %, 1.%**'*3, 2$0970*.8, )2, D, _G, %*&, /%1
%, 5%3*'2'.%(')*, )2, %--$)='5%(0+8, KO!:, #/0
'*1($750*(, %./'0601, %*, `a, $01)+7(')*, )2
%--$)='5%(0+8, D, µ5, B'(/, (/0, 5%='575, 2'0+&, )2
6'0B, )2, %--$)='5%(0+8, LOO, µ5Db, /)B060$>, 3'60*



/-)*&,&0-1+,#2))())3('*#&4#*5(#6'(( !!

(/0,&'22'.7+('01,)2,)?(%'*'*3,%*,0=%.(,-+%*%$,17$2%.0
)*, -'# )-*., 1-0.'50*1>, (/0, 71027+, 2'0+&, )2, 6'0B, '1
5)$0,.)55)*+8,)2,(/0,)$&0$,)2,DLO,µ5D:
F*,%, 17$3'.%+, 10(('*3>, (/0,ICHS, '1, +).%(0&,)*, (/0

1'(01, )2, '*(0$01(, ?8, (/0, 17$30)*>,B/'+0, '5%301, %$0
%.97'$0&, %*&, 1()$0&, ?8, %, ($%'*0&, .)5-7(0$
)-0$%()$:, F5%301, %$0, 1%60&, '*, %, .)55)*+8, 710&
#FRR, 2)$5%(, 2)$, 1)$('*3>, -$).011'*3, %*&, 27$(/0$
%*%+8G'*3,-)1(417$30$8:

Surgical Access

#/0, .)*(0*(1, )2, (/0, A*00, B0$0, 0=-)10&, 71'*3, %
50&'%+,-%$%4-%(0++%$,'*.'1')*:
#/0, '*.'1')*, B%1, 0=(0*&0&, 2$)5, (/0, 5'&4-)'*(

50&'%++8, %*&, -$)='5%++8>, .)5-+0(0+8, )-0*'*3, (/0
50&'%+, .)5-%$(50*(, YR'3:, ;<H@Z, %*&, %++)B'*3

(/)$)73/,B%1/)7(,)2,.)*($%1(,%30*(1:,#/0,50&'%+]
-$)='5%+, 0=(0*1')*, B0*(, ?08)*&, (/0, 50&'%+
.)++%(0$%+, +'3%50*(, <-$010$60&@>, (), (/0, 571.7+)4
(0*&'*075, Q7*.(')*, )2, (/0, %&&7.()$,5%3*71:, #/'1
%++)B0&, -$010$6%(')*, )2, (/0, 1($7.(7$01, )2, '*(0$01(
<'*.+7&'*3, (/0,571.+0, ?0++'01, )2, %&&7.()$,5%3*71
%*&, 6%1(71,50&'%+'1@, %*&, 3%60, 71,B'&0, 0=-)17$0:
#/0, .)60$1+'-, )2, (/0, -$)?0, .)7+&, (/0*, ?0, -+%.0&
)*, <-0$-0*&'.7+%$@, (), (/0, 5%(0$'%+, B/'+0, (/0
)-0$%()$, /0+&, '(, '*, -+%.0:, I'3%50*(, %*&, 571.+0
B0$0,&'6'&0&,(),'5%30,(/05,'*,.$)11410.(')*:

Fluorophores

#), 30*0$%(0, (/0, ('1170, 2+7)$01.0*.0, $097'$0&, 2)$
HICJ>, ?')%11%8, 1(%'*1, B0$0, '*($)&7.0&, '*(), (/0
18*)6'%+,.%-17+0,%*&,17$$)7*&'*3,571.7+%(7$0,?8

!"#$ % &'(, #/0, R'?$0, c-('., H)*2).%+, V$'*.'-+0:, &)(, I%10$, C.%**'*3, H)*2).%+,S$(/$)1.)-0,^, M:M,55:, &*(, ICHS, '5%3'*3
C/00-,\*00:



!N !"#$"#%&'()#(*#+,"

'*($%4%$('.7+%$, <FS@, %*&, '*($%4571.7+%$, <FJ@
'*Q0.(')*:, #/$00, 10-%$%(0, 2+7)$)-/)$0, %11%81
<%.$'&'*0, )$%*30>, %.$'2+%6'*0].%+.0'*4SJ, %*&
2+7)$01.0'*>,7&,(1.,+8# 98&:();# <'1";# =.0('(;# >8(0&';
?@2@>, %++, 2+7)$01.'*3, 7*&0$, (/0, MNN, *5, 0=.'(%(')*
B%60+0*3(/>, B0$0, 710&, %(, )-('5%+, .)*.0*($%(')*1
%*&, 1(%'*'*3, ('501, '*, )$&0$, (), -$)6'&0,5%='575
.)*($%1(, %*&, '5%30, $01)+7(')*, <7*-7?+'1/0&
)?10$6%(')*1@:, S++, .)*($%1(, %30*(1, B0$0, -$0-%$0&
'550&'%(0+8, -$')$, (), '5%3'*3, '*, O:Ed, -/)1-/%(04
?7220$0&, 1%+'*0, <V[C@, %(, $))5, (05-0$%(7$0, %*&
1()$0&, %B%8, 2$)5, +'3/(:, F550&'%(0+8, 2)++)B'*3
1(%'*'*3, %*&, 17$3'.%+, %..011>, %++, (/0, %$0%1, (), ?0
'5%30&, B0$0, (/)$)73/+8, '$$'3%(0&, %*&, 2+71/0&
B'(/, O:Ed, V[C, <DLO, 5I, %--$)='5%(0+8@:, #/0
()='.'(8,)2, 2+7)$)-/)$01,$05%'*1,%*,'1170,80(, (),?0
(/)$)73/+8, 0=-+)$0&b, 2+)7$01.'0*, '1, (/0,)*+8, %30*(
.7$$0*(+8,%--$)60&, 2)$,&'$0.(, 181(05'.,%--+'.%(')*
'*, /75%*, 17?Q0.(1:, #/0, B'&04$%*3'*3, 710, )2
2+)7$01.'0*, '*, %,57+('(7&0, )2, -$).0&7$01, /%1, ?00*
0=(0*1'60+8,*)(0&:,S(,(/'1,('50>,B0,%$0,7*%B%$0,)2
%*8, 1(7&'01, &0(%'+'*3, (/0, '*($%4%$('.7+%$, )$
181(05'.,0220.(1,)2,.%+.'0*4SJ,)$,%.$'2+%6'*0:

Acridine Orange

S.$'&'*0, )$%*30, /%1, ?00*, -$06')71+8, 710&, '*
HICJ, 1(7&'01, )2, %$('.7+%$, .%$('+%30, (), %11011
./)*&$).8(0, .0++7+%$, &0*1'(8, %*&, 5)$-/)+)38>D> ;L

?7(, '(, %+1), -$)6'&01, 0=.0++0*(, '5%301, )2, (0*&)*
%*&, ?)*0:, S1, %, .0++4-0$5%*0*(, 2+7)$)-/)$0>
%.$'&'*0, )$%*30, -$)6'&01, /'3/, .)*($%1(, '5%301, )2
(/0, .0++, *7.+071, ?8, ?'*&'*3, (), *7.+0'., %.'&1, %*&
2$%350*(1:, #'11701, B0$0, 1(%'*0&, ?8, FS, %*&, FJ
'*Q0.(')*,)2,O:L,3]I,%.$'&'*0,)$%*30,2)$,ML,5'*7(01
-$')$,(),'5%3'*3:

Acriflavine and Calcien–AM

C'5'+%$, (), %.$'&'*0, )$%*30>, %.$'2+%6'*0, '1, %, .0++4
-0$5%*0*(, 2+7)$)-/)$0, (/%(, ?'*&1, (), *7.+0'.
%.'&1>, B/'+0, .%+.0'*, '1, %, -)+8%*')*'., 2+7)$01.0'*
&0$'6%('60,(/%(,'1,%,.8()-+%15'.,1(%'*,%*&,'*&'.%()$

)2, 6'%?'+'(8:, #/0, .0++4-0$50%*(, %.0()=850(/8+
<SJ@, 01(0$1, )2, .%+.0'*, /%60, ?00*, 710&, '*, (/0
1(7&8, )2, +'60, ./)*&$).8(01, &70, (), (/0'$, %?'+'(8
(), +)%&, *)*4'*6%1'60+8, ?8, -0$50%?'+'G'*3, (/0
.0++X1, 505?$%*0:D", S, &7%+, %11%8, )2, .%+.0'*–SJ
%*&, %.$'2+%6'*0, B%1, 710&, (), /'3/+'3/(, 6'%?+0
./)*&$).8(01, %*&,-$)6'&0, %, $%*30, )2, 2+7)$01.0*.0
'*(0*1'('01, 2)$, 5%='575, .)*($%1(:, H%+.'0*–SJ
<L, eJ@, B%1, '*Q0.(0&, FS, KO, 5'*7(01, -$')$, ()
'5%3'*3>,B'(/,%.$'2+%6'*0,<O:L,3]I@,'*Q0.(0&,FS,%*&
FJ, ;L, 5'*7(01, %2(0$, H4SJ, %*&, ;L, 5'*7(01, -$')$
(),'5%3'*3:

Fluorescein

R+7)$01.0'*,/%1,?00*, .)55)*+8, 05-+)80&, 2)$, (/0
.)6%+0*(, +%?0++'*3, )2, -$)(0'*1, &70, (), '(1, /'3/
%?1)$-('6'(8>, 0=.0++0*(, 2+7)$01.0*.0, 97%*(75, 8'0+&
%*&, 3))&, B%(0$, 1)+7?'+'(8>, %*&, '(, -$)6'&01, /'3/
2+7)$01.0*(, .)*($%1(, ?0(B00*, (/0, 6'%?+0, .0++1, %*&
(/0, 17$$)7*&'*3, 0=($%.0++7+%$, 5%($'=:, R+7)$01.0'*
<L 3]I@, B%1, '*Q0.(0&, FS, ML, 5'*7(01, -$')$, ()
'5%3'*3:

RESULTS

S++, ('11701, %--0%$0&, 5%.$)1.)-'.%++8, /0%+(/8
7-)*, 17$3'.%+, 0=%5'*%(')*:, #/0, 5'.$)1.)-'.
/'1()+)3'.%+,20%(7$01,'&0*('2'0&,'*,(/0,ICHS,'5%301
%$0,&01.$'?0&,?0+)B:

Articular Cartilage

#/0, (8-'.%+, /'1()+)3'.%+, 20%(7$01, )2, %$('.7+%$
.%$('+%30, <SH@, B0$0, 06'&0*(, '*, (/0, ICHS, '5%301
YR'3:, D<S@–<H@Z, %*&, B0$0, ./%$%.(0$'G0&, ?8, %
/)5)30*0)71, 5%($'=, %*&, $037+%$, &'1-0$1')*, )2
.0++1:K;, C7$3'.%+, )?10$6%(')*, )2, /0%+(/8, SH, B%1
.)*2'$50&, ?8, (/0, /'3/, .0++7+%$, &0*1'(8, %*&
./%$%.(0$'1('., %--0%$%*.0, )2, .+71(0$1, )2, ./)*4
&$).8(01, 10-%$%(0&, +%$30, 5%1101, )2, %5)$-/)71
0=($%.0++7+%$,5%($'=, <fHJ@:KM,S1,0=-0.(0&>,.%+.0'*4
SJ, ?$'3/(+8, 1(%'*0&, 6'%?+0, ./)*&$).8(01>, B/'+0



/-)*&,&0-1+,#2))())3('*#&4#*5(#6'(( !E

%.$'&'*0,)$%*30,5%$A0&,.0++,*7.+0',%*&,2+7)$01.0'*
-$)6'&0&,17$2%.0,(0=(7$0,.)*($%1(:
F*, %&&'(')*, (), (/0, +)%&4?0%$'*3, %$('.7+%$, .%$4

('+%30, 17$2%.0>, (/0, *)*4+)%&, ?0%$'*3, .%$('+%30
)2, (/0, 7--0$, 50&'%+, .)*&8+01, B%1, %+1), '5%30&
YR'3:, D<g@Z:, S, +011, &0*10, .0++7+%$, %--0%$%*.0, B%1
)?10$60&, '*, (/0, *)*4+)%&, ?0%$'*3, .%$('+%30, %1
.)5-%$0&,(),(/0,+)%&,?0%$'*3,.%$('+%30:

Synovium, Meniscus and Connective

Tissue

ICHS, '5%301, )2, %.$'&'*0, )$%*30, 1(%'*0&, )6'*0
18*)6'75, YR'3:, K<S@–<[@Z, '++71($%(0&, (/0, (8-'.%+
&0*10+8, -%.A0&, .0++7+%$, %$$%*3050*(, )2, 18*)6'%+
10.$0()$8, 505?$%*0:, #/0, *7.+0', )2, 2'?$)?+%1(1
%--0%$0&, %1, 15%++, 0+)*3%(0&, )$, 1-'*&+041/%-0&
?)&'01,?$'3/(+8,1(%'*0&,?8,%.$'&'*0,)$%*30:

!"#$ + &'(,H%$('+%30,2$)5,(/0,J0&'%+,R05)$%+,H)*&8+0b,1(%'*0&,B'(/,S.$'2+%6'*0]H%+.'0*4SJ:,H/%$%.(0$'1('.%++8,.+71(0$0&
./)*&$).8(01,<H@,(8-'.%+,)2,%$('.7+%$,.%$('+%30:,W'%?+0,./)*&$).8(01,%$0,?$'3/(+8,1(%'*0&,?8,H%+.'0*4SJ,%*&,17$$)7*&0&,?8
%*,0=($%.0++7+%$,5%($'=,<fHJ@,+011,?$'3/(+8,1(%'*0&,?8,%.$'2+%6'*0:,&)(,H%$('+%30,2$)5,(/0,J0&'%+,R05)$%+,H)*&8+0b,1(%'*0&
B'(/,S.$'2+%6'*0]H%+.'0*4SJ:, #/0, (8-'.%+, /'3/+8, .0++7+%$, %--0%$%*.0, )2, /0%+(/8,SH,B'(/, (/0, *7.+0', )2, ./)*&$).8(01, <h@
?$'3/(+8,1(%'*0&,?8,%.$'&'*0,)$%*30,—,*)(0,(/%(,*7.+0',%$0,15%++0$,(/%*,(/0,.)5-+0(0,.0++1,'*,'5%30,S:,I'-'&,&$)-+0(1,<I@,%$0
)2(0*,+%$30$,(/%*,(/0,./)*&$).8(0,*7.+0',%$0,%+1),6'1'?+0:,h)(0,(/%(,(/0,&'1()$(')*,%$(02%.(,<g@>,6'1'?+0,%1,%*,)7(4)242).71,?%*&
'*, (/0, 5'&&+0, )2, (/0, '5%30>, '1, &70, (), 1+'3/(, 6'?$%(')*, )2, ICHS, &7$'*3, '5%30, %.97'1'(')*:, &*(, C7?417$2%.0, )2, S$('.7+%$
H%$('+%30, 2$)5, (/0,J0&'%+, R05)$%+, H)*&8+0b, 1(%'*0&,B'(/, R+7)$01.0'*:, #/0, (8-'.%+, /'3/+8, .0++7+%$, %--0%$%*.0, )2, /0%+(/8
%$('.7+%$, .%$('+%30, B'(/, ./)*&$).8(01, <H@, 6'1'?+0, %1, 0=.+71')*1, 2$)5, (/0, ?$'3/(+8, 1(%'*0&, 0=($%.0++7+%$, 5%($'=:, h)(0, (/0
%--0%$%*.0, )2, -%$%++0+, ?%*&1, )2, 17$2%.0, (0=(7$0:, &,(,H%$('+%30, 2$)5,*)*4+)%&,?0%$'*3, $03')*, )2,J0&'%+, R05)$%+,H)*&8+0b
1(%'*0&,B'(/,S.$'&'*0,c$%*30:,#8-'.%++8,+011,&0*10,.0++7+%$,%--0%$%*.0,)2,/0%+(/,*)*4+)%&,?0%$'*3,.%$('+%30>,B'(/,*7.+0',)2
./)*&$).8(01,<h@,?$'3/(+8,1(%'*0&,?8,%.$'&'*0,)$%*30:



NO !"#$"#%&'()#(*#+,"

!"#$ - C8*)6'75>,J0*'1.71, %*&,H)**0.('60, #'1170:, &'(, C7?417$2%.0, '5%30, )2, C8*)6'75b, 1(%'*0&,B'(/,S.$'&'*0,c$%*30:
#8-'.%+,&0*10+8,-%.A0&,.0++7+%$,%$$%*3050*(,)2, 18*)6'75,10.$0()$8,505?$%*0b,*7.+0',)2, 1-'*&+0, 1/%-0&,.0++1, $0105?+'*3
18*)6'%+, .0++1, %$0, ?$'3/(+8, 1(%'*0&, ?8, %.$'&'*0, )$%*30:,h)(0, (/%(, (/0,&'1()$(')*, %$(02%.(, <g@, 6'1'?+0, '*, (/0, ()-, (/'$&, )2, (/0
'5%30, '1, &70, (), 1+'3/(, 5)6050*(, )2, ICHS, &7$'*3, '5%30, %.97'1'(')*:, &)(, C7?417$2%.0, '5%30, )2, C8*)6'75b, 1(%'*0&, B'(/
S.$'&'*0,c$%*30:,h750$)71, .0++1, <H@, '*, .+)10, 1-%('%+, 3$)7-'*3, (8-'.%+, )2, &0*10, .)**0.('60, ('11701:,h7.+0', )2, 1)50, .0++1
%--0%$, %1, 15%++, 0+)*3%(0&, )$, 1-'*&+041/%-0&, ?)&'01, <R@>, 173301('*3, (/%(, (/08, %$0, 2'?$)?+%1('., .0++1:, &*(, C7$2%.0, J0&'%+
J0*'1.71b,1(%'*0&,B'(/,R+7)$01.0'*:,#/0,(8-'.%+,+)*3'(7&'*%+,%--0%$%*.0,)2,50*'1.%+,('1170b,&0*10+8,-%.A0&,.'$.7520$0*('%+
.)++%30*)71, 2'?$01,%--0%$,%1,%,5)$0,/)5)30*)71,%$$%*3050*(, (/%*, '*&'6'&7%+,?7*&+01,)2, 2'?$01:,&,(, C7?4C7$2%.0,J0&'%+
J0*'1.71b, 1(%'*0&, B'(/, S.$'2+%6'*0]H%+.'0*4SJ:, #8-'.%+, .0++7+%$, 50*'1.%+, .)5-)*0*(1, '*.+7&0, 2'?$)./)*&$).8(01, <RH@
?$'3/(+8,1(%'*0&,B'(/,H%+.'0*4SJ,%*&,'*(0$1-0$10&,B'(/'*,(/0,0=($%.0++7+%$,5%($'=,+011,?$'3/(+8,1(%'*0&,B'(/,%.$'2+%6'*0:,&.(
H)**0.('60, #'1170b, 1(%'*0&, B'(/,S.$'2+%6'*0]H%+.'0*4SJ:, I))10, .)**0.('60, ('1170, B'(/, (/0, (8-'.%+, B'1-8, *%(7$0, )2, 2'*0
.)++%30*,2'?$01,06'&0*(,'*,17$2%.0,(0=(7$0,B'(/,*750$)71,1'*3+8,'*(0$1-0$10&,2'?$)?+%1(,<R[@,'*,(/0,&00-0$,+%80$1:,W'%?+0,.0++1
%$0,?$'3/(+8,1(%'*0&,?8,H%+.'0*4SJ>,B'(/,+011,'*(0*10,?%.A3$)7*&,1(%'*'*3,?8,%.$'2+%6'*0:



/-)*&,&0-1+,#2))())3('*#&4#*5(#6'(( N;

#/0, &0*10+8, -%.A0&, .'$.7520$0*('%++8, %$$%*30&
.)++%30*, 2'?$01, (8-'.%+, )2, (/0, +)*3'(7&'*%+, %--0%$4
%*.0, )2, 50*'1.%+, ('1170, B0$0, '++71($%(0&, '*, (/0
ICHS, '5%301, YR'3:, K<H@–<g@Z:, R'?$)./)*&$).8(01>
(/0, .0++7+%$, 50*'1.', .)5-)*0*(>, B0$0, ?$'3/(+8
1(%'*0&, B'(/, .%+.0'*4SJ, %*&, '*(0$1-0$10&, B'(/'*
(/0,<+011,?$'3/(+8,1(%'*0&@,0=($%.0++7+%$,5%($'=:
#/0, /'1()+)38, )2, +))10, .)**0.('60, B%1, %+1)

'*601('3%(0&,YR'3:,K<f@Z:,#8-'.%+,2'*0,.)++%30*,2'?$01
B0$0, 06'&0*(>, B'(/, *750$)71, 1'*3+8, '*(0$1-0$10&

2'?$)?+%1(1, 1(%'*0&, B'(/, .%+.0'*4SJ, '*, (/0
7*&0$+8'*3,&00-0$,+%80$1:

Tendon and Ligament

H/%$%.(0$'1('., 20%(7$01, )2, (/0, -%(0++%, (0*&)*, B0$0
06'&0*(,'*,(/0,ICHS,'5%301,YR'3:,M <S@– <[@Z:,#/010
'5%301, &05)*1($%(0&, %, 17$2%.0, +%80$, )2, &0*10
2'?$)71, .)**0.('60, ('1170, 0-'(0*&'*075, %?)60, %
*0(B)$A, )2, .)++%30*, 2'?$'+1, '*(0$1-0$10&, B'(/

!"#$ / #0*&)*,%*&,I'3%50*(:,&'(,C7$2%.0,)2,V%(0++%,#0*&)*b,1(%'*0&,B'(/,S.$'&'*0,c$%*30:,#8-'.%+,17$2%.0,(0=(7$0,)2,&0*10
2'?$)71,.)**0.('60,('1170,0-'(0*&'*075,%?)60,%,*0(B)$A,)2,.)++%30*,2'?$'+1,'*(0$1-0$10&,B'(/,1.%((0$0&,$)B1,)2,(0*&'*).8(01
B'(/, 0+)*3%(0&, *7.+0', <h@, ?$'3/(+8, 1(%'*0&, ?8, %.$'&'*0, )$%*30:, &)(, V%(0++%, #0*&)*b, 1(%'*0&,B'(/,S.$'2+%6'*0]H%+.'0*4SJ:
C7$2%.0, )2, 0-'(0*&'*075, B'(/, &'1)$&0$0&, .)++%30*, 2'?$01, .%71'*3, %, $)73/, (0=(7$0b, 0+)*3%(0&, (0*&'*).8(0, *7.+0', <h@, %$0
?$'3/(+8, 1(%'*0&, ?8, %.$'&'*0, )$%*30:, &*(, C7$2%.04W'0B,J0&'%+,H)++%(0$%+, I'3%50*(b, 1(%'*0&,B'(/,S.$'2+%6'*0]H%+.'0*,SJ:
#8-'.%+, &0*10+8, -%.A0&, +)*3'(7&'*%+, .)++%30*, 2'?$0, ?7*&+01, )$3%*'G0&, '*(), -%$%++0+, %$$%81, 6'1'?+0, '*, (/0, 17$2%.0, (0=(7$0:
C7$$)7*&'*3, 0-'(0*&'*075, <f#@>, 6'1'?+0, %1, 2%'*(, '$$037+%$, .)**0.('60, ('1170:, &,(, #$%*10.(0&4W'0B, J0&'%+, H)++%(0$%+
I'3%50*(b, 1(%'*0&,B'(/,S.$'2+%6'*0]H%+.'0*4SJ:,H$)11410.(')*,)2, +'3%50*(,1/)B1, (8-'.%+,-%$%++0+,)$3%*'G%(')*,)2,.)++%30*
2'?$01b,*)(0,&'1('*.('60,B%68,(0=(7$0,<U@,.%710&,?8,i?7*./'*3j,&70,(),1/$'*A%30,0+%1('.'(8:,g0*10,.)**0.('60,0-'(0*&'*075
<f#@,10-%$%(01,3$)7-1,)2,2%1.'.+01:



ND !"#$"#%&'()#(*#+,"

1.%((0$0&, $)B1, )2, (0*&'*).8(01, B'(/, 0+)*3%(0&
*7.+0',<h@,?$'3/(+8,1(%'*0&,?8,%.$'&'*0,)$%*30:
S, 17$2%.0, 6'0B, )2, 50&'%+, .)++%(0$%+, +'3%50*(

<JHI@, YR'3:, M<H@Z, 1(%'*0&, B'(/, %.$'2+%6'*0, %*&
.%+.0'*4SJ>, $060%+0&,&0*10+8, -%.A0&, +)*3'(7&'*%+
.)++%30*, 2'?$0, ?7*&+01, )$3%*'G0&, '*(), -%$%++0+
%$$%81:, S, .$)11410.(')*%+, 6'0B, )2, ($%*10.(0&, JHI
YR'3:, M<g@Z, &05)*1($%(0&, (/0, (8-'.%+, -%$%++0+
)$3%*'G%(')*, )2, .)++%30*, 2'?$01, 10-%$%(0&, '*()
3$)7-1,)2,2%1.'.+01,B'(/,%,&'1('*.('60,B%68,(0=(7$0:

Muscle

ICHS, '*601('3%(')*, )2, (/0, %&&7.()$, 571.+01, )2
(/0, )6'*0, A*00, $060%+0&, (/0, .+%11'.%+, +)*3'(7&'*%+
%*&, .$)11410.(')*%+, %$$%*3050*(, )2, 571.+0, 2'?$01
YR'3:, L<S@P<R@Z:, U/'+0, (/0, $01)+7(')*, )2, (/0, ICHS
'5%301, B%1, '*1722'.'0*(, (), '++71($%(0, 1($'%(')*1>
5%Q)$, /'1()+)3'.%+, 20%(7$01, 17./, %1, (/0, )60$+8'*3
0-'581'75>, 0..0*($'.%++8, 1.%((0$0&, *7.+0', %*&, (/0
-$010*.0, )2, .%-'++%$'01, B0$0, *)(0&:, R+7)$01.0'*
1(%'*'*3,0*%?+0&,(/0, '5%3'*3,)2,571.+0,58)2'?$'+1
)*,(/0,0*&1,)2,($%*10.(0&,2'?$01,YR'3:,L<R@Z:

DISCUSSION

T1'*3, (/0, ICHS, B0, /%60, &05)*1($%(0&, (/0
/'1()+)3'.%+, 20%(7$01, )2, (/0, 5%Q)$, ./)*&$%+, %*&
.)**0.('60, ('11701, )2, (/0, )6'*0, A*00, Q)'*(:, #/'1
1(7&8,%+1),-$010*(1, (/0, 1'3*'2'.%*(,-)(0*('%+,)2, (/0
ICHS, '*, %./'06'*3, 2)$, (/0, 2'$1(, ('50, -'# A-A&
'5%3'*3, )2, .%$('+%30>, (0*&)*>, +'3%50*(, %*&
.)**0.('60, ('1170:, F*, 30*0$%+>, (/0, $017+(1, )2, )7$
1(7&8,&05)*1($%(0,1)50,)2,(/0,(8-'.%+,/'1()+)3'.%+
20%(7$01, )2, .%$('+%30>, 571.+0>, (0*&)*>, +'3%50*(>
50*'1.71>, %*&, 18*)6'75:, #/010, ICHS, '5%301, %$0
7*'970,'*,(/%(,(/08,-$)6'&0,-'#)-*.#./%$%.(0$'G%(')*
)2, (/0, ('11701, '*, (/0'$, 7*%+(0$0&, -/81')+)3'.%+
0*6'$)*50*(1,B'(/, *), '*(0$20$0*.0, )(/0$, (/%*, (/0
'*($)&7.(')*,)2,%,17'(%?+0,.)*($%1(,%30*(:
#/0, %--+'.%(')*, )2, (/'1, (0./*)+)38, 5%8, /%60

'5-)$(%*(, '5-+'.%(')*1, '*, )$(/)-0&'., $010%$./, 2)$

(/0,%1101150*(,)2,)$(/)-0&'.14$0+%(0&,&'10%101,%*&
('1170, 0*3'*00$'*3, $0-%'$, (0./*'9701:;K,U0, -$0&'.(
(/%(, (/'1, (0./*)+)38, 5%8, /%60, %--+'.%(')*, '*
%11011'*3, %$(/$'('., .)*&'(')*1>, 18*)6'%+, &'1)$&0$1>
%*&, '*,%11011'*3,&030*0$%('60,.)**0.('60, ('1170:, F(
5%8, %+1), 2'*&, %--+'.%(')*, '*, (/0, %1101150*(, )2
1($7.(7$0, 5)&'28'*3, &$731, 17./, %1, (/)10, 2)$, (/0
($0%(50*(,)2,)1(0)%$(/$'('1,)$, $/075%()'&,%$(/$'('1:
H7$$0*(+8,B0,%$0,'*601('3%('*3,(/0,&060+)-50*(,)2
*)*4()='., 2+7)$)-/)$01, 2)$, ('1170, (%$30(0&, -'# A-A&
.)*2).%+,'5%3'*3,B'(/,(/0,ICHS:
H%$('+%30,/%1,%,2)7$4+%80$,1($7.(7$0>,B/'./,'1, (/0

)*+8, $05*%*(, )2, (/0, )$'3'*%+, .%$('+%30, (05-+%(0
710&, 2)$, (/0, &060+)-50*(, )2, (/0, ?)*8, 1A0+0()*:KO

#/0,17-0$2'.'%+, +%80$, '1,.)5-)10&,)2,2+%((0*0&,&'1.
1/%-0&, ./)*&$).8(01, 17$$)7*&0&, ?8, %, 5%($'=, )2
&0*10+8,-%.A0&, .)++%30*, 2'?$01:,#/0,5'&&+0, +%80$1
.)*(%'*, ./)*&$)*1, (/%(, %$0, 1-/0$'.%+>, B/'+0, (/)10
'*, (/0, &00-, +%80$, %$0, %$$%*30&, '*, .)+75*1:, U0
B0$0, 1'5'+%$+8, %?+0, (), &05)*1($%(0, %, 17-0$2'.'%+
+%80$,)2,&0*10+8,-%.A0&,./)*&$).8(01,B'(/,%, ('3/(
17$$)7*&'*3,5%($'=,)2,.)++%30*,2'?$01,<R'3:,D@:,g70
(),(/0,$01)+7(')*,+'5'(%(')*1,%(,&0-(/>,'(,'1,7*+'A0+8
(/%(, B0, B0$0, '5%3'*3, .%$('+%30, %*8, &00-0$, (/%*
(/0,5'&&+0,+%80$,)2,%$('.7+%$,.%$('+%30,%1,&01.$'?0&
?8,V))+0:KO

J0*'1.71, '1, .)5-)10&, -$'*.'-%++8, )2, B%(0$>
.)++%30*, %*&, 3+8.)1%5'*)3+8.%*1, B'(/, %, 15%++
%5)7*(, )2, ghS:;N, U0, B0$0, %?+0, (), &05)*1($%(0
(/0, .0++7+%$, %$$%*3050*(, )2, (/0, 50*'1.', B'(/, %*
%.$'2+%6'*0].%+.0'*, SJ, 1(%'*>, $060%+'*3, %, &0*10
+%80$,)2, 17-0$2'.'%+, .0++1:,V$06')71,&01.$'-(')*1,%$0
)2, %, 17-0$2'.'%+, +%80$, )2, 50*'1.71, .)5-)10&, )2
271'2)$5,.0++1, '*,%+'3*50*(,B'(/,(/0,17$2%.0,)2, (/0
('1170:;M, #/'1, 271'2)$5, %$$%*3050*(, B%1, *)(
$0.)$&0&, '*, (/0, -$010*(, 1(7&8:, g00-0$>, .0++1
/%60, %*, )6)'&, )$, -)+83)*%+, 1/%-0, %*&, '(,5%8, ?0
(/%(, )7$, '5%301, %$0, )2, (/'1, +%80$, $%(/0$, (/%*
(/0, 5)1(, 17-0$2'.'%+:, #/0, 0=($%.0++7+%$, 5%($'=, )2
(/0, 50*'1.71, .)*1'1(1, -$0&)5'*%*(+8, )2, .'$.754
20$0*('%++8, %$$%*30&, #8-0, F, .)++%30*, 2'?$01:, U0
B0$0, %?+0, (), &05)*1($%(0, (/'1, %$$%*3050*(, B'(/



/-)*&,&0-1+,#2))())3('*#&4#*5(#6'(( NK

!"#$ 0 J71.+0:,&'(,C7$2%.04W'0B,S&&7.()$,J71.+0b,1(%'*0&,B'(/,S.$'2+%6'*0]H%+.'0*4SJ:,#8-'.%+,+)*3'(7&'*%+,%--0%$%*.0
)2, 1A0+0(%+,571.+0, 2'?$0,?7*&+01,B'(/, 0..0*($'., 1.%((0$0&,*7.+0', <h@:, C05'4($%*1-%$0*(, +))10, .)++%30*)71, 0-'581'75, <V@, '1
6'1'?+0, %1, 2%'*(, 17$2%.0, +'*01:, h)(0, (/%(, $01)+7(')*]5%3*'2'.%(')*, '1, '*1722'.'0*(, (), &'1-+%8, (8-'.%+, 571.+0, 1($'%(')*1:
&)(,#$%*10.(0&4W'0B,S&&7.()$,J71.+0b,1(%'*0&,B'(/,S.$'2+%6'*0]H%+.'0*4SJ:,#8-'.%+,.$)11410.(')*%+,%--0%$%*.0,)2,1A0+0(%+
571.+0b,.8+'*&$'.%+,571.+0, 2'?$0,?7*&+01,.)*(%'*0&,'*,(8-'.%+, 2%1.'.7+',.)*($%1(,%3%'*1(,060*+8,1(%'*0&,&0$5'1:,&*(,C7$2%.04
W'0B,S&&7.()$,J71.+0b, 1(%'*0&,B'(/,S.$'&'*0,c$%*30:,I)*3'(7&'*%+,571.+0, 2'?$01,&'1-+%8, (8-'.%+,571.7+%$,%$$%*3050*(:
J71.+0,.0++1,%$0,%$$%*30&,'*(),+)*3,57+('*7.+0%(0&,.8+'*&0$1,10-%$%(0&,?8,.)**0.('60,0*&)581'75,<f@:,h)(0,(/%(,$01'&7%+
RF#H, 1(%'*'*3, %$(02%.(1:, &,(, #$%*10.(0&4W'0B,S&&7.()$, J71.+0b, 1(%'*0&, B'(/,S.$'&'*0, c$%*30:, H$)11410.(')*, )2, &0*10+8
-%.A0&, 1A0+0(%+, 571.+0, 2'?$0, ?7*&+01:, #8-'.%+, +)*3, 57+('*7.+0%(0&, .8+'*&0$1, 10-%$%(0&, ?8, .)**0.('60, 0*&)581'75, <f@:
S.$'&'*0, )$%*30, 1(%'*1, 0..0*($'.%++8, 1.%((0$0&, *7.+0', <h@:, &.(, C7$2%.04W'0B, S&&7.()$, J71.+0b, 1(%'*0&, B'(/, R+7)$01.0'*:
#8-'.%+, +)*3, 57+('*7.+0%(0&, .8+'*&0$1, 10-%$%(0&, ?8, .)**0.('60, 0*&)581'75:, f-'581'75, <V@, '1, 6'1'?+0, %1, 2%'*(, +))10
.)++%30*)71, ('1170, )*, (/0, 17$2%.0, )2, (/0, 2%1.'.7+':,S, ?7??+0, %$(02%.(, <[@, '1, 6'1'?+0:, &!(, #$%*10.(0&4W'0B,S&&7.()$,J71.+0b
1(%'*0&, B'(/, R+7)$01.0'*:, #8-'.%+, 571.+0, .0++, .$)11410.(')*b, +)*3, 57+('*7.+0%(0&, .8+'*&0$1, 10-%$%(0&, ?8, .)**0.('60
0*&)581'75,<f@>,B'(/,0..0*($'.%++8,1.%((0$0&,*7.+0',<h@:,H7(,0*&1,)2,58)2'?$'+1,<J@,%$0,6'1'?+0,%1,2%'*(,(0=(7$0,)*,0*&1,)2
.8+'*&0$1:



NM !"#$"#%&'()#(*#+,"

2+7)$01.0'*>, $060%+'*3, .)5-%.(, ?7*&+01, )2
.'$.7520$0*('%+, 2'?$01:
CA0+0(%+,571.+0,.)*1'1(1,)2,?7*&+01,)2,58)2'?$'+1

B'(/,'*(0$60*'*3,*0$601,%*&,.%-'++%$'01:,#/0,ICHS
'5%301, )2, 571.+0, $02+0.(, (/)10, )?(%'*0&, '*
-$06')71, /'1()+)3'.%+, %*&, .)*2).%+, 1(7&'01>DM, %*&
$060%+, (/%(,58)2'?$'+1, %$0,%--$)='5%(0+8,LO,µ5,'*
&'%50(0$, %*&, .)*(%'*, 0..0*($'.%++84+).%(0&, *7.+0'
B'(/, 0=($%.0++7+%$, .%-'++%$'01, %*&, *0$601, .)7$1'*3
?0(B00*,(/0,58)2'?$'+1:DM

h)$5%+,/'1()+)3'.%+,0=%5'*%(')*,)2, (0*&)*1,%*&
+'3%50*(1,$060%+1,?7*&+01,)2,+)*3'(7&'*%+,.)++%30*
2'?$01>, B'(/'*, B/'./, +'0, 1.%((0$0&, 2'?$)?+%1(1, B'(/
0+)*3%(0&, *7.+0':KM, #/0, ICHS, '5%301, )2, (0*&)*
)?(%'*0&, '*, (/0, -$010*(, 1(7&8, B0$0, *)(, )-('5%+
%*&, &'&, *)(, &05)*1($%(0, (/0, 1($7.(7$0, )2, (0*&)*
B'(/, .+%$'(8:, #/'1, '1, %(($'?7(0&, (), 1%5-+'*3, 0$$)$1>
B/0$0?8, .)60$'*3, .)**0.('60, ('1170, %$(02%.(1, .%*
?0, 100*, )?1.7$'*3, (/0, '5%301>, %*&, %, 2).%+, -+%*0
&0-(/, (/%(, &)01, *)(, 0=(0*&, '*(), (/0, ('1170, 2%$
0*)73/:, F*, .)*($%1(, (), (/0, $0+%('60+8, -))$, '5%301
)2, (0*&)*>, (/0, '5%301, )2, +'3%50*(, B0$0, 57./
.+0%$0$, %*&, &05)*1($%(0&, (/0, +)*3'(7&'*%+
%$$%*3050*(, )2, .)++%30*, 2'?$01, (8-'.%+, )2
/'1()+)3'.%+,0=%5'*%(')*:
#/'1, 1(7&8, /%1, &05)*1($%(0&, (/%(, (/0, ICHS, '1

0%18, %*&, -$%.('.%+, (), 710, B'(/, (B), ($%'*0&
)-0$%()$1, '*, %, 17$3'.%+, 10(('*3:, R7$(/0$, &060+)-4
50*(, )2, (/'1, (0./*)+)38, '1, 0=-0.(0&, (), 0+'5'*%(0
(/0,*00&, 2)$, %, .)5-7(0$,)-0$%()$,?8,0*%?+'*3, (/0
)-0$%('*3, 17$30)*, (), .%-(7$0, '5%301, 6'%, %, /%*&4
-'0.0, %.('6%(')*, 50./%*'15:, #/0, *0=(, 1(%30, )2
&060+)-50*(, 2)$, (/0, ICHS, '1, (), 5)60, ()B%$&1
%, ($70, %$(/$)1.)-'., %--$)%./b, (/0$0?8, 2%.'+'(%('*3
(/0, '*(0$01('*3, -)11'?'+'(8, )2, 5'*'5%++8, '*6%1'60
-'# A-A&, 2)++)B47-, '5%3'*3,)2, '*(%.(, ('11701:, F*, (/'1
$)+0>, (/0, ICHS, 5%8, ?0, 710&, (), %11011, (/0
.)*&'(')*, )2, (/0, ./)*&$%+, %*&, .)**0.('60, ('11701
%*&, (), -$)6'&0, '*2)$5%(')*, .)5-+'50*(%$8, ()
)(/0$,*)*4'*($71'60,)$,5'*'5%++8,'*6%1'60,'5%3'*3
(0./*'9701, 17./, %1, .)*60*(')*%+, %$(/$)1.)-8>
)-('.%+, .)/0$0*.0, ()5)3$%-/8, <cH#@>;!, 5%3*0('.

$01)*%*.0, '5%3'*3, <JkF@DN> KD, %*&, 7+($%1)7*&:KK

#/0, .%-%.'(8, )2, (/010, %+(0$*%('60, 5)&%+'('01, 2)$
%11011'*3, (/0, 1($7.(7$0, )2, ('11701, -'# A-A&, '1
$01($'.(0&,?8,(/0'$,.7$$0*(,$01)+7(')*,+'5'(%(')*1:;!

HICJ, /%1, -$06')71+8, ?00*, 710&, (), %11011, (/0
0%$+8, &030*0$%('60, ./%*301, %11).'%(0&, B'(/, (/0
-$)3$011')*, )2, )1(0)%$(/$'('1, <cS@>!, '*.+7&'*3
./%$%.(0$'G%(')*, )2, (/0, '*'('%+, 17$2%.0, ./%*301
%11).'%(0&, B'(/, (/0, )*10(, )2, cS:E, F*, (/'1, $)+0>
HICJ,B%1,%?+0, (),&0(0.(, (/0,17?(+0,%--0%$%*.0,)2
17$2%.0, 2'?$'++%(')*1, '*, SH, B'(/)7(, 17?Q0.('*3, (/0
1%5-+0, (), &01($7.('60, /'1()+)38, B'(/, -/81'.%+
10.(')*'*3,%*&,%11).'%(0&,-$).011'*3,%$(02%.(1:,#/0
ICHS,/%1, 3$0%(, -)(0*('%+, '*, (/'1, 2'0+&, %*&,5%8, '*
(/0, 27(7$0, ?0, %?+0, (), &0(0.(, (/0, i+%(0*(, -0$')&j
?0(B00*, (/0, )*10(, )2, 2'?$'++%(')*, %*&, .+'*'.%+
185-()51:E, R7$(/0$5)$0>, (/0, ICHS, 5%8, %+1), ?0
710&, (), 5)*'()$, ('1170, 5)$-/)+)3'.%+, 20%(7$0
./%*301,'*,cS,17./,%1,.0++,6)+750,'*.$0%10,&70,()
%, B0%A0*0&, 0=($%.0++7+%$, 5%($'=>!, )$, .0++, .+71(0$
2)$5%(')*1, '*, (/0, 50*'1.71, &70, (), %*, '*'('%(0&
$0-%'$,50./%*'15:DL, #/0, $010%$./, -)(0*('%+, )2, (/0
ICHS, '*, (0$51, )2, cS, -%(/)+)38, %*&, cS, &$73
1(7&'01,'1,-$)5'1'*3:
S*)(/0$, %$0%, B/0$0, (/0, ICHS, 5%8, 2'*&, %

1'3*'2'.%*(, $)+0, '1, '*, %11011'*3, (/0, )7(.)501, )2
*0B+8, &060+)-0&, .%$('+%30, $0-%'$, (0./*'9701, 17./
%1, %7()+)3)71, ./)*&$).8(0, '5-+%*(%(')*, <SHF@:"> D!
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to determine the effectiveness of a novel Laser Scanning Confocal
Arthroscope (LSCA) for the morphological quantification of articular cartilage chondrocytes.

Healthy and debrided regions of the knee articular cartilage of six (6) New Zealand White
rabbits were imaged during open follow-up surgery. Quantitative morphological analysis of
chondrocyte cell populations was performed and compared to known parameters. Optical
histology images were compared to conventional histology of similar sites.

Optical histology revealed viable cells in normal hyaline cartilage tissue and enabled the
visualization of fibro-cartilage in defect tissue. Morphological analysis was able to characterize the
in vivo two-dimensional equivalent-area-diameter of chondrocytes. Significant differences (P < 0.05)
were seen between the morphology of chondrocytes observed in optical and conventional
histology.

This study concludes that the LSCA is capable of illustrating the surface and sub-surface
appearance of healthy and defect articular cartilage, thereby providing a non-destructive method
for assessing cartilage condition in vivo. In this role the LSCA may find application in the
investigation of cartilage pathologies or repair techniques.

Keywords: Articular cartilage; Confocal microscopy; Chondrocyte.
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INTRODUCTION
The limited capacity of articular cartilage to self-
regenerate leads to chondral defects and the
subsequent development of osteoarthritis.17 The
increasing problem of osteoarthritis in the aging
and more physically active population of
Australia has been widely noted.12 It has been
reported that the incidence of chondral defects is
very high in Australia, with 60% of the estimated
70,000 patients undergoing arthroscopic surgical
procedures each year exhibiting at least one
chondral defect.23 Similarly 63% of 31,500 patients
in an American arthroscopic case study demon-
strated injury of the articular cartilage of the
knee.2 Furthermore, 42% of patients with post-
traumatic knee disorders following arthroscopic
examination have reported damage to the
articular surface.14

In assessing the degree of articular cartilage
degeneration, information regarding the tissue
architecture is required. Traditional approaches
utilize destructive mechanical biopsy and
standard histological processing techniques to
provide such data. In an effort to overcome the
well-recognized limitations of conventional
histology (requiring mechanical biopsy and tissue
dehydration), and in order to more accurately
characterize native tissue architecture, there has
recently been significant development of non-
destructive cartilage assessment techniques.9

Conventional arthroscopy limits the field of
view to the surface of the tissue and does not
allow for cross-sectional imaging below the
surface.9 In order to overcome this limitation,
alternative non-invasive or minimally invasive
methods of assessing sub-surface architecture of
articular cartilage have been developed, including
optical coherence tomography (OCT),9 magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI)16, 21 and ultrasono-
graphy (US).20, 21 The latter technologies offer
promise in the early detection of changes in the

architecture and water content of articular
cartilage. In particular, OCT provides a useful tool
for the determination of tissue thickness and the
measurement of bulk tissue regeneration.9 MRI
has been shown to be able to provide quantitative
analysis of the glycosaminoglycan (GAG) content
of both natural and engineered cartilage.13

However, the resolution limitations of these
techniques restrict their applicability to the study
of macroscopic tissue pathologies.16, 21

Previously, confocal laser scanning microscopy
(CLSM) has facilitated the non-destructive
assessment of the cellular organization of arti-
cular cartilage. A number of elegant studies
have described methods employing CLSM to
characterize the dynamic volume changes in
chondrocytes under various loading conditions.4, 7, 8

Confocal microscopy has also been applied in the
assessment of bone architecture.5, 22

In order to more accurately record native tissue
architecture in vivo, we have developed a laser
scanning confocal arthroscope (LSCA).11 By
addressing the current resolution limitations of
alternative techniques, the LSCA enables the non-
intrusive and non-destructive in vivo histological
imaging of the surface and sub-surface tissue of
articular cartilage. The purpose of this study was
to demonstrate the non-destructive histology
capabilities of the LSCA when utilized as an
optical biopsy device.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All experimental animals used in this study
were housed and operated on in the Animal
Research Laboratory of the Orthopaedic Research
Laboratory, QE II Medical Campus, at the
University of Western Australia (UWA).
Approvals from the UWA Animal Ethics
Committee (AEC) were obtained for the surgical
procedures required for the experiment, and all
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operations were conducted in strict accordance
with the guidelines detailed by the National
Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC).

Surgical Procedures
Six Albino New Zealand White rabbits
(oryctolagus cuniculis) were used in this
experiment. Both male and female animals
weighing 2.5–4 kg, and 12–20 weeks old
were used. The medial femoral condyles of
sedated (Xylazine, 20 mg/mL) and anaesthetized
(Ketamine Hydrochloride, 100 mg/mL) animals,
were surgically accessed via a parapatellar
approach. A single defect was established on the
medial femoral condyle centralized on the distal
aspect between the condylar ridge and the
patellar groove. Defects were created using a
specifically designed (Ø 3 mm) osteochondral
punch and T-handle drill, enabling precise and
repeatable depth control (3 mm) to be achieved.
An orthopaedic curette was then used to remove
defect debris, clean the defect and define its exact
architecture. After defect establishment, the
wound was immediately closed and the animal
treated post-operatively.

Sample Preparation
Twelve weeks after osteochondral defect
establishment, the rabbits were once again
surgically examined. Ten to twenty minutes prior
to surgery a contrasting agent necessary for
fluorescence microscopy (2–3 mL Flourescien
5 g/L, 2–3 mL Acriflavine 0.5 g/L or 2–3 mL
Calcien 0.05 g/L) was introduced via direct
injection into the synovial capsule of a sedated
(Xylazine, 20 mg/mL) and anaesthetized animal
(Ketamine Hydrochloride, 100 mg/mL). The knee
joint of the specimen was then manually articu-
lated to ensure complete diffusion and maximum
absorption of the contrasting agents. After a

period of absorption time (20 minutes), the
previously altered femoral condyle was surgically
accessed through a parapatellar approach.
The joint was opened via a large incision, and
the synovial capsule penetrated to expose the
articular surface. The patellar was relocated
cranially after the patellar ligament was severed.
The joint was thoroughly irrigated (0.9% g/L
Saline) before the LSCA was used to image the
articular surface.

After LSCA imaging, euthanasia of the animals
was performed (Pentobarbitone 325 mg/mL) and
the complete femoral condyles were excised.
Samples were then fixed, decalcified and
processed for histological analysis. Following
dewaxing and hydration, processed samples
were treated with progressive Haematoxylin and
Eosin (H&E) staining, or with Alcian Blue
staining. Standard light microscopy (Lecia DC100)
was used for the bulk of tissue analysis. Mor-
phological analysis of histological images was
performed using image-processing software
(Optimas, Media Cybernetics Pty. Ltd.).

Cartilage Imaging
The surgical laser scanning confocal arthroscope
(LSCA) system has been previously described.11

The setup of this system is outlined in [Fig. 1(A)].
The lens assembly and magnification of the LSCA
[Fig. 1(B)] used in this experiment differs from
that previously reported, with a field of view of
189  208 m and magnifications of 33  (X) and
30  (Y) respectively. Images are in displayed in an
XY orientation; in a focal plane parallel to tissue
surface [Fig. 1(C)]. Due to this XY presentation,
distinguishing the articular surface is more
difficult than the obvious demarcation evident in
conventional XZ histologic images. Confocal
technology utilizes laser delivered light to a
fluorescence-penetrated specimen at controllable
wavelengths. The reflection or fluorescence that
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results from this focus is channelled back through
a confocal pinhole and various filters, via an
optical fibre pathway, and converted into a digital
computer based image by a photomultiplier tube
(PMT). The LSCA employs a specialized optical
fibre scanner that performs as both the laser
delivery and returning reflection/fluorescence
vehicle.3 In addition the optical fibre is also
utilized as the confocal pinhole and filtration
mechanism.3

Imaging of the cartilage is carried out with
direct contact between the tip of the probe and
the cartilage surface. As with any confocal
fluorescence microscopy, the maximum focal
plane depth is limited by both contrasting agent
penetration into the tissue sample and increasing
light path return length through the sample.
Comparing histologically established tissue
thickness with current pathological and ana-
tomical data, the maximum focal plane depth

achievable with clinically viable contrasting
agents is currently considered 200–300 m.11

Analysis of Optical Histology
Image processing software (Optimas, Media
Cybernetics Pty. Ltd.) was used to quantitively
assess cell populations and establish cell morpho-
logy. Setting a luminance intensity threshold and
then running an automated area analysis macro
identified individual cells. Individual and distinct
chondrocytes were analyzed using this method,
while overlaid cells, separating cells and groups
of cell clusters where identified and measured
en masse. The morphological parameters were
then averaged according to the number of cells in
each grouping. Additionally, images were also
analyzed via manual identification of chondrocyte
cell boundaries utilizing the individual area
tracing capabilities of the software.

Fig. 1 (A) Laser Scanning Confocal Arthroscope Hardware and System Layout; (B) Hand Held Probe; (C) Focal Plane
Cartesian Co-ordinate System: XY represents a focal plane parallel to the surface of the tissue; XZ represents a focal plane
perpendicular to the surface of the tissue.
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Statistical Analysis
In the analysis to accurately characterize cell
morphology and thereby confirm the identity of
the cells as chondrocytes, a normal distribution
was assumed. The mean and variance of each
sample set were calculated and used to establish
the 95% confidence interval. The 95% confidence
interval was compared to the expected range of
values of chondrocyte diameters.18 A two-sample
Normal Test assuming unknown, unequal
variance was used to assess mean differences
between the sample sets of chondrocyte area

equivalent diameters, as identified in optical
histology and conventional histology images. The
hypothesized zero mean difference was tested for
optical histology sample sets compared to
standard histology sample sets.

RESULTS
Optical Histological Assessment
The LSCA generated in vivo images of rabbit
articular cartilage from the healthy and defect
tissue sites on the femoral condyle of each

Fig. 2 Optical Histology of Normal Rabbit Articular Cartilage. (A) Surface image of condyle. Note orientation of collagen
fibers visible in surface image. Contrasting agent 5 g/L Flourescien; (B) Typical sub-surface image of condyle, characterized
by distinctive cell size and smooth surface texture. Note general uniform trend in tissue orientation. Contrasting agent 5 g/
L Flourescien; (C) and (D) Sub-surface image of unaltered femoral condyle. Note chondrocyte density increases with depth
of tissue. Contrasting agent 0.5 g/L Acriflavine.
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specimen. The articular surface was identified by
focussing the optical plane of the LSCA on the
cover-slip surface in contact with the tissue, then
moving the focal plane forward until the surface
came into focus. The articular surface is dis-
tinguished from subsurface images by the
presence of “surface texture” [Fig. 2(A)] and by
the absence of distinctive cell patterns [Fig. 2(B)].

Optical histology of healthy articular cartilage
tissue (Fig. 2) revealed a typically smooth surface

texture with relatively homogenous sub-surface
distribution of viable chondrocyte cells. The
general orientation of collagen fibers was occa-
sionally visible in surface images. The sites of
articular tissue damage demonstrated a typically
rough surface texture [Figs. 3(A) and (B)]. Optical
histology of sites tissue damage display a fibro-
tissue appearance with surface cracking and a
typically rough texture at the margin of the defect
[Figs. 3(C) and (D)].

Fig. 3 Optical Histology of Defect Site of Rabbit Articular Cartilage. (A) Surface image of top edge of defect site. Note
differing orientation of collagen fibers demonstrating changing surface texture. Contrasting agent 5 g/L Flourescien;
(B) Surface image of defect site. Note differing orientation of cell boundaries demonstrating rough surface texture and
“cracking” indicative of surface damage. Contrasting agent 5 g/L Flourescien; (C) Sub-surface image of edge of defect site.
Image typifies native fibro-tissue healing mechanism, characterized by smaller cell size and more random cell orientation.
Surface texture variable and cell orientation random. Contrasting agent 5 g/L Flourescien; (D) Sub-surface image of bottom
of defect site. Image typifies native fibro-tissue healing mechanism near sub-chondral region. Characterized by rough
surface texture and very few variable cells. Contrasting agent 5 g/L Flourescien.
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Quantitative Chondrocyte Analysis
The in vivo optical histology images containing
identifiable chondrocytes were analyzed using
the image analysis software package Optimas
(Media Cybernetics Pty. Ltd.). Two subsurface
optical histology images of healthy chondrocytes
[Figs. 4(C) and (D)] were analyzed, yielding
numerous chondrocytes (n = 189). For the pur-
pose of comparison to standard histological
images, cell equivalent-area-diameter provided a
useful measure; Opt 1. (n = 57) mean diameter
12.78 m, standard deviation 1.74; Opt 2. (n = 132)
mean diameter 10.88 m, standard deviation 2.06.

Despite differences in image orientation, the
direct comparison between LSCA optical his-
tology images and conventional histological
images was facilitated by the comparison of
similarly quantifiable morphologic features again
employing the Optimas (Media Cybernetics Pty.
Ltd.) image analysis software package. Two
sample sets of chondrocytes from subsurface
standard histological images of healthy tissue
were identified [Figs. 2(C) and (D)]. Distinct
luminescence thresholds were applied to these
images enabling numerous cells (n = 222) to be

identified and morphologically analyzed; Hist 1.
(n = 107) mean diameter 9.74 m, standard
deviation 1.63; Opt 2 (n = 175) mean diameter
8.44 m, standard deviation 1.20.

Comparison between the average equivalent
area diameters of the chondrocyte cells iden-
tifiable in the optical histology and standard
histology images is most powerfully illustrated by
the mean of each sample group (Fig. 5: Opt 1,
Opt 2, Hist 1 and Hist 2). The obvious differences
between each sample group in average diameter
and threshold sample size are also clearly
illustrated. In order to statistically confirm the
observed difference in morphology between
optical histology sample sets and standard
histology sample sets, a hypothesized zero means
difference was tested (Normal Test assuming
unknown, unequal variances). The zero means
difference hypothesis was rejected (p < 0.05)
for optical histology sample 1 (Opt 1) compared
to standard histology sample 2 (Hist 2) and
rejected (p < 0.05) for optical histology sample 2
(Opt 2) compared to standard histology sample 1
(Hist 1).

DISCUSSION
Optical histology by the LSCA revealed obvious
cellular and surface texture differences between
healthy and defect articular cartilage. Comparison
between the morphological parameters of
chondrocytes in standard histology and optical
histology images revealed that in vivo mor-
phological parameters of chondrocytes were
consistently larger in the optical histology images.
The general trend for cell morphology to be larger
in optical histology images compared to standard
histology images is clearly evident (Fig. 5). We
suggest that the variations in morphology may
be due to the effects of the requisite dehydration
and sample processing associated standard
histological evaluation.

Fig. 4 Standard H&E Histology of Rabbit Articular
Cartilage.
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The difference in populations and cell size
between sample groups can be attributed to the
typical structural variation of cartilage according
to depth. Previously, chondrocyte morphology
has been linked to notional zonal classifications,
with variations in size, shape and orientation
according to depth.18 The morphology of the cells
observed in this study has been compared to
previously established chondrocyte morphology.
Assuming normal distribution the 95% confidence
intervals for both LSCA samples were calculated
(Opt 1: 12.00–13.73 m, Opt 2: 9.74–12.01 m).
These figures correlate well to the stated size
range (10–15 m) of chondrocytes in the super-
ficial and radial zones of articular cartilage.6, 18

Chondrocytes in the superficial zone are
generally characterised by a discoidal shape, with
an elongated oval outline in the XZ profile
(perpendicular to the tissue surface) and a round
outline in XY profile (parallel to the tissue

surface). Individual cells are of Ø10–15 m,
with some clusters of cells of Ø10–20 m.6, 18 The
tangential zone is characterized by spheroidal
chondrocytes that are round in both the XY and
XZ profiles, and are of diameter Ø10 m or
greater.18 The results generated in this study
correspond with the range of expected values for
chondrocytes in the superficial and transitional
zones of articular cartilage. We hypothesize that
the range in observed cell morphology is linked to
focal plane depth relative to zonal classification.
Further study will be conducted to determine if
the instrument enables the accurate measurement
of focal plane depth within a sample relative to
the tissue surface.

Maximum LSCA imaging depth capability is
limited by both the penetration of contrasting
agents in articular cartilage and the tissue
thickness of the sample sites. During the course of
imaging, a range dyes were introduced to the

Fig. 5 Comparison of chondrocyte morphology between standard histology (Hist 1, Hist 2) and LSCA generated optical
histology (Opt 1, Opt 2). Individual sample sizes (N) for each threshold analysis technique (single, double, multiple, manual
or automated membrane) are also indicated. The general trend for cell morphology to be larger in optical histology
compared to standard histology is clearly evident.
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cartilage as contrast agents, with Flourescien
(5 g/L) and Acriflavine (0.5 g/L) empirically
proving the most effective. It is vital to note when
viewing optical histology images that the different
stains alter surface and subsurface appearance of
images; Flourescien induces a “negative” image of
viable cells while and Acriflavine reveals a
“positive” image of viable cells (Fig. 2).

Autologous chondrocyte implantation is
currently emerging as a leading technique for the
treatment of defects and lesions of articular
cartilage.1, 15 However, there exists some debate
regarding which ACI technique is best able to
regenerate of the specific microstructure hyaline
cartilage.10 To this end, the development of
techniques enabling the examination of cartilage
histology after ACI therapy is essential. In this
role, the further development of the LSCA will
provide an opportunity for the non-destructive
assessment of cartilage repair. A previous
investigation of ACI in a rabbit model utilized
OCT to detect structural changes and measure
tissue thickness.9 With the higher axial resolution
(~2 m) achievable using the LSCA for optical
histology compared to that achievable by OCT
(~10 m), potential exists for further research into
the issues surrounding ACI. In this application
the LSCA could be used to detect subtle changes
in the cellular structure of the articular cartilage in
an effort to distinguish between native repair
tissues and regenerated hyaline tissues. In
addition, the specific morphology of chondrocytes
in grafted ACI and surrounding native tissues
could be assessed in vivo.

This study demonstrates that the laser scanning
confocal arthroscope (LSCA) is capable of non-
destructively imaging the microstructure articular
cartilage in vivo, and that the LSCA is a useful
tool for the assessment of articular cartilage
condition via optical histology. This ability
suggests that the LSCA can provide informa-
tion complimentary to other non-intrusive or

minimally invasive imaging techniques such
as conventional arthroscopy, OCT,9 MRI16, 19 and
ultrasound.20 The morphological parameters of
viable cells evident in optical histology images
have been compared to conventional histology
and morphological analysis concludes that LSCA
optical histology can provide accurate measures
of chondrocyte morphology.
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ABSTRACT: Theassessment of cartilage repair has largely been limited tomacroscopic observation,
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or destructive biopsy. Theaims of this studywere to establish an
ovine model of articular cartilage injury repair and to examine the efficacy of nondestructive
techniques for assessing cartilage regeneration by matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte
implantation (MACI). The development of nondestructive assessment techniques facilitates the
monitoring of repair treatments in both experimental animal models and human clinical subjects.
Defects (Ø 6 mm) were created on the trochlea and medial femoral condyle of 21 sheep randomized
into untreated controls or one of two treatment arms:MACI or collagen-onlymembrane. Each group
was divided into 8-, 10-, and 12-week time points. Repair outcomes were examined using laser
scanning confocal arthroscopy (LSCA), MRI, histology, macroscopic ICRS grading, and biomechan-
ical compression analysis. Interobserver analysis of the randomized blinded scoring of LSCA images
validated our scoring protocol. Pearson correlation analysis demonstrated the correlation between
LSCA, MRI, and ICRS grading. Testing of overall treatment effect independent of time point
revealed significant differences between MACI and control groups for all sites and assessment
modalities (Asym Sig<0.05), except condyle histology. Biomechanical analysis suggests that while
MACI tissue may resemble native tissue histologically in the early stages of remodeling, the
biomechanical properties remain inferior at least in the short term. This study demonstrates
the potential of a multisite sheep model of articular cartilage defect repair and its assessment via
nondestructive methods. ! 2007 Orthopaedic Research Society. Published by Wiley Periodicals,

Inc. J Orthop Res

Keywords: cartilage repair; matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte impantation
(MACI); confocal microscopy

INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognized that once damaged,
articular cartilage may progress from difficult-to-
treat lesions to osteoarthritis. The problems
associated in treating the initial lesions have
prompted the development of a number of appro-
aches, most recently matrix-induced autologous
chondrocyte implantation (MACI).1,2 MACI uti-
lizes a type I/III collagen bioscaffold to traffic
cultured autologous chondrocytes into the defect,
thereby obviating periosteal harvesting and asso-

ciated donor site morbidity on the tibia.2,3 While
excellent clinical results have been achieved,
significant controversy remains regarding the
histological nature of the tissue formed.4,5

In conjunction with the International Cartilage
Repair Society (ICRS), Brittberg and Winalski
have standardized the clinical assessment, arthro-
scopic evaluation, andmagnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) of focal cartilage lesions and their repair.6 In
combination with clinical measures, the ICRS
system provides an overall assessment of cartilage
repair, but provides no histological data. Histolog-
ical assessment of cartilage repair tissue distin-
guishes between tissue types.4,7 Previous studies
utilized mechanical biopsy to provide tissue sam-
ples for histological analysis.3,4,8,9 A limited
amount of data exist regarding the cellular and
microstructural nature of MACI repair tissue due
to early demonstrations of clinical efficacy and
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reluctance to take biopsy samples in human
patients. Indeed, Poole cautioned against mechan-
ical biopsy of articular grafts due to the danger of
sustaining further damage.5 Ergo, the develop-
ment of the laser scanning confocal arthroscope
(LSCA), an optical biopsy tool capable of non-
destructively imaging articular cartilage repair
tissue in situ and in vivo.10,11 The need for
controlled trials of alternative repair techniques
indicates the further development of reliable large
animal models.

In this study, our objectives were to establish a
large animal model of articular cartilage injury
repair and to analyze the effectiveness of MACI
objectively using the nondestructive techniques of
LSCA andMRI in comparison to the gold standard
of histological assessment. Mechanical analysis of
repair tissue was also conducted.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental Design

Twenty-one sheep were randomly divided into three
groups. Defect-only control animals were compared to
animals surgically treated with MACI or type I/III
collagen membrane alone. After surgical intervention,
animals were divided into three time periods for final
assessment at 8 (2"MACI, 2" collagen, 2" control), 10
(3"MACI, 3" collagen, 3" control), and 12 weeks
(2"MACI, 2" collagen, 2" control; see also Supple-
mentary Material).

Surgical Procedure

All operations were conducted under strict guidelines of
the National Health and Medical Research Council
(Canberra, Australia). All surgery was performed by the
orthopedic surgeons named as coauthors. Animals were
sedated and anaesthetized, administered with antibiotic
prophylaxis, and provided with pre- and postoperative
analgesia (ketamine 11 mg/kg, xylaxine 0.22 mg/kg,
keflin 1mg, carprofin 2–4mg/kg, buprenorphine/temgesic
1 ml IM). Unilateral stifle joints were surgically accessed
via a medial parapatellar approach, and standardized
partial thickness (1.5 mm) trochlea and medial femoral
condyle defects were created using a custom-designed
6 mm chondral punch. Nonweightbearing cartilage from
the lateral supracondyle was harvested for cell culture.
Defect debris was removed and the base of the defect
leveled via surgical curette. Following defect creation
the wound was closed via interrupted capsular (1 vicryl)
and subcuticular sutures (3-0 monocryl).

Animals were not immobilized, but movement was
confined for 24 h postoperatively. Using a previously
described protocol for cultivation of rabbit and human
chondrocytes,3,12 autologous chondrocytes were isolated
under high sterility conditions, expanded to >5" 106

cells, and seeded onto collagen membrane (porcine-
derived type I/III collagen membrane; Matricel, Herzo-

genrath, Germany). Six weeks after surgery, implanta-
tion was undertaken via the previous parapatellar
approach with repunching and debridement performed
to maintain a well-circumscribed defect and remove any
fibrous repair tissue. The chondrocyte-seeded collagen
membranewas shaped tomatch the defect geometry, and
press-fit onto the floor of the defect with Tisseel1 fibrin
sealant (Baxter, Vienna, Austria). The second treatment
arm of the study involved implantation of defects with
acellular type I/III collagen membrane in an identical
manner to MACI surgical protocol. Defect-only controls
were established as untreated partial-thickness lesions
in comparable sites. Euthanasia of sheep was performed
at each specified time point and imaging carried out
immediately.

ICRS Cartilage Repair Assessment

ICRS grading was conducted during open joint exami-
nation (prior to LSCA imaging) by a single orthopedic
surgeon. Grading was corroborated by the consultant
histopathologists on en bloc specimens. Cartilage repair
tissue was evaluated according to the ICRS Cartilage
Injury Evaluation Package (Protocol A) considering
macroscopic appearance, volume of defect filled, and
integration with adjacent cartilage.6

Laser Scanning Confocal Arthroscopy

LSCA immediately followed ICRS assessment and
enabled imaging in situ without mechanical biopsy or
tissue processing. The LSCA uses a proprietary optical
fiber scanner both performing the laser delivery (488 nm
argon-ion laser) and acting as the confocal pinhole and
filtration mechanism.10,11,13 The LSCA is a 4.4-mm
diameter arthroscopically mounted miniaturized con-
focal microscope providing an xy spatial resolution of 2 mm
across a field of view of approximately 500" 500 mm
(512" 512 pixels) and focal plane penetration of 200 mmat
2 Hz (see Supplementary Material). The fluorophores
were acridine orange (0.5 g/L, 30 mL, 30–40 min) and
fluorescein (5 g/L, 30mL, 40–50 min; Molecular Probes
Inc., Eugene, OR). Stains were prepared immediately
prior to imaging in 0.9% phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
at physiological pH and temperature (378C) and stored
away from light. Optimal staining concentration, vol-
ume, and times were established during a previous
study.10 Lavage with 0.9% PBS (300 mL) was performed
prior to imaging until all excess stain was removed.
More than 2,500 individual confocal images were edited
to three representative images for each site, blinded,
computer randomized, and distributed to two histopa-
thologists and three orthopedic surgeons for modality
scoring (Table 1). Blinding of the treatment group
and time point was maintained by code known only to
the chief investigator for the duration of the analysis.

Histology and Immunohistochemistry

Distal femora were fixed then decalcified with 10%
formic acid. Specimen blocks (8" 8 mm) were prepared
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for processing by osteotomizing the defect center.
Samples were dehydrated by a graded series of alcohol
and xylene washes and paraffin-embedded. Sections
were cut to 5 mmand stained with hematoxylin and eosin

(H&E), alcian blue (AB), then type II collagen immuno-
histochemistry (with IgG control) was performed as
previously described.3 Sections were further stained,
viewed under light microscope, and scored using the

Table 1. Modality Scoring and Overall Repair Assessment Grading

Modality Scoring

MRI Cartilage Repair Assessment LSCA Cartilage Repair Assessment

Criteria Score Criteria Score

1. Infill of the repair site 1. Cellularity
Excellent: complete 4 High density 4
Good: >50% of the defect 3 Moderate density 3
Fair: <50% 2 Low density 2
Poor: a full-thickness defect 1 Acellular 1

2. Surface continuity 2. Spatial uniformity of cells
Excellent: smooth 4 Uniform 4
Good: focal changes only 3 Almost uniform 3
Fair: <50% fibrillation 2 Heterologous uniformity 2
Poor: ulceration or delamination 1 Non-uniform 1

3. Signal at the repair vs. adjacent AC 3. Cell distribution
Excellent: >75% intensity 4 Diffuse with paired 3
Good: #75% intensity 3 Diffuse without paired 2
Fair: #50% intensity 2 Predominant clustering 1
Poor: #25% intensity 1

4. Structure 4. Cell morphology
Excellent: >75% homogeneous 4 Predominantly spherical 3
Good: >50% homogeneous 3 Mixed morphology 2
Fair: heterogeneous with no clefts 2 Predominantly spindle-shaped 1
Poor: heterogeneous with clefts 1

5. Border integration 5. Visibility of Collagen Fibers
Excellent: complete integration 4 No fibers 3
Good: minor gap 3 Some fibers 2
Fair: incomplete, gap visible 2 Highly fibrous 1
Poor: incomplete, visible defect 1

6. Subchondral lamina
Excellent: fully reconstituted 4
Good: >50% intact 3
Fair: <25% intact 2
Poor: no visible lamina 1

7. Subchondral bone condition
Excellent: normal, intact, no edema 4
Good: edema <1 cm from lamina 3
Fair: >1 cm from lamina 2
Poor: cysts, sclerosis 1

8. Joint effusion 9. Synovitis
None 4 None 4
Mild 3 Mild 3
Moderate 2 Moderate 2
Severe 1 Severe 1

ORA Grading LSCA MRI WAZ ICRS

Grade I: normal $16 $34 $20 $12
Grade II: nearly normal 15–12 25–33 12–19 8–11
Grade III: abnormal 8–11 16 –24 7–11 4–7
Grade IV: severely abnormal <8 <16 <7 <3
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WAZ semiquantitative scoring system as previously
described.3 The score is based on percentage defect
filling, articular surface continuity, tissue integration,
cellular morphology of cartilage regeneration, and
matrix staining (collagen II, proteoglycan).

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRI was conducted using a 1.5 T closed unit without
extremity coil (Siemens Vision; Siemens, Erlangen,
Germany). Proton density (PD) imaging was applied to
make the native joint cartilage bright, thus providing
good differential contrast against the black subchondral
bone and underlying marrow. The MRI techniques used
were in line with the recommendations of the Articular
Cartilage Imaging Group of the ICRS.14 Sequences
included coronal T2 fat-suppressed imaging (TR/TE
4650/81, FOV 14 cm, slice thickness 3.0 mm); coronal
PD imaging (TR/TE 2060/34, FOV 14 cm, slice thickness
3.0 mm); sagittal PD imaging (TR/TE 2720/32, FOV
14 cm, slice thickness 4.0 mm); sagittal T2 fat-sup-
pressed imaging (TR/TE 3400/72, FOV 14 cm, slice
thickness 4.0 mm); and axial PD fat-suppressed imaging
(TR/TE 3000/38, FOV 15 cm, slice thickness 3.0 mm). A
targeted approach was used whereby high-resolution
images in two planes were performed tangential to the
graft site. Similar to the MOCART protocol for assessing
cartilage repair, an experienced musculoskeletal radi-
ology consultant scored the MR scans for infill, surface
continuity, signal, structure, border integration, sub-
chondral lamina, subchondral bone condition, joint
effusion, and synovitis (Table 1).15

Overall Repair Assessment

Overall repair assessment (ORA) was made utilizing an
adaptation of the ICRS grade I to IV classification
system to compare assessment modalities for each
treatment group and time point. Histology, ICRSmacro-
scopic grading, LSCA, and MRI modality scores were
converted into an ORA grade I to IV (Table 1) for
Pearson correlation analysis (Table 2).

Overall Treatment Effect

Analysis of the overall treatment effect was conducted
by comparing mean modality scores for each treatment
group both dependent and independent of time point.

Mechanical Testing

Cylindrical test specimens were extracted using a
; 2 mm trephine biopsy punch (Stiefel1 Laboratories,
Inc.) such that cylinder axes were aligned perpendicular
to the chondral surface. Final test specimens were
produced by trimming remaining subchondral bone
under microscopic guidance; specimen height was then
recorded. Samples were fast frozen and stored at %40C8,
then thawed by immersion in 0.9% saline at room
temperature for 30 min prior to testing. The compres-
sion rig utilized a load cell (Entran1 ELFM-B1-10L-
50N) atop a linear translation stage (Thorlabs, Inc.

MT1-Z6) actuated by a servo-motorized micrometer
(Thorlabs Z612B DC–90N). Test position recording
was performed via high precision (0.05 mm) rotary
optical encoder.

Samples were placed in the centre of ; 6 mm
impermeable load aluminium platens with CNC mac-
hinedguides to ensureplaten surfaces remainedparallel.
Under partially confined compression, the top and
bottom surfaces were fixed by sand paper to the platens
while the sides were free to expand laterally. Sufficient
acceleration and deceleration tails ensured loading at a
constant nominal strain rate. Samples were axially
compressed by 20% of their initial height and the cycle
repeated until a steady state was reached (about 5
cycles), with the subsequent compression loading cycle
recorded. Backlash (<8.0 mm) was avoided by reposition-
ing the stage prior to each cycle. Results are presented as
average vertical Lagrange stress (sz) versus relative
displacement (L) because the partially confined config-
uration assumes tissue anisotropy. L is therefore ana-
logous (but not equal) to the vertical extension ratio lz
calculated in unconfined compression. For 2H (the
pretest sample height) and 2h (the compressed height),
L is defined as h/H.sz is defined as vertical reaction force
(Fz) divided by cross-sectional area (Az). The stiffness
relationship is thus defined as:

sz

L
& FzH

Axh

Statistical Methods

Interobserver variability from the randomized, blinded
LSCA scoring data was examined using an intraclass

Table 2. Pearson Correlations for Condyle Treatment
Groups (ICRS vs.WAZ vs. LSCA vs. MRI), Demonstrating
Significant Correlation Between LSCA and MRI and
Between ICRS and MRI (p< 0.05)

Condyle MRI LSCA WAZ

ICRS r2 0.608** 0.212 0.349
p-value 0.007 0.369 0.132

WAZ r2 0.294 0.007
p-value 0.236 0.977

LSCA r2 0.469*
p-value 0.050

Trochlea LSCA WAZ

ICRS r2 0.589** 0.367
p-value 0.006 0.112

WAZ r2 0.341
p-value 0.141

Pearson Correlations for Trochlea Treatment Groups (ICRS
vs. WAZ vs. LSCA), Demonstrating Significant Correlation
Between LSCA and ICRS (p< 0.05).

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed).
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).
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correlation analysis (ICC) performed using the statis-
tical analysis package SPSS (SPSS 11.0, Chicago, IL).
An a, fully crossed two-way ANOVA mixed model ICC
design was employed, generating a one-way random
effect model of intraclass correlation expressed as ICC
with 95% confidence interval (CI). The ICC is a
reliability procedure used to estimate interrater reli-
ability based on mean squares obtained by applying
sequential analysis of variance (perfect agreement, 1.0;
almost perfect agreement, 1.0–0.81; substantial agree-
ment, 0.8–0.61; fair agreement, 0.6–0.41; moderate
agreement, 0.4–0.21; poor agreement, 0.2–0.01; chance
agreement, 0.0; and perfect disagreement, %1.0).16 For
each assessment modality, multiple pairwise Student t-
tests were used to assess differences between modality
scores of treatment groups compared to control at
each time point. Assessment of the overall treatment
effect compared mean modality scores for each treat-
ment group (dependent and independent of time point)
using the Kruskal–Wallis test with a Bonferroni post
hoc test. Correlation between modalities was facilitated
by ORA Grades assigned to according to the protocol
(Table 1). Pearson coefficients examined direct correla-
tions between assessment modalities relative to site,
treatment group, and time point for ORA grades I to IV.

RESULTS

Examples of all imaging modalities are presented
in the Supplementary Material accompanying this
publication.

ICRS Cartilage Repair Assessment

All repairs were evaluated according to the ICRS
protocol considering defect infill, repair tissue
integration, and macroscopic appearance (Fig. 1A).
MACI-treated trochlea and condylar lesions were
significantly superior to controls at 10 weeks
(p< 0.05; Fig. 2A,B). Macroscopic analysis of con-
dylar lesion treatments demonstrated a high degree
of variability among treatment groups and time
points.

Laser Scanning Confocal Arthroscopy

Intact hyaline/hyalinelike MACI-treated lesions
were characterized by a high density of spatially
uniform paired chondrocytes persisting in carti-
lage matrix (Fig. 1B). Some MACI and collagen-
only repairs showed a high density of non-
uniformly distributed spindle-shaped cells within
a collagenous fibril matrix. In defect-only controls,
ulcerated tissue was either highly fibrous with a
low density of non-uniformly distributed cells or
was largely acellular. Analysis of LSCA scores of
trochlear cartilage repair tissue revealed a sig-
nificant difference between the MACI and colla-
gen-only scaffold treatment groups at 10 weeks

(p< 0.05; Fig. 2C). For condyle repairs, no signifi-
cant difference was seen between the MACI and
collagen-only scaffold treatment groups in com-
parison to the defect-only controls (Fig. 2D).
Interobserver variability ICC analysis performed
on the randomized and blinded LSCA scores
demonstrated substantial agreement between
observers (ICC& 0.70; 95%CI, 0.63–0.76). The
average measure of intraclass correlation across
all observers suggested almost perfect agreement
(ICC& 0.92; 95% CI, 0.89–0.94). LSCA confocal
images revealed clear differences between native
cartilage, regenerated tissue, fibrocartilage repair,
and degenerative tissue (Fig. 3).

Histology

MACI-treated lesions were characterized by a
mixed repair of hyalinelike cartilage and fibrocar-
tilage with good infill and integration, pericellular
specific proteoglycan staining, and weak type II
collagen staining (Fig. 1C). Collagen-only bioscaf-
fold or untreated control defect repairs showed
fibrous tissue repair with partial infill, poor
integration, poor architectural restoration, and
no proteoglycan or type II collagen production.
Cellular migration into the acellular collagen-only
bioscaffold treatment group was observed across
all time points. Trochlea histology scores demon-
strated improved tissue regeneration after MACI
treatment from 8 to 12 weeks. The regenerated
tissue in MACI-treated trochlear lesions showed
complete tissue infill with good architectural
restoration and positive pericellular-specific pro-
teoglycan and type II collagen staining. Trochlea
defect repair following untreated and bioscaffold
collagen-only intervention was characterized by
fibrous tissue repair with partial infill, poor
integration, poor architectural restoration, and
no proteoglycan or type II collagen production.
Condylar defects treated with MACI and collagen-
only bioscaffold showed initially poor regeneration
that improved at 10 and 12 weeks but was not
significantly different to untreated controls
(Fig. 2E). MACI-treated trochlear groups dis-
played significant improvement in histological
score in comparison to untreated controls at both
8 and 10 weeks (p< 0.05; Fig. 2F).

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Improvement was seen in tissue infill and surface
continuity with MACI (Fig. 1D) compared to the
collagen and untreated controls. MRI demon-
strated superior results (p< 0.05) for MACI com-
pared to both control and collagen groups at
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all time points (Fig. 2G). No synovitis was recorded
in any of the scanned animals. Due to limited
availability of the MRI facility, two specimens
were lost to follow-up (both collagen-only bioscaf-

fold animals at 10 weeks). Following analysis of
initial MRI data, we concluded that assessment of
trochlear defect sites was of limited value due
to the interference caused by a relatively high

Figure 1. (A)Macroscopic viewofMACI-treated condyle.MACIgraftwas completely intact across
entire defect with full-thickness infill achieved. Cartilage appeared pink in comparison to
surrounding tissue. Area surrounding and immediately adjacent to MACI-treated region appears
normal AC with no surface fibrillations or evidence of degenerative changes. (B) LSCA image of
MACI repair tissue. Brightly stained round chondrocytes (C) persisted inhigh densities in the repair
tissue. (C) Hematoxylin and eosin histology (original magnification,"100) of MACI-treated condyle
with 100% tissue infill, excellent integration, and surface continuity. Note native AC (N) to repair
tissue interface (MACI). Repair tissue was hyalinelike cartilage. (D) MRI image of MACI treatment
(arrow indicatesmedial femoral condyle).Good integration of the graftwas seenwith smooth surface
features, homogeneous consistency, and no edema. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at http://www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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signal-to-noise ratio and the difficulties of posi-
tioning the sample within the field.

Overall Repair Assessment Correlation

Pearson correlation analysis of condyle repair
ORA grades demonstrated significant correlations

between the MRI assessments and both the ICRS
and LSCA modalities (Table 2). In assessment of
the trochlea repair ORA grades, significant corre-
lation was seen between the ICRS and the LSCA
modalities (Table 2). No significant correlation was
found between histology and other assessment
modalities.

Figure 2. Modality scores for each assessmentmodality at 8, 10, and 12weeks after surgery.Data
expressed as mean ' SD. Significant relationships (multiple pairwise Student t-test, p< 0.05)
expressed for MACI versus other treatments. (A): Condyle ICRS modality scores showed a high
degree of variability between treatment groups and time points. Condyle MACI repairs were
significantly superior to controls at 10 weeks (p< 0.05). (B) Trochlea ICRS modality scores
demonstrated the general superiority of MACI repairs, with significant superiority at 10 weeks
(p< 0.05). (C) LSCA modality scores for condyle treatment groups showed neither MACI nor
collagen-only scaffold groups demonstrated significant improvement in cartilage regeneration
(p< 0.05). (D) LSCA modality scores for trochlea showed MACI was superior to the collagen-only
scaffold treatment group at 10 weeks (p< 0.05). (E) Histological modality scores for condyle
treatment groups showed neither MACI nor collagen-only scaffold treatments demonstrated
significant improvement in cartilage regeneration (p< 0.05). (F) Histological modality scores for
trochlea treatment groups showed MACI evidenced a significant improvement compared to
untreated controls at both 8 and 10 weeks (p<0.05). (G) MRI modality scores showed improvement
for MACI condylar regeneration compared to collagen only and untreated controls at all three time
points, with significance at 10 weeks (p< 0.05).
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Figure 3. Representative LSCA images with the corresponding modality score component
breakdown provided in Supplementary Material (Table S1). (A) LSCA image of native articular
cartilage demonstrating brightly stained classically paired chondrocytes (PC). LSCA score: 17. ORA
grade I: normal. (B) LSCA image of MACI repair tissue from 10-week trochlear repair. High
density round chondrocytes (C) persist in repair tissue.LSCAscore: 15.ORAgrade II: nearlynormal.
(C) LSCA image of degenerative tissue following creation of untreated control defect 10-week
trochlear repair. A lowdensity spindly shaped infiltrate (S) is evident deep in a necrotic lesion among
whirls of connective tissue (W). LSCA score: 10. ORAgrade III: abnormal. (D) LSCA image of fibrous
tissue following spontaneous repair of untreated control defect 10-week trochlear repair. High
densities of small spindle shaped fibroblasts (F) are evident. LSCA score: 7. ORA grade IV: severely
abnormal.
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Overall Treatment Effect Analysis

Differences between mean modality scores for
treatment groups were assessed using the Krus-
kal–Wallis test dependent and independent
of time point. No significant differences in overall
treatment effect were observed between time-
point dependent treatment groups. Testing of
overall treatment effect independent of time point
revealed significant differences between MACI
and control groups for all sites and assessment
modalities (Asymp Sig< 0.05) with the exception
of the WAZ assessment of the condyle treatment
groups (Asymp Sig& 0.5; Fig. 4).

Mechanical Testing

Data were obtained for 17 of 20 trochlear speci-
mens; the residual samples lacked the structural
integrity required for testing. Samples were tested
independent of time point. All collagen-only bio-
scaffold treatment samples demonstrated load-
bearing capacities below sensitivity of the load cell
and were consequently removed from analysis.
Data were obtained for 15 of 20 condylar speci-
mens, however, once the collagen-only treatment
group was excluded, the low sample size and
highly variable nature of repair tissue resulted in
data of limited quality. The stiffness relationship

Figure 4. Overall treatment effect independent of time point for (A) trochlea and (B) condyle
treatment sites. A significant improvement in mean modality score was seen across all assessment
modalities for MACI treatment compared to collagen-only bioscaffold or control (except condyle
histology). Kruskal–Wallis Asymp Sig values are presented. Data expressed as mean'SD.
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between the average vertical Lagrange stress and
the vertical displacement for the trochlear samples
from the MACI and control treatment groups was
compared to the native tissue from corresponding
sites on the contralateral aspect of the trochlea
groove (Fig. 5). MACI samples showed a signifi-
cant degree of decreased stiffness in comparison to
both the control and native tissue groups
(p< 0.05).

DISCUSSION

The regeneration of human articular cartilage
represents a major challenge.5 MACI is thought to
provide great promise for the treatment of complex
andmultisite lesions and has enjoyed early clinical
success.17,18 Large animal models of cartilage
repair have been conducted in dogs, pigs, goats,
sheep, and horses.8,19–22 In a recent sheep study, a
multisite cartilage defect repair model demon-
strated that collagen matrix seeded with autolo-
gous chondrocytes produced the best quantitative
and qualitative results compared to microfrac-
ture.21 Similarly, in our study, analysis of the
overall treatment effect independent of time point
demonstrated a benefit for MACI in comparison to
both collagen-only bioscaffold and controls (sig-
nificant across all assessment modalities except
condyle histology; Fig. 4) Cell density observations
from LSCA images revealed a vastly expanded
chondrocyte population persisting in high quality

MACI repairs, compared to the moderate chon-
drocyte density evident in native tissue (Fig. 3).
Inconsistencies in repair quality between MACI-
treated trochlear and condylar lesions may have
been due to the influence of the loading environ-
ment of the joint after surgery. Practical limita-
tions necessitated housing of animals in NHMRC-
approved cages, thereby restricting postoperative
ambulation, possibly accentuating static compres-
sion of the joint leading to a reduced matrix
production over time.

Findings of our collagen-only bioscaffold group
are consistent with those of Frenkel and colleagues
and Dorotka and colleagues, who found that
unseeded collagen membrane implants are char-
acterized by immature cartilage with poor archi-
tectural restoration.21,23 Collagen-only treated
defects were inferior to MACI-treated defects,
showing no significant improvement in overall
treatment effect compared to nontreated controls.
Interestingly, several collagen-only repairs dem-
onstrated a low cellularity unreabsorbed mem-
brane, the continued persistence of which remains
unclear.While perforation of the subchondral plate
was avoided during implantation, many defects
showed deterioration of the plate upon sacrifice.
Although collagen membrane has the ability to
redifferentiate fibroblasticlike chondrocytes into
phenotypic chondrocytes, the cells seen in these
defect repairs were of mixed morphology and
displayed no significant matrix production upon

Figure 5. Lagrange stress versus relative vertical displacement. MACI represented by circles,
control (fibrous) tissue by triangles, and native tissue by squares. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at http://www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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immunohistochemistry.24 We did, however, observe
some chondrocytes within the residual fibrin seal-
ant, a predictable response given previous results
suggesting that fibrin glue supports chondrocyte
growth.1,3 We believe the presence of cells in
membrane-only repair was a consequence of mar-
row deterioration through biomechanical factors
following defect creation with subsequent inflam-
matory infiltration. Consistent with the results of
Dorotka and colleagues,21 we also observed the
hallmarks of rare spontaneous repair of cartilage
lesions within the defect-only control group.

While a subjective clinical outcome is difficult to
quantify in an animal model, our study compared
nondestructive assessment techniques to conven-
tional histology. The LSCA enabled high resolution
microscopic imaging comparable to conventional
histology, but without causing tissue damage.
Pearson correlation analysis of ORA grades dem-
onstrated a significant degree of intermodality
agreement between LSCA, MRI, and ICRS overall
repair assessments. Consistent with Tins and
colleagues,9no significant correlationwas observed
between MRI and histology (Table 2). Histological
investigation also introduces trauma into a pre-
viously damaged joint and should ideally not be
used for long-term human follow-up of cartilage
repair.5 Combined LSCA and MRI imaging may
therefore provide a nondestructive method for
assessing cartilage repair without the need for
destructive biopsy. LSCA and MRI should be con-
sidered complementary imaging modalities, with
LSCA providing cellular level resolution (axial
2 mm) andMRI providing a global image of the entire
joint. Interobserver variability ICC analysis of LSCA
scores demonstrated substantial to almost perfect
agreementbetweenobservers, therebyvalidatingthe
LSCA cartilage repair assessment scoring system
developed for this study. Prior to imaging in human
subjects, the toxicity of fluorophores should bemore
thoroughly explored; fluorescein is the only agent
currently approved for direct systemic application
in human subjects, while acridine orange may
inhibit mitosis and induce binucleation in chon-
drocytes.

Regardless of histological quality, an important
measure of cartilage repair lies in its biomechanical
properties.5 Previous cartilage compression tests
have utilized either confined or unconfined config-
urations that may induce error into the modeling
calculations.25–27We employedapartially confined
configuration in which the cylindrical specimen
sides were left unconstrained with the bounding
surfaces fixed to the load platens.28 Under the
assumption of material anisotropy, the partially

confined configuration may be analyzed much the
same as unconfined techniques. In contrast to the
findings of Chu and colleagues,4 Briggs and
colleagues29 suggested that tissue-engineered car-
tilage may have inferior biomechanical properties
compared to normal articular cartilage at early
stages of repair, due to a lack of complete architec-
tural remodeling. Our results agree with these
findings, both mechanically and histologically.
Testing of fibrous tissue retrieved from sponta-
neously healed control defects closely resembled
the native tissue in stiffness profile, and both were
significantly superior to MACI tissue. Collagen-
only repairswerenot of sufficient quality to tolerate
biomechanical testing.

While a beneficial treatment effect of MACI was
demonstrated by ICRS, LSCA, and MRI assess-
ment, the results of histological analysis and
mechanical testing were less clear. Our results
suggest that MACI is superior to controls for some
measures butmay be equal to or inferior to controls
for other measures. Long-term follow-up of the
multisite MACI ovine model is therefore indicated.
Interobserver analysis of randomized blinded scor-
ing of LSCA images has validated our scoring
protocol with substantial to almost perfect agree-
ment. The development of nondestructive cartilage
repair assessment using LSCA will facilitate the
long-term monitoring of focal cartilage defect
repair treatments.
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Summary

Objective: Osteoarthritis (OA) inflicts an enormous burden upon sufferers and healthcare systems worldwide. Continuing efforts to elucidate
the aetiology of OA have indicated the need for non-destructive methods of in vivo microstructural assessment of articular cartilage (AC). In
this study, we describe the first use of a recently developed laser scanning confocal arthroscope (LSCA) to image the cartilage of a fresh
frozen cadaveric knee from a patient with OA.

Design: Using an adaptation of the International Cartilage Repair Society (ICRS) joint mapping protocol, the joint was divided into three dis-
crete regions (femoral condyle, patella and tibial plateau) for grading according to the ICRS (Outerbridge) system. The LSCA was used to
generate images from each area within the three regions. Following imaging, the joint was sectioned and histology was performed on the
corresponding sites with histological grading (modified-Mankin).

Results: Quantitative results of ICRS, LSCA and histological OA assessment were compared using intraclass correlation (ICC) and Pearson
correlation analysis. The LSCA enabled visualisation of chondrocyte morphology and cell density, with classical OA changes such as chon-
drocyte clustering, surface fibrillation and fissure formation evident. Obvious qualitative similarities between LSCA images and histology were
observed, with fair to moderate agreement (P< 0.05) demonstrated between modalities.

Conclusions: In this study, we have shown the viability of the LSCA for non-destructive imaging of the microstructure of OA knee cartilage.
LSCA technology is potentially a valuable research and clinical tool for the non-destructive assessment of AC microstructure in early to late
OA.
ª 2007 Osteoarthritis Research Society International. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Key words: Osteoarthritis, Articular cartilage, Confocal microscopy.

Introduction

Articular cartilage (AC) is a tissue of remarkable biomechan-
ical properties able to both absorb and dissipate joint loads,
while providing an almost frictionless bearing surface. AC
has a zonal organisation that is essential to its physiological
function, with depth-dependant cellular distribution, bio-
chemical composition and mechanical properties1,2. Carti-
lage degeneration during the progression of osteoarthritis
(OA) causes significant burden to both individual sufferers
and healthcare systems worldwide3,4. The gradual erosion
of AC leads to pain, stiffness and disability5.

Although sparsely represented with less than 2% cell vol-
ume density, the mechanotransductive role of the chondro-
cyte is central to AC health. Chondrocytes are responsible
for the synthesis and maintenance of the collagen and
proteoglycan (PG) rich extracellular matrix (ECM)1,2,6. Evi-
dence suggests that following an initial insult, the chondro-
cyte proliferation and clustering seen in early OA may be
a reparative attempt to bolster matrix synthesis7. During
the course of the disorder, cell densities are seen to dimin-
ish, with consequential ECM deterioration manifesting as
a loss of the superficial layer and the development of colla-
gen fibrillation. Later, complete erosion of the chondral
surface can be observed, with involvement sometimes ex-
tending into subchondral bone8e11.
While much is known regarding the course of established

OA, details regarding the exact aetiological initiation remain
elusive5. Current opinion suggests a multifactorial combina-
tion of genetic and environmental influences leading to chon-
drocyte death, PG loss and collagen matrix destruction12.
Elucidating the exact pathophysiology of the initial stages
of OA requires detailed information of tissue microstructural
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changes, heretofore provided only by conventional histolog-
ical techniques. However, as cautioned by Poole13, the limi-
tation of taking histological biopsy samples is the inherent
tissue destruction induced, and the subsequent cartilage pa-
thology this may induce. This well-recognised limitation has
previously seen the development of various non-destructive
AC imaging and OA assessment techniques, including
arthroscopic evaluation, roentgenography, computed to-
mography (CT), optical coherence tomography (OCT) and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)14,15. Unfortunately,
these techniques provide little detailed information on a cellu-
lar level with limited sensitivity to early OA changes. Hence,
simple video arthroscopy currently remains the gold stan-
dard for non-destructive OA assessment16,17.
We have recently developed a novel laser scanning con-

focal arthroscope (LSCA) for the non-destructive imaging of
orthopaedic tissues; principally AC18,19. This technology
has most recently been applied to the follow-up evaluation
of matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation
(MACI)20. The LSCA is capable of acquiring high resolution
three-dimensional (3D) images by utilising a miniaturised
laser-scanning mechanism, that enables arthroscopic use
of this innovative imaging tool21,22. Future disorder modify-
ing interventions will require long-term follow-up and moni-
toring, preferably by non-destructive means, and in this
capacity the LSCA provides a validated method for both vis-
ualising and quantifying OA progression.
In this study, we report on the unique application of the

LSCA for the arthroscopic imaging of the chondral surfaces
of an intact, fresh frozen osteoarthritic cadaver knee. We
aimed to qualitatively and quantitatively compare LSCA scor-
ing outcomes of a knee to arthroscopic [International Carti-
lage Repair Society (ICRS)] and histological assessment
(modified-Mankin) of cartilage from corresponding sites.

Methods

An intact right knee was obtained from a fresh frozen ca-
daver purchased through the Clinical Technology and Edu-
cation Centre (CTEC), University of Western Australia
under strict National Health and Medical Research Council
(NHMRC) guidelines governing the handing of cadaveric
material. The knee was retrieved from an 80 kg 70-year-old
male and had been fresh frozen without formalin fixation.
The limb was severed mid femur and mid tibia, allowed to
thaw at room temperature, then mounted via the distal femur
in a surgical vice. Contrast agent (acridine orange) was intro-
duced into the synovial capsule via intra-articular injection
and the joint was manually manipulated for 20 min in flexion
and extension. Arthroscopic video examination of the joint
was performed via standard anterolateral and anteromedial
portals with thorough lavage (0.9% phosphate buffered sa-
line) until contrast agent staining was no longer evident in
the wash-out. LSCA imaging of the joint was performed un-
der arthroscopic video guidance, before the joint was opened
via amedial parapatellar approach to allow for LSCA imaging
in anatomically difficult regions and sectioning for histology.
Using a previously described protocol23, the knee joint sur-
faces were divided into three large areas (femoral condyles,
tibial plateau and the patella), before being further seg-
mented into 47 distinct areas (N& 47) (Fig. 1). This simply
devised mapping system enabled precise lesion location
and direct comparison between assessment modalities.
LSCA images were compared to the ICRS (Outerbridge)
arthroscopic classifications for degenerative changes in
cartilage of the knee, as well as conventional histology
(modified-Mankin) of the tissue retrieved from the samesites.

ICRS CLASSIFICATION

The Outerbridge arthroscopic cartilage lesion classifica-
tion system divides lesions into Grades IeIV and is widely
employed for the assessment of cartilage injury24. Recently
the ICRS has ratified Outerbridge’s arthroscopic grading
parameters for the evaluation of cartilage lesions23. Recog-
nised limitations of this system include the provision of little
information regarding lesion depth or tissue microstructural
organisation. In this study, ICRS classification of cartilage
lesions was made under video arthroscopy by an experi-
enced orthopaedic surgeon prior to the introduction of fluo-
rescent contrast agent.

LSCA

Confocalmicroscopyhasbeenwidely utilisedacrossmany
aspects of orthopaedic research, particularly for the investi-
gation of AC19. The LSCA uses an optical fibre scanner that
performs both as the laser delivery and returning fluores-
cence vehicle andas the confocal pinhole andfiltrationmech-
anism22. The LSCA is 4.4 mm in diameter, employing aClass
3R solid-state laser (excitation wavelength of 488 nm,
1.0 mW at the tip, 515 nm long pass filter) producing 40"
magnification across a field of view of 500" 500 mm
(512" 512 pixels) with an XY spatial resolution of 2 mm to
a depth of 200 mm (as measured previously in ovine and por-
cine cartilage)18.
Fluorescent contrast was introduced via intra-articular in-

jection of acridine orange (0.5 g/L in 0.9% PBS, 60 mL,
37(C, pH 7.4, 20 min) prior to imaging. Optimal staining
concentration, volume and times were established during
the course of previous study18. Acridine orange (Molecular
Probes Inc., Eugene, OR, USA) provides a high contrast

Fig. 1. Joint mapping protocol. The knee joint is divided into three
areas (femoral condyles, tibial plateau and patella), and 47 individ-
ual sectors. Image adapted from the ICRS Cartilage Evaluation

Package [www.cartilage.org].
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‘‘positive’’ image by specific DNA binding and has been pre-
viously used to assess chondrocyte cellular density and
morphology25,26. Following acquisition, representative im-
ages from each of the 47 sections were blinded and scored
according to an LSCA cartilage assessment scoring proto-
col developed specifically for this study (Table I). The vari-
ables of interest included the degree of cellularity (cell
density), the spatial uniformity of cells, cellular distribution,
cell morphology and the visibility of collagen fibres. These
variables were chosen as measures of AC repair integrity
in comparison to the characteristics of native (healthy)
AC. After scoring, images were unblinded and scores colla-
ted and graded (IeIV) for further comparison to the other in-
vestigative modalities (ICRS and modified-Mankin grading).

HISTOLOGY AND IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY

FollowingLSCA imaging, thekneewassectionedaccording
to the lesion mapping system, with sections labelled and fixed
in 4% paraformaldehyde. Following fixation, specimens were
decalcified (10% formic acid), dehydrated (alcohol, xylene
washes) and paraffin-embedded. Specimens were sectioned
to 5 mm and stained by haematoxylin and eosin (H&E), alcian
blue (AB), and type II collagen immunohistochemistry. Type II
collagen immunohistochemistry sections were deparaffinised

with xylene and rehydrated with decreasing ethanol solutions
and rinsed in distilled water. After buffer preheating, sections
were microwave heated in pH 6 citrate buffer at low power
for antigen retrieval. Sections were then rinsed in 3% H2O2

in methanol to block endogenous peroxidase activity. Non-
specific staining was blocked by rinsing sections in 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS) in 0.1% triton X100 in tris-buffered saline
(TBS), before incubation with primary monoclonal anti-human
(1:100) collagen type II mouse IgG diluted in 0.1% triton X100/
1%bovineserumalbumin (BSA) inTBS.Afterwashing inTBS,
sections were incubated with EnVision! goat anti-mouse Ig
peroxidase system at room temperature. Sections were
washed in TBS and incubated in liquid diaminobenzidine
(DAB) (2% chromophore). Sections were washed in distilled
water, counterstained shortly with haematoxylin, washed,
stainedshortlywithScott’s tapwater,washed indistilledwater,
then dehydrated in alcohol, cleared in xylene and mounted in
DePex media. Sections were viewed under light microscope
and graded using themodified-Mankin scoring systemas pre-
viously described27.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Interpretation between assessment modalities was made
according to the OA assessment schema as detailed in

Table I
LSCA and histological OA scoring system

LSCA scoring system Modified-Mankin scoring system

Criteria Score Criteria Score

1. Cellularity
) High density
) Moderate density
) Low density
) Acellular

4
1. Structure

) Normal
) Surface irregularities
) Pannus and surface irregularity
) Clefts to transitional zone
) Clefts to radial zone
) Clefts to calcified zone
) Complete disorganisation

12
3 10
2 8
1 6

2. Spatial uniformity of cells
) Uniform
) Almost uniform
) Heterologous uniformity
) Non-uniform
) Acellular

4

4

3

2

2

0

1 2. Cells in superficial/transitional zone
) Normal
) Diffuse hypercellularity
) Clonal clustering
) Hypocellularity

60
4

3. Cell clustering
) No clustering
) Sporadic clustering
) Predominant clustering
) Acellular

3
2

2
0

1
0

4. Cell morphology
) Predominantly spherical
) Mixed morphology
) Predominantly spindle-shaped
) Acellular

3
2
1
0

5. Visibility of collagen fibres
) No fibres
) Some fibres
) Highly fibrous

3
2
1

OA assessment

OA grade State of cartilage Modified-Mankin LSCA

) Normal
) Grade I
) Grade II
) Grade III
) Grade IV

Healthy >16 >16
Nearly normal 11e14 12e15
Abnormal 7e10 9e11
Severely abnormal 3e6 6e8
Degenerate <3 <6
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Table I. For each of the 47 sections, LSCA and modified-
Mankin scores were converted to overall OA Grades IeIV,
thereby enabling qualitative comparison and statistical anal-
ysis. SPSS (SPSS 11.0, SPSS Inc., USA) was used to per-
form intraclass correlation (ICC) analysis between ICRS,
LSCA and histological grading. An alpha, fully-crossed
two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) mixed model ICC
design was employed, generating both a one-way random
effect model (assuming people effect random) and an aver-
age measure of ICC. The ICC is a reliability procedure used
to estimate inter-modality reliability based on mean squares
obtained by applying sequential ANOVA while accounting
for any agreement based on chance (‘‘perfect agreement’’
1.0, ‘‘almost perfect agreement’’ 1.0e0.81, ‘‘substantial
agreement’’ 0.8e0.61, ‘‘fair agreement’’ 0.6e0.41, ‘‘moder-
ate agreement’’ 0.4e0.21, ‘‘poor agreement’’ 0.2e0.01,
‘‘chance agreement’’ 0.0, ‘‘perfect disagreement’’ %1.0)28.
Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to examine
the direct correlation between both raw score and the over-
all OA assessment grades (Table II).

Results

ARTHROSCOPIC ASSESSMENT

In keeping with the known clinical diagnosis, ICRS as-
sessment of the knee found widespread OA changes
throughout the entire joint. Particular focal changes were
noted on the central load-bearing regions of the femoral
condyles (Grades IIeIII), across the distal and medial as-
pect of the patella (Grades IIIeIV), and on the centro-medial
and centro-lateral load-bearing aspects of the tibial plateau
(Grades IIeIII) (Fig. 2).

LSCA ASSESSMENT

Classical degenerative changes such as clustered chon-
drocytes, fissures, and surface fibrillations were readily im-
aged across all areas (Figs. 3 and 4). Cell clustering in
lower grade OA was more easily discernable with LSCA
than with conventional histology, and the organisation of
cell clustering in fibrillated cartilage was better illustrated
by superior view LSCA imaging than by sagittal view histol-
ogy. Image scoring suggested widespread OA changes
across all joint surfaces, with particular degeneration
(LSCA Grade> II) noted about the weight-bearing surface
of the condyles and tibial plateau (Fig. 2). In those regions
moderate density, non-uniformly distributed, predominantly
clustered chondrocytes were noted, often within a fibrous
surface. Pronounced degenerative changes were also ob-
served on the centro-medial aspect of the patella, but aside

from this central region, the patella scored better than the
condylar and tibial cartilage in all three modalities overall.

HISTOLOGICAL AND IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL OUTCOMES

The entire condylar surface was characterised by carti-
lage exhibiting clonal cell clustering and surface irregulari-
ties, both hallmarks of osteoarthritic change (Fig. 3)
However, the structure of the cartilage varied greatly
between differential load-bearing sites. In particular, the
centro-lateral regions of the central and posterior load-bearing
aspects of the medial femoral condyle appeared to possess
many more surface disruptions and fissures than the adja-
cent cartilage areas (Fig. 4). As in the femoral condyle,
the entire patellar surface was characterised by cartilage
exhibiting clonal cell clustering, but with obvious structural
variation. Most sites depicted complete cartilage disorgani-
sation or fissures extending into the radial and calcified
zones of the cartilage. Interestingly, the central patellar re-
gions exhibited only minor surface irregularities compared
to the complete disorganisation and fissures observed in
the medial and lateral regions (Fig. 2). Clonal cell clustering
was widespread across the tibial surface with highly vari-
able cartilage structure, although some structural uniformity
was seen in the lateral region of the medial tibia. The cen-
tro-lateral regions of the central and posterior load-bearing
aspects of the tibial plateau were characterised by cartilage
with fissures extending into the transitional zone. These
regions correlated to the opposing surface regions on the
medial femoral condyle that scored similarly, suggesting
cartilage sequelae from medial compartment joint space
narrowing; a typical clinical presentation in OA knees.

ASSESSMENT CORRELATION

Qualitative correlation was made by comparing similar
tissue features between LSCA images and H&E histology
(Figs. 3 and 4). Classical histological features such as
chondrocyte clustering (CC), surface fibrillation, and fissure
formation were all readily apparent in corresponding sites
between both microscopic imaging modalities. However
as might be expected, arthroscopic ICRS assessment often
underestimated the degree of OA degenerative changes in
comparison to both LSCA and histological assessment.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

ICC analysis demonstrated ‘‘fair agreement’’ between
ICRS and modified-Mankin assessment (ICC& 0.568,
0.212e0.764), ‘‘moderate agreement’’ between ICRS and
LSCA (ICC& 0.354, 0.178e0.647), and ‘‘fair agreement’’
between modified-Mankin and LSCA (ICC& 0.5712,
0.218e0.765). Pearson correlation analysis demonstrated
a moderate yet statistically significant (P< 0.05) positive
correlation between all modalities (Table II), suggesting
a possible role for LSCA in assessing OA change.

Discussion

In the continuing effort to improve our understanding of
the aetiology, diagnosis, and prognosis of OA, some au-
thors have indicated the need for a more accurate, non-
destructive cartilage imaging and diagnosis method29.
Further, it has been suggested that current diagnostic
methods may lack the sensitivity required to detect the earli-
est changes in OA30. The LSCA has been previously shown

Table II
Pearson correlations for OA grades (N& 44)

Modality Measure ICRS Histo LSCA

ICRS Pearson correlation 1 0.511** 0.339*
Sig. (two-tailed) <0.001 0.024

Histo Pearson correlation 0.511** 1 0.405**
Sig. (two-tailed) <0.001 0.006

LSCA Pearson correlation 0.339* 0.405** 1
Sig. (two-tailed) 0.024 0.006

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed). *Correla-
tion is significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed).
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Fig. 2. OA grades (IeIV) from ICRS, LSCA and modified-Mankin histological assessment for the femoral condyles, tibial plateau and patella.
OA grading of (A) femoral condyle sectors, (B) patella sectors and (C) tibial sectors. Both condylar and tibial cartilage were generally Grade II

OA, while patella cartilage was mainly Grade III OA.



to enable the non-destructive in vivo imaging of AC, bone, lig-
ament, muscle, menisci and synovium18. The LSCA has also
been demonstrated to enable accurate morphological analy-
sis of individual chondrocytes and has shown promise in
the field of OA research31,32. The LSCA is unique in its appli-
cability in orthopaedic research, due to its ability to generate
high detail 2D and 3D images of tissue microstructure in situ,

thereby obviating the need for destructive mechanical biopsy.
In this study, we have demonstrated the feasibility of using
the LSCA in a human knee joint for the non-
destructive assessment of cartilage histology via optical
biopsy. We have shown that the LSCA enables visualisation
of cellular morphology and cellular distribution in OA AC. The
histological features obtained from LSCA are correlated with

Fig. 3. Healthy and OA (Grades IeII) histology compared to LSCA imaging of corresponding region. (A) H&E histology (40") and (B) LSCA
imaging of native healthy AC, demonstrating paired chondrocytes (PC) uniformly distributed in the superficial zone. (C) H&E histology (40")
and (D) LSCA imaging of Grade I OA with CC and increased cellular density. (E) H&E histology (40") and (F) LSCA imaging of Grade II OA
demonstrating surface fibrillation, loss of uniform cellular distribution, low cell density and large clumped clusters (LC) of chondrocytes. LSCA
imaging illustrated the predominance of large chondrocyte clusters in the superficial zone. Note: LSCA images are XY slices (i.e., coronal) vs

XZ histology (i.e., cross-sectional), dark shadows in lower left quadrant are image artefacts as a result of lens marking.
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traditional H&E paraffin embedding histology. While our data
is limited by the assessment of single cadaveric knee joint,
nevertheless our study has shown for the first time that the
LSCA can be used for the assessment of human cartilage
structure in situ.
The validity of histopathological grading of cartilage from

OA knee joints has been previously demonstrated and the
classification of OA severity by modified-Mankin scoring
system has been validated with high inter- and intra-
observer agreement, however the destructive nature of his-
tological biopsy remains a limiting factor27,33. Poole13 has
suggested that techniques introducing trauma to the articu-
lar surface of a synovial joint should ideally not be used for
long-term human investigations. Also, the process of biopsy
sampling for histology can involve problems related to inad-
equate sample quality, with a reported 55% of specimens
examined by the ICRS considered to be of unsuitable
quality due to incomplete depth or fragmentation of the
sample34. While mechanical biopsy is obviously useful in
assessing cartilage treatment options in partial thickness le-
sions, the LSCAmay be more useful in full thickness defects
with a lack of tissue suitable for biopsy. Despite these draw-
backs histology remains the gold standard, however recent
developments in non-destructive assessment of AC may
eventually obviate the need for mechanical biopsy. In partic-
ular, arthroscopic optical coherence tomography (AOCT) as

described by Chu et al.36 is similar to the LSCA in that it pro-
vides non-destructive assessment of AC via optical biopsy.
Like the LSCA, the AOCT has been used to assess native
AC, cartilage repair treatments and osteoarthritic cartilage
in comparison to conventional histology35,36. The AOCT
system differs considerably from the LSCA in that it utilises
an echographic interpretation of near-infrared light to gener-
ate cross-sectional images of tissue, rather than the confo-
cal microscopy employed by the LSCA. While providing
good correlation to histology, the 10 mm axial resolution of
the AOCT currently limits its application to the detection of
surface fibrillations, which are acknowledged as relatively
late changes in OA23. In contrast to the LSCA (which has
an axial resolution of 2 mm), the AOCT is unable to provide
images on a cellular level and therefore cannot be used to
detect the early chondrocyte changes that are hallmarks of
OA23.
In order to generate useful and comparable data from dif-

ferent research centres, Ostergaard et al.33 have suggested
that a new standardised approach is required for sampling,
topographically describing and grading AC degeneration.
The qualitative and quantitative results of our study suggest
that the LSCA, used in conjunction with standard video
arthroscopic investigation, may offer such an alternate
approach. In this study, the LSCA was able to reproducibly
identify the hallmarks of progressive OA development, from

Fig. 4. Healthy and OA (Grades IIIeIV) histology compared to LSCA imaging of corresponding region. (A) H&E histology (40") and (B) LSCA
of Grade III OA, demonstrating severe surface fibrillation, deep cartilage fissuring (F) with clustered chondrocytes, and reduced cellularity
visible. (C) H&E histology (40") and (D) LSCA of Grade IV OA, with complete disruption of normal chondral architecture and almost
total loss of chondrocytes apart from sparse clustering. LSCA imaging illustrates the gross fibrillation and mostly acellular nature of the

cartilage surface.
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the earliest chondrocyte clustering in low grade OA, to the
gross acellular and fissured cartilage degeneration of later
stage OA. While the inherent depth limitation of confocal im-
aging (200e300 mm) restricts assessment to the superficial
and transitional cartilaginous zones of intact AC, the earliest
changes in OA are thought to occur in these regions19. Pear-
son correlation analysis demonstrated a significant degree of
inter-modality agreeance between ICRS, LSCA and histo-
logical grading, although as expected (given their compara-
ble scale) the relationship was the strongest between
LSCA andmodified-Mankin grading. As an element of further
studies, a larger sample of LSCA OA images (from multiple
specimens) should be randomised and blinded to enable in-
ter- and intra-observer correlations to be calculated.Wehave
previously utilised the LSCA to non-destructively assess
MACI20. Inter-observer variability (ICC) analysis of rando-
mised blinded LSCAscores forMACI demonstrated substan-
tial to almost perfect agreement between observers using
a variation of the scoring system used in the current study.
Prior to future in vivo imaging in human subjects, some

further issues need to be addressed, including the possible
toxicity of fluorophores. Fluorescein is the only suitable fluo-
rescent contrast agent currently approved for direct systemic
application in human subjects and the use of fluorescein in
a multitude of procedures is widely appreciated. In contrast,
acridine orange differentiates specific DNAs and RNAs in
nuclei and cytoplasm and has been demonstrated to have
distinct cellular effects including inhibition of mitosis and
the induction of bi-nucleation in chondrocytes37. It has also
been noted that the combination of intense laser light illumi-
nation and potential fluorophore toxicity may be damaging to
living cells38. Hence, the safety of this technique must be
confirmed before any widespread clinical use can be advo-
cated, and this remains the focus of ongoing studies.
In this study, we have demonstrated the viability of the

LSCA for non-destructive arthroscopic confocal imaging of
the microstructure of OA knee cartilage and its potential to
obviate the need for destructive mechanical biopsy. In this
role, the LSCA is potentially an extremely valuable research
and clinical tool for the assessment of AC microstructure in
patients, especially in relation to elucidating the aetiology
of early OA.
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Chapter 7 – Discussion

7.1 LSCA Technological Development

As previously described, confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) is a 
form of fluorescence microscopy that employs a focused laser light source to 
illuminate and excite a previously applied contrast agent within a small tissue 
volume. Confocal microscopy has been widely utilised across many aspects 
of orthopaedic research, particularly for the investigation of articular cartilage 
[8]. Light of a longer wavelength than the excitation laser is then reflected 
back to a photo detector, with any out of focus light rejected by an aperture. 
This conjugate focusing mechanism ensures that only light simultaneously 
focused on both the specimen focal plane and through the photo detector 
aperture is detected.  By performing a raster scan of focal points, a complete 
image may be established. For the purposes of the experiments described in 
this thesis, a novel LSCA was developed in order to facilitate confocal 
microscopic imaging of AC without the requirement of mechanical biopsy or 
conventional tissue processing. The LSCA uses a proprietary optical fibre 
scanner that performs both as the laser delivery and returning fluorescence 
vehicle and as the confocal pinhole and filtration mechanism (Figure 7.1) [13].

Figure 7.1 The LSCA Principle and Light Path Schematic

Reprinted from: Jones CW, Willers C, Keogh A, Smolinski D, Fick D, Yates 
PJ, et al. Matrix-induced Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation (MACI) in 
Sheep: Objective Assessment Including Confocal Arthroscopy. Journal of 
Orthopaedic Research 2006; In Press. Figure S.1.B
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The LSCA was developed from a 2nd generation probe to a 4th generation 
high-resolution instrument suitable for surgical use (Figure 7.2). 
Characteristics of each probe are outlined below. 

• 2nd Generation LSCA 
o 7.2mm diameter 
o XY spatial resolution 3!m 
o 30x (X) & 33x (Y) magnification 
o Field of view of approx 190x210!m (512 x 512 pixels)
o Focal plane tissue penetration 200!m 
o Image acquisition rate 2Hz 
o Laser: 

! Excitation wavelength of 488nm (Argon-ion laser)
! 1.5mW at the tip
! 515nm long pass filter 

• 3rd Generation LSCA
o 4.4mm diameter 
o XY spatial resolution 2!m 
o 30x magnification 
o Field of view of 500x500!m (512 x 512 pixels)
o Focal plane tissue penetration 200!m 
o Image acquisition rate 2Hz 
o Laser: 

! Excitation wavelength of 488nm (Argon-ion laser)
! 1.5mW at the tip
! 515nm long pass filter 

• 4th Generation LSCA
o 5.0 mm diameter 
o XY spatial resolution 0.7!m ~ Pentax Lenses
o 30x magnification 
o Field of view of 475x475!m (1024 x 1024 pixels)
o Focal plane tissue penetration 250!m 
o Image acquisition rate 5Hz 
o Laser: 

! Excitation wavelength of 488nm (Class 3R solid state 
laser)

! 1.0mW at the tip
! 515nm long pass filter 

The clinically ready LSCA system consists of the LSCA probe, the laser, a 
master control unit (containing photomultiplier and detector), an PC for image 
storage and processing and two monitors suitable for operator and surgeon to 
view images in real-time (Figure 7.3). 
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Figure 7.2 Comparison of 2nd & 3rd Generation LSCA tip diameter

Reprinted from:  C W Jones, D Smolinski, A Keogh, D Fick, P Yates, C Willers 
, D Wood, T B Kirk and M H Zheng. Laser Scanning Confocal Arthroscopy of 
Matrix-induced Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation (MACI) in an Ovine
Model. Proceedings of the 2005 Australian Orthopaedic Association Annual 
Meeting. October 13, Convention Centre, Perth, Australia.

Figure 7.3 LSCA Clinical Assembly

Reprinted from: Jones CW, Smolinski D, Wu JP, Miller K, Kirk TB, Zheng MH. 
Quantification of Chondrocyte Morphology by Confocal Arthroscopy. Journal 
of Musculoskeletal Research 2004; 8: 145-155. Figure 1(A)
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7.2 Staining Protocols & Image Analysis Techniques

As with any type of confocal microscopy LSCA requires the introduction of a 
fluorescent contrast agent into the sample in order to achieve laser light 
illumination in the absence of autofluorescent tissues.  During the course of 
the research described in this thesis, much attention was paid to the three 
principal fluorophore issues; what dye to use, what concentration is optimal 
and what duration of exposure is required. Fluorophore selection and 
concentration and staining time variations were manipulated in order to 
maximise tissue penetration of the fluorophore into the specimen, a variable 
that remains the critical issue in effective CLSM imaging [14]. An extensive 
literature review and examination of the previous uses of CLSM in 
orthopaedic research (Chapter 2 – Literature Review) suggested that for the 
contrast agents most applicable for research described in this thesis were 
acridine orange, acriflavine, calcein-AM and fluorescein. All aforementioned 
bioassays fluoresce at the 488 nm excitation wavelength. The fluorophores 
were chiefly selected for their penetration abilities and binding to structures of 
interest within the tissue. All contrast agents were prepared immediately prior 
to imaging in 0.9% phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at physiological 
temperature (37oC) and pH (7.40), and were stored away from light. Stains 
were introduced into the synovial capsule and surrounding musculature by 
intra-articular (IA) and intra-muscular (IM) injection. A thorough lavage with 
0.9% PBS (300mL) was performed for several minutes prior to imaging until 
all excess stain was removed. Stain concentrations and exposure time are 
explicitly stated for each experiment (Chapter 3, Chapter 4, Chapter 5,
Chapter 6).

Acridine orange (Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene, Oregon, USA) provides a 
high contrast image “positive” image by specific binding to nucleic acids of the 
cell nucleus. As a cell-permanent fluorophore, acridine orange provides high 
contrast images of the cell nucleus by binding to nucleic acids and fragments. 
Acridine orange has been previously used to assess chondrocyte cellular 
density and morphology but it also provides excellent images of tendon and 
bone [15, 16].

Similar to acridine orange, acriflavine (Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene, 
Oregon, USA) is a cell permanent fluorophore that binds to nucleic acids, 
while calcein (Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene, Oregon, USA) is a polyanionic 
fluorescein derivative that is a cytoplasmic stain and indicator of viability. The 
cell-permeant acetoxymethyl (AM) esters of calcein have been used in the 
study of live chondrocytes due to their ability to load non-invasively by 
permeabilizing the cellular membrane. A dual assay of calcein–AM and 
acriflavine was used to highlight viable chondrocytes and provide a range of 
fluorescence intensities for maximum contrast.
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Fluorescein (Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene, Oregon, USA) covalently labels 
proteins and therefore the extracellular matrix of articular cartilage, providing a 
bright-field “negative” image of the chondrocyte lacunae. Fluorescein has 
been commonly employed due to its high absorptivity, excellent fluorescence 
quantum yield and good water solubility.  Fluorescein provides high 
fluorescent contrast between the viable cells and the surrounding extracellular 
matrix. 

Prior to future imaging in live human subjects, the toxicity of fluorophores 
remains an issue yet to be thoroughly explored; fluorescein is the only agent 
currently approved for direct systemic application in human subjects and the 
use of fluorescein in a multitude of procedures is widely accepted. Acridine 
orange is known to differentiate specific DNAs and RNAs in nuclei and 
cytoplasm and has been demonstrated to have distinct cellular effects 
including inhibition of mitosis and the induction of bi-nucleation in 
chondrocytes [17]. Further investigation is also required into the long-term 
effects of CLSM imaging on living tissue as it has been noted that the 
combination of intense laser light illumination and potential fluorophore toxicity 
may be damaging to living cells [18].  These investigations will form the basis 
of ongoing studies.
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7.3 Goals of Research

7.3.1 Overview 

As previously discussed, confocal microscopy has been widely applied 
throughout orthopaedic research for the investigation of articular cartilage, 
bone, tendon, ligament and muscle (Chapter 2). The development of the laser 
scanning confocal arthroscope (LSCA) has enabled confocal microscopic 
images of tissues to be obtained in situ and in vivo without the need for 
destructive mechanical biopsy. The LSCA’s unique ability to generate images 
of comparable quality to conventional histology but without the requisite 
removal of tissue has been central to the studies described in this thesis. The 
overall purpose of the research presented herein has been to explore the full 
potential of the LSCA for the investigation of orthopaedic tissues and to 
determine if LSCA can be used to generate reliable optical biopsy in a 
surgical setting. 

The initial research goal (as stated in Chapter 1), was the question of whether 
the LSCA can be used to identify the common histological features in tissues 
of orthopaedic interest. This goal was achieved in the paper “Histological 
Assessment of the Chondral and Connective Tissues of the Knee by Confocal 
Arthroscope” (Chapter 3) [19], with LSCA imaging of the knee joints of adult
Merino sheep clearly illustrating the major histological features of chondral 
and connective tissues. In this study the LSCA provided an easy and rapid 
method for assessing the in situ structure of cartilage, muscle, tendon, 
ligament, meniscus and synovium in their native and unaltered physiological 
environment (Appendix 5: Library of Images).

The goal of assessing whether the LSCA can be used to accurately quantify 
chondrocyte morphology was addressed in the paper “Quantification of 
Chondrocyte Morphology by Confocal Arthroscopy.” (Chapter 4) [20]. In this 
study quantitative morphological analysis of cell populations was used to 
characterize the in vivo two-dimensional equivalent-area-diameter of 
chondrocytes. Significant differences between the morphologies observed in 
optical and conventional histology were explained by the dehydration and 
artifacts associated with histological processing techniques. This study 
concluded that the LSCA is capable of accurately quantifying chondrocyte 
morphology in vivo. The foundation studies presented in (Chapter 3) [19] and 
(Chapter 4) [20], lead to the major research questions of how the LSCA 
compares to conventional “gold standard” assessment techniques for the 
characterization and assessment of both articular cartilage repair or 
regeneration interventions and the investigation of osteoarthritic changes in 
articular cartilage. These questions were addressed during the course of the 
studies described in Chapter 5 [21] and Chapter 6 [22].
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Previously, the assessment of cartilage repair was limited to macroscopic 
observation, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or destructive biopsy. The 
development of non-destructive cartilage repair assessment techniques such 
as the LSCA will facilitate the long-term monitoring of focal cartilage defect 
repair treatments in both experimental animal models and most importantly 
human clinical subjects. The principle aim of the study described in Matrix-
induced Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation (MACI) in Sheep: Objective 
Assessments Including Confocal Arthroscopy (Chapter 5) [21] was to examine 
the efficacy of non-destructive imaging modalities for the assessment of 
cartilage regeneration techniques in comparison to the “gold-standard” of 
conventional histology.  Further goals of this experiment were to establish an 
ovine model of articular cartilage injury repair (MACI) and to determine the 
biomechanical characteristics of such tissue. Likewise, the principle aim of the 
study described in Laser Scanning Confocal Arthroscopy of Osteoarthritic 
Cartilage (Chapter 6) [22] was to compare the LSCA to the “gold standards” of 
histology and ICRS (Outerbridge) grading for the assessment of osteoarthritic 
cartilage.  The results of these studies are discussed below. 

7.3.2 Comparison Cartilage Assessment Modalities

In Matrix-induced Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation (MACI) in Sheep: 
Objective Assessments Including Confocal Arthroscopy (Chapter 5) [21], the 
LSCA was demonstrated to provide excellent visualization of the major 
histological features of native articular cartilage, hyaline-like regenerated 
cartilage, fibrocartilage and degenerative tissue (Appendix 5: Library of 
Images).  In this role the LSCA was shown to provide reliable, non-destructive 
optical biopsy capabilities. Correlation between imaging modalities was 
assessed via Pearson analysis. A significant degree of inter-modality 
agreeance was demonstrated between LSCA, MRI and ICRS overall repair 
assessment (ORA) scores. Limited correlations between these modalities and 
histological imaging may be explained by resolution differences between 
imaging modalities. Defect infill was well assessed by MRI and ICRS, 
modalities that provide relatively low resolution macroscopic views of defect 
treatment. In contrast, histology provides cellular level detail through a 
complete high-resolution microscopic view of treated defect. While LSCA also 
enables high-resolution microscopic imaging, the field of view is of a relatively 
smaller area of the defect when compared to the variable field of view of 
conventional histological microscopy. Further, the inherent depth limitation of 
confocal imaging restricts assessment to the superficial and transitional 
cartilaginous zones [19]. Also, there appears to be an inherent tendency for 
the operator of the LSCA to search-out the best regions of heteromorphic 
repair tissues in order to acquire the highest quality “most normal looking” 
image. Thus, in contrast to conventional histological analysis, the LSCA 
imaging presents a section of the repair rather than a complete cross-
sectional view of the treatment area. These differences explain the varying 
ORA outcomes in which, broadly speaking, the LSCA, MRI and ICRS were 
less critical in their scoring of the repair compared to histological scoring 
(Chapter 5 – Figure 2.). In homogeneous repairs at either end of the quality 
spectrum (that is, repairs either failing completely or achieving excellent 
results), agreeance between modalities was highest. Interobserver variability 
ICC analysis of randomised blinded LSCA scores (Appendix 2: Cartilage 
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Repair Scoring Systems, Appendix 4: Blinded LSCA Image Scoring 
Instructions) demonstrated substantial to almost perfect agreement between 
observers. This high level of repeatability and low interobserver variability 
validates the LSCA Cartilage Repair Assessment scoring system developed 
for this study. 

Recommendations of the Articular Cartilage Imaging Group of the 
International Cartilage Repair Society for the MRI imaging of AC were 
adhered to during the study [23]. These recommendations include the use of 
T2-weighted FSE sequences to detect surface defects and matrix damage 
through a high degree of contrast between cartilage and adjacent synovial 
fluid. MRI has been extensively used to examine cartilage repair following ACI 
and other cartilage repair techniques [24-32]. ACI and MACI studies such as 
those by Henderson (2003) and Marlovits (2006) have successfully compared 
MRI data to clinical outcomes [24, 29]. While a subjective clinical outcome is 
difficult to quantify in an animal model, results of the study described in this 
thesis suggest that outcomes reported by MRI differ from those obtained by 
histologically grading biopsied cartilage specimens. This finding is consistent 
with those of Tins (2002, 2005) who evidenced that MRI findings could not be 
used to predict the histological features of ACI grafting [30, 33]. This 
difference may be reduced in the near future with development of contrast 
agent systems such as dGEMERIC that enhance the detection of 
proteoglycan content. Close correlation was demonstrated between the ORA 
outcomes measured by ICRS evaluation and that of both LSCA and MRI. Of 
all the non-destructive techniques ICRS cartilage assessment, ideally 
conducted under arthroscopic conditions, provides a rapid and reliable 
measure of articular cartilage repair [4]. Consideration of defect infill, repair 
tissue integration, macroscopic appearance and the presence of fissures 
provided valuable information.

Histology of the cartilage repairs was analysed according to the previously 
validated, MACI specific WAZ semi-quantitative repair assessment [34]. In 
line with the recommendations of the ICRS Histological Endpoint Committee, 
cartilage samples were assessed according to multiple variables (Appendix 2: 
Cartilage Repair Scoring Systems) [35]. The major limitation of histological 
investigation remains the necessary tissue damage invoked via the sampling 
process. As suggested by Poole, this technique introduces trauma into a 
previously damaged joint and should ideally not be used for long term human 
follow-up of cartilage repair [36].  As noted in the ICRS recommendations, the 
process of biopsy sampling for histology also entails numerous complications, 
not only in terms of the tissue damage induced, but also problems related to 
inadequate sample quality. Indeed 55% of the reported 100 specimens 
examined by the ICRS were considered of unsuitable quality due to 
incomplete depth or fragmentation of the sample [35]. Despite these 
drawbacks, histology remains the gold standard and as such numerous 
studies have facilitated the removal of biopsy specimens from articular grafts 
in order to establish definitive histological classifications [35, 37-39]. While in 
there was no statistically significant correlation between the individual 
histological ORA for each specimen and the ORA of the alternative 
techniques (LSCA, MRI, ICRS), the overall beneficial MACI treatment effect in 
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the combined treatment group analysis was clearly demonstrable for histology 
along with the other techniques. This concordance demonstrates that non-
destructive methods of cartilage repair now provide an alternative to 
mechanical biopsy and histological assessment. 

7.3.3 Development of the MACI Ovine Model

The regeneration of human articular cartilage represents a major challenge in 
the field of tissue repair [36]. Currently MACI is thought to provide great 
promise for the treatment of complex and multi-site lesions and has enjoyed 
early clinical success [40-44]. With the rapid rate of expansion in this field, the 
development of a reproducible large animal model of cartilage defect repair 
will accelerate the advancement of regenerative treatments. Towards this 
goal, the study described in Matrix-induced Autologous Chondrocyte 
Implantation (MACI) in Sheep: Objective Assessments Including Confocal 
Arthroscopy (Chapter 5) [21], demonstrated that sheep provide an excellent 
model for examining articular cartilage repair treatments. A previous study 
showed that MACI can regenerate hyaline articular cartilage in a rabbit model 
of osteochondral injury with healthy cartilage architecture at 6 weeks, but with 
reduced regenerative effects at 12 weeks with decreased thickness and 
reduced proteoglycan content [34]. These relatively poor results were 
attributed to anatomical and biomechanical differences (associated with very 
thin cartilage particular to the rabbit species). Other large animal models of 
cartilage repair were conducted in dogs, pigs, goats, sheep and during the 
early development of ACI, horses [45-49]). In the most recent and previously 
largest sheep study, a multi-site cartilage defect repair model examined 
collagen matrix seeded with autologous chondrocytes and bone marrow stem 
cells, collagen-only membrane and microfracture treatments in comparison to 
defect only controls [48]. In results similar to the study described in this thesis, 
Dorotka demonstrated that collagen matrix seeded with autologous 
chondrocytes produced the best quantitative and qualitative results [48]. In the 
study described in this thesis, the overall treatment effect independent of time 
point demonstrated a statistically significant treatment benefit for MACI in 
comparison to both collagen-only bioscaffold and controls. This improvement 
in mean modality score for MACI was demonstrated across all assessment 
modalities and is consistent with the findings of previous ACI and matrix 
delivered autologous chondrocyte studies [34, 45, 48, 50]. Morphological 
analysis demonstrated the persistence of typical chondrocytes in six (6) MACI 
treated defects.  The collagen membrane-only findings were also consistent 
with other studies that suggested unseeded collagen membrane implants are 
characterized by immature cartilage with poor architectural restoration [48, 
50].  In further agreeance, collagen-only treated defects were statistically 
inferior to MACI treated defects and showed no statistically significant 
improvement in overall treatment effect compared to the non-treated control 
group. Interestingly, several collagen-only repairs demonstrated a low-
cellularity unreabsorbed membrane, the continued persistence of which 
remains unclear. Although perforation of the subchondral plate was avoided 
during implantation, many defects showed deterioration of the plate upon 
sacrifice. Although various studies have shown that collagen membrane has 
the ability to redifferentiate fibroblastic-like chondrocytes into phenotypic 
chondrocytes, the cells seen in these defect repairs were of mixed spherical 
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and spindle-shaped morphology and displayed no significant matrix 
production upon immunohistochemistry [51-53]. Some chondrocytes however, 
were observed within the residual fibrin sealant, a predictable response given 
previous results suggesting that fibrin glue supports chondrocyte growth [34, 
43]. Given this knowledge, the presence of cells in membrane-only repair may 
be a direct consequence of marrow deterioration through biomechanical 
factors following defect creation with subsequent lymphocytic infiltration. In a 
result replicating the surprising result of Dorotka et al. (2005) the hallmarks of 
rare spontaneous repair of cartilage lesions were also observed within the 
defect only control group [48]. Whilst the overall treatment effect of this group 
was, as expected, statistically inferior to that of the MACI and collagen-only 
treatment groups, spontaneous repairs were noted in several control animals.  
Previous reports have attributed this phenomenon to bone marrow infiltration 
via a conduit through the subchondral plate created at the time of implantation
[46], however this process may occur following a biomechanically induced 
pathological deterioration of the tissue, leading to erosion of the subchondral 
plate thereby initiating a vascular and inflammatory response.

It can be hypothesised that some complete or partial delamination failures 
observed within the condyle MACI treatment group may be due to a 
combination of the compressive loading environment particular to that site and 
the thickness of the graft relative to the depth of the defect. Partial thickness 
defects (1.5mm in depth) were created on both the medial femoral condyle 
and within the trochlea groove. However in an effort to ensure integrity of the 
subchondral plate, and therefore to prevent bleeding, defect depth may have 
been slightly less than the desired 1.5mm. Since the approximate wet 
thickness of the collagen membrane is 1.5mm, it is theoretically possible that 
some overfilling of the defect may have occurred, thereby creating the 
condition in which delamination might occur. The influence of the loading 
environment of the joint is also raised noting the decreased failure rate in the 
trochlea MACI treated defects. Post-operative housing of animals was limited 
to standard large animal facility pens that whilst satisfying all NHMRC animal 
welfare protocols, may have limited post-operative ambulation. It can be 
hypothesized that this restriction may have accentuated static compression of 
the stifle joint cartilage leading to a reduction in matrix production over time. 
Dynamic compression of cartilage has been shown to stimulate proteoglycan 
biosynthesis dependent on loading frequency and amplitude [54-57], whereas 
increased static compression by mechanical or osmotic stress has been 
evidenced to decrease proteoglycan synthesis in a dose-dependent manner 
[58]. Static compression of cartilage explants has also been linked to 
decreased cartilage hydration and associated osmotic pressure-induced 
decrease in proteoglycan synthesis [59-61].  Considerations such as this, and 
an obvious difficulty in applying standard post-operative rehabilitation 
programmes, highlight the difficulties of establishing animal models of 
cartilage repair. 

As suggested by Poole (2003), the ultimate measure of a cartilage repair lies 
in the mechanical properties of the newly formed tissue [36]. The remarkable 
compressive stiffness characteristics of articular cartilage have been 
extensively studied and are directly attributed to the unique structure of the 
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tissue [62, 63]. Previous cartilage compression tests reported in the literature 
have utilised either confined or unconfined configurations [2, 62, 64, 65]. For 
confined configuration the assumption of perfect confinement induces 
considerable error into the modelling calculations [66]. Likewise, the 
assumption of frictionless specimen/platen contact in the unconfined 
configuration may also induce error. The study described in Matrix-induced 
Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation (MACI) in Sheep: Objective 
Assessments Including Confocal Arthroscopy (Chapter 5) [21], employed the 
partially confined configuration developed by Miller, in which the cylindrical 
specimen sides are left unconstrained with the bounding surfaces fixed to 
load platen [63]. Compression of AC explants have previously been 
conducted using a similar configuration [67]. Under the assumption of material 
anisotropy, the results of the partially confined configuration may be analysed 
much the same unconfined techniques. In contrast to the findings of Chu et al 
(1997), Briggs et al (2003) have suggested that the tissue-engineered 
cartilage may have inferior biomechanical properties to normal articular 
cartilage at early stages of repair due to a lack of complete architectural 
remodelling [39, 68]. The results of the study described in this thesis agree 
with the findings of previous studies, both mechanically and histologically. 
Testing of fibrous tissue retrieved from spontaneously healed control defects 
closely resembled the native tissue in stiffness profile, and both were 
statistically significantly superior to MACI tissue. The interesting observation 
thus arises, that while MACI treatment may result in the formation of tissue 
with histological characteristics similar to native cartilage, the biomechanical 
properties of MACI tissue may be inferior to the native tissue, at least in the 
short term. It is important to note however that with longer duration, continual 
remodelling of the MACI tissue may eventually yield a result superior both 
biomechanically and histomorphometrically. 

7.3.4 Osteoarthritis Assessment

The study Laser Scanning Confocal Arthroscopy of Osteoarthritic Cartilage 
(Chapter 6) [22] aimed to compare the LSCA to the “gold standards” of 
histology and ICRS (Outerbridge) grading for the assessment of osteoarthritic 
(OA) cartilage. With the enormous burden OA inflicts upon both sufferers and 
healthcare systems worldwide, continuing efforts to elucidate the aetiology of 
OA have indicated the need for non-destructive methods of in vivo 
microstructural assessment of articular cartilage (AC). Current emerging 
treatments for OA are largely aimed at blocking or reversing structural 
damage, however since these therapeutic interventions are less effective in 
progressive OA, key importance is being placed on the identification of 
methods for early diagnosis [5]. Osteoarthritis is a slowly progressive 
degenerative disease characterized by gradual loss of articular cartilage 
particularly on the weight-bearing surfaces of joints and about sites of trauma 
or repetitive mechanical injury. Hyaline articular cartilage is unicellular; 
chondrocytes are the single cellular component of adult cartilage. 
Chondrocytes are terminally differentiated cells that biochemically respond to 
biomechanical signals and serve to maintain the cartilage matrix components 
[5].  Extracellular matrix components include cross-linked fibrils of collagen 
types II, IX and XI, along with proteoglycan and matrix proteins [5].  It is 
hypothesized that abnormal biomechanical, biochemical and genetic factors 
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contribute to alterations in the normal cellular functioning of the chondrocyte, 
ultimately leading to degradation of the AC extracellular matrix [5].

As discussed previously, histological methods of AC assessment require 
destructive mechanical biopsy, introducing further trauma into an already 
damaged joint surface thereby potentiating the pathological degeneration 
associated with OA.  In this study the LSCA was used for the first time to 
arthroscopically image the cartilage of an intact fresh frozen cadaveric knee 
from a patient with clinically diagnosed OA. Using the International Cartilage 
Repair Society (ICRS) joint mapping protocol, the joint was graded according 
to the ICRS (Outerbridge) Grade I-IV protocol, imaged and graded using the 
LSCA and then sectioned for histological analysis of corresponding sites 
(Appendix 3: Osteoarthritis Scoring Systems).   The results of this study 
demonstrate that the LSCA provides excellent visualization of the cell 
morphology and cell density of AC to a depth of up to 200µm, with classical 

OA changes including clustering chondrocytes, surface fibrillation and fissure 
formation readily imaged (Appendix 5: Library of Images). Obvious qualitative 
comparison of similar features between LSCA images and H&E histology was 
readily observable. Quantitative results of ICRS, LSCA and histological OA 
assessment were compared using intraclass correlation and Pearson 
correlation analysis, with fair to moderate agreement and statistically 
significant positive correlations between all modalities.  This study therefore 
demonstrates the viability of the LSCA for non-destructive imaging of the 
microstructure of the knee cartilage, suggesting that the LSCA will be a 
valuable research and clinical tool for the non-destructive assessment of OA 
changes. In this role the LSCA may be utilised to provide further insight into 
the aetiology of OA and may be used to monitor the effects of disease 
modifying and/or disease preventing treatments.  
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7.4 Future Directions and Potential Clinical Applications

During the course of the research described in this thesis the LSCA was 
found to be increasingly user friendly following its development from a 2nd to 
4th generation instrument. The LSCA performed well in the surgical 
environment and clearly demonstrated its application as a method for the non-
destructive assessment of cartilage and other tissues of orthopaedic interest. 
An extensive library of confocal images has been assembled and will provide 
a strong foundation for further studies utilizing the LSCA (Appendix 5: Library 
of Images). The next stage of development for the LSCA should be to take the 
device to full clinical trials in human subjects, possibly for the ongoing 
monitoring of MACI and the investigation OA of etiology.  As highlighted 
previously, prior to imaging in human subjects there should be a full 
toxicological investigation of all relevant fluorophores (other than the already 
approved fluorescein). 

It is envisaged that future research directions utilising the LSCA will include 
long-term MACI follow-up in both animal models and human subjects. 
Significant questions remain in the field of cartilage repair and autologous 
chondrocyte implantation. Questions arising specifically from the research 
described herein include the assessment of the long-term reorganisation 
taking place in the collagen membrane of MACI grafts and whether this 
reorganisation results in improved biomechanical properties over time.

Outside of the orthopaedic field, the LSCA may find applications in other 
forms of endoscopic or laparoscopic surgery.  Potential clinical and research 
applications exist for the investigation of inflammatory bowel disorders such 
as ulcerative colitis and Chron’s disease, for investigating the etiology and 
follow-up monitoring of colorectal carcinoma, and possibly as an adjunct to 
the cervical Papanicolaou smear for the monitoring of cervical cancer and 
investigating the efficacy of the newly developed HPV vaccine. In these fields 
and indeed any field where a tissue diagnosis is required but relatively 
destructive mechanical biopsy is preferably avoided, the LSCA will find 
employment. 
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Chapter 8 – Conclusion

The critical research question posed at the commencement of this 
research was principally whether the LSCA could be used to generate 
reliable optical biopsy in a surgical setting. The studies described in this thesis 
can only serve to answer that question in the affirmative. Following an 
extensive literature review (Chapter 2), it is obvious that the widespread use 
of CLSM in orthopaedic research ensures that the potential applications of an 
arthroscopically mounted CLSM are many and varied. As a non-destructive 
optical biopsy device, the LSCA demonstrated clearly that common 
histological features of cartilage, muscle, tendon, ligament, meniscus and 
synovium could be assessed in situ in the native and unaltered physiological 
environment (Chapter 3). The effectiveness the LSCA for the morphological 
quantification chondrocytes was demonstrated with accurate characterization 
of the in vivo two-dimensional equivalent-area-diameter of chondrocytes and 
the identification of viable cells in healthy tissue and fibro-cartilage in defect 
tissue (Chapter 4).  Following the establishment of an ovine model of cartilage 
repair, a statistically significant benefit of MACI over control was 
demonstrated; with interobserver analysis of randomised blinded LSCA 
images validating the custom designed scoring protocol (Chapter 5).
Combined LSCA, MRI and ICRS grading was demonstrated to provide a 
reliable non-destructive method for accurate assessment of articular cartilage 
repair treatments. Biomechanical analysis suggested that the mechanical 
properties of MACI tissue remain inferior for at least three months. Finally, the 
LSCA was shown to provide excellent visualization of classically described 
OA changes (cell morphology, cell clustering, cell density) when used to 
arthroscopically image clinically diagnosed OA (Chapter 6). Across all studies, 
the LSCA was shown to correlate well to alternative gold-standard 
assessment modalities.  

In conclusion, all the major and minor objectives outlined at the start of this 
thesis have been achieved by the research and studies described herein. The 
LSCA identified histological features of orthopaedic tissues, accurately 
quantified chondrocyte morphology and demonstrated classical OA changes. 
While the development and investigation of an ovine model of cartilage repair 
showed the treatment benefit of MACI, some biomechanical issues remain. 
Ultimately, the LSCA has been demonstrated as a reliable non-destructive 
imaging modality capable of providing optical histology without the need for 
mechanical biopsy.
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Appendix 2: Cartilage Repair Scoring Systems
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Appendix 3: Osteoarthritis Scoring Systems
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Appendix 4: Blinded LSCA Image Scoring Instructions

Below is a system for grading the LSCA images based on the five main 
parameters; cellularity, spatial uniformity, cell distribution, cell morphology and 
the visibility of collagen fibres.  

The aim of this scoring system is to provide some quantifiable measure of the 
quality of cartilage repair achieved, and to provide a measure by which the 
LSCA images can be reasonably compared via overall grade, to conventional 
Histological assessment (according to the WAZ scoring system). 

Image scores can be entered and saved in the attached Excel spreadsheet 
and emailed to cjon0040@med.usyd.edu.au.  Alternatively the spreadsheet 
can be printed and completed manually and forwarded on (I’ll enter the 
values!).  From experience, the most efficient method for scoring is to open 
the images in a generic image browser (ie Preview on Mac, or ACDsee on 
Windows), and then enter the scores sequentially.  It’s also much easier if you 
have access to a two-monitor system (or two computers side by side). 

Final blinded scores will be assessed for interobserver variability. 

Note:
Staining: 
Positive images are Acridine orange " very easy to see as cells are bright
Negative images are Fluorescein " harder to see, as cell borders are 
exclusions " look for the “shadow of cells”. 
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Examples:

(A) Grade 2 Repair: 

Sheep 181 – 12 Weeks Trochlear MACI (P181TM5.JPG)

1. Cellularity = High Density 4

2. Spatial uniformity of cells = Heterogonous uniformity 2

3. Cell distribution = Diffuse without Paired 2

4. Cell morphology= Predominantly spherical 3

5. Visibility of Collagen Fibres = No fibres 3

Total: 14
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(B) Grade 3 Repair

Sheep 179 – 8 Weeks Condyle MACI (P179CM1.JPG)

1. Cellularity  = High Density 4

2. Spatial uniformity of cells = Heterogonous uniformity 2

3. Cell distribution = Diffuse without Paired 2

4. Cell morphology = Predominantly spindle-shaped 1

5. Visibility of Collagen Fibres = Highly fibrous 1

Total: 10
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(C) Grade 4 Repair

Sheep 189 – 8 Weeks Condyle Defect (P189CD5.JP)

1. Cellularity = Low Density 2

2. Spatial uniformity of cells = Non-uniform 1

3. Cell distribution = Predominant clustering 1

4. Cell morphology= Mixed morphology 2

5. Visibility of Collagen Fibres = Highly fibrous 1

Total: 7
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Appendix 5: Library of Images

Normal Articular Cartilage

Figure NA.1.
LSCA image of normal human articular cartilage demonstrating brightly 
stained paired chondrocytes. Acridine orange 0.5g/L @ 30mins. FoV: 
500x500!m (512 x 512 pixels).
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Figure NA.2.
LSCA image of normal ovine articular cartilage demonstrating brightly staining 
occasionally paired evenly distributed chondrocytes.  Calcein-AM 5g/L @ 25 
mins. FoV: 475x475!m (1024 x 1024 pixels).
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Figure NA.3.
LSCA image of normal ovine articular cartilage demonstrating a “negative 
image: of viable, evenly distributed chondrocytes against a brightly staining 
collagenous matrix.  Fluorescein 5g/L @ 30 mins. FoV: 500x500!m (512 x 
512 pixels).
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Figure NA.5.
Digital magnification (x20) LSCA image of rabbit articular cartilage 
demonstrating typical articular chondrocytes. Acriflavine 0.5g/L @ 35 mins. 
FoV: 500x500!m (512 x 512 pixels).
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MACI Repair Tissue

Figure MACI.1.
High-density chondrocytes persisting in MACI repair tissue at 8 weeks post 
implantation in the MACI ovine model. The contrast to the lower cell density 
observed in normal articular cartilage is evident. Acridine orange 0.5g/L @ 30 
mins. FoV: 500x500!m (512 x 512 pixels).
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Figure MACI.2.
High-density chondrocytes persisting in MACI repair tissue at 10 weeks post 
implantation in the MACI ovine model. Occasional smaller spindle cells are 
evident suggesting that fibro-cartilage changes may be developing. Acridine 
orange 0.5g/L @ 30 mins. FoV: 475x475!m (1024 x 1024 pixels).
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Figure MACI.3.
High-density chondrocytes persisting in MACI repair tissue at 10 weeks post 
implantation in the MACI ovine model. Acridine orange 0.5g/L @ 30 mins. 
FoV: 475x475!m (1024 x 1024 pixels).
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Figure MACI.4. 
Medium-density chondrocytes persisting in MACI repair tissue at 12 weeks 
post implantation in the MACI ovine model. The contrast to the high cell 
density observed in MACI 8 week images suggests that remodelling towards 
more normal articular cartilage is occurring. Acridine orange 0.5g/L @ 30 
mins. FoV: 475x475!m (1024 x 1024 pixels).
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Figure MACI.5.
High-density of paired chondrocytes visible MACI repair tissue at 8 weeks 
post implantation in the MACI ovine model. “Negative-image” of chondrocyte 
outlines visible against brightly stained matrix. Fluorescein 5g/L @ 30 mins. 
FoV: 475x475!m (1024 x 1024 pixels).
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Figure MACI.6.
LSCA image of MACI repair tissue at 10 weeks post implantation in the ovine 
model. Mixed cellular population of chondrocytes and fibroblasts appear 
around distinctive surface irregularity. Relatively acellular cartilage is visible at 
the lower right border of the image. Acridine orange 0.5g/L @ 30 mins. FoV: 
500x500!m (512 x 512 pixels).
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Figure MACI.7. 
LSCA image of mixed cellular population of larger round chondrocytes and 
spindle shaped fibroblasts evident in MACI repair tissue at 8 weeks post 
implantation in the ovine model. Acridine orange 0.5g/L @ 30 mins. FoV: 
475x475!m (1024 x 1024 pixels).
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Figure MACI.8.
While small spindle shaped fibroblasts are evident, larger round chondrocytes 
still predominate. Acridine orange 0.5g/L @ 30 mins. FoV: 500x500!m (512 x 
512 pixels).
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Figure MACI.9. 
LSCA image from same sample as Figure MACI.8 but from adjacent area.  
Large round chondrocytes still predominate, however high density small 
spindle shaped fibroblasts form a dense infiltrate at the superior border. 
Acridine orange 0.5g/L @ 30 mins. FoV: 500x500!m (512 x 512 pixels).
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Figure MACI.10.
LSCA image of fibrous tissue in degenerated MACI repair cartilage at 12 
weeks post implantation in the ovine model. Thick filaments of fibrous tissue 
are visible with small spindle shaped fibroblasts. Acridine orange 0.5g/L @ 30 
mins. FoV: 475x475!m (1024 x 1024 pixels).
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Figure MACI.11.
LSCA image of brightly staining chondrocytes within MACI graft 
demonstrating the early cellular clustering response typical of degenerating 
cartilage.  Perhaps this represents the autologous cellular attempts to remodel 
the MACI graft. Acridine orange 5 g/L @ 20 mins. FoV: 500x500!m (512 x 
512 pixels).
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Figure MACI.12.
LSCA image of immature MACI tissue at 8 weeks in the ovine model.  
Chondrocytes persist in a highly disorganised collagen matrix, clustering in 
increased densities about areas of fissuring and depression. Acridine orange 
0.5 g/L @ 30 mins. FoV: 500x500!m (512 x 512 pixels).
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Figure MACI.13.
LSCA image of degenerating MACI tissue at 12 weeks in the ovine model.  
Few chondrocytes persist in what appears to be a relatively acellular collagen 
matrix, with deep areas of fissuring and ridge formation. Acridine orange 0.5 
g/L @ 30 mins. FoV: 500x500!m (512 x 512 pixels).
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Osteoarthritic Articular Cartilage

Figure OA.1.
LSCA image of ICRS Grade I OA human cartilage with chondrocyte 
proliferation in relatively well-defined bands separated by acellular matrix.  
Normal cellular distribution lost. Acridine orange 0.5g/L @ 20 mins. FoV: 
475x475!m (1024 x 1024 pixels).
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Figure OA.2.
LSCA image of ICRS Grade II OA human cartilage with loss of normal cellular 
distribution and significant clustering of chondrocytes evident. Acridine orange 
0.5g/L @ 20 mins. FoV: 475x475!m (1024 x 1024 pixels).
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Figure OA.3
LSCA image of ICRS Grade III OA human cartilage with decreased 
chondrocyte clustering and the development of surface fibrillations and 
fissures. Acridine orange 0.5g/L @ 20 mins. FoV: 475x475!m (1024 x 1024 
pixels).
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Figure OA.5.
LSCA image of degenerative ovine cartilage at edge of necrotic ulceration 10 
weeks following defect creation on medial femoral condyle.  Clumped and 
clustered chondrocytes are typical of advancing OA. Acridine orange 0.5g/L 
@ 30 mins. FoV: 475x475!m (1024 x 1024 pixels).
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Figure OA.6.
LSAC image of degenerative cleft in necrotic sheep articular cartilage 12 
weeks following defect creation.  Clustered and proliferating chondrocytes can 
be seen along all borders of the defect. Calcein 5ug/l and acriflavine 5g/L @
30 mins. FoV: 475x475!m (1024 x 1024 pixels).
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Figure OA.7. 
LSCA image of Grade II OA human articular cartilage demonstrating 
clustering chondrocytes.  Note “negative image” of viable chondrocyte 
outlines against brightly fluorescent matrix. Fluorescein 5 g/L @ 25 min. FoV: 
500x500!m (512 x 512 pixels).
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Menisci

Figure M.1.
LSCA image of human menisci. Brightly staining chondrocytes visible within a 
dense collagenous matrix. Acridine orange 0.5g/L@ 45mins. FoV: 
500x500!m (512 x 512 pixels).
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Figure M.2. 
LSCA image of human menisci. Brightly staining chondrocytes visible within a 
dense collagenous matrix. Matrix is not as visible as in previous image due to 
shorter staining period. Acridine orange 0.5g/L@ 30mins. FoV: 500x500!m 
(512 x 512 pixels).
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Figure M.3. 
LSCA image of ovine menisci.  Lines of brightly staining chondrocytes are 
clearly visible. Calcein 5g/l and acriflavine 0.5g/l @ 45 mins. FoV: 475x475!m 
(1024 x 1024 pixels). 
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Figure M.4.
LSCA image of Ovine menisci demonstrating degenerative changes following 
defect creation in medial femoral condyle 8 weeks previously.  Deep fissuring 
is visible throughout collagenous matrix with reduced chondrocyte staining 
and cell density.  Acridine orange 0.5 g/L @ 45 mins. FoV: 500x500!m (512 x 
512 pixels).
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Ligament

Figure L.1.
LSCA image of human anterior cruciate ligament demonstrating elongated 
teknocytes within thick bundles of dense collagen. ACL was from an 
extensively arthritic knee and reduced cellular density was thought to 
correspond to noted ligamentous degeneration.  Acridine orange 0.5g/L @ 20 
mins. FoV: 500x500!m (512 x 512 pixels).
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Figure L.2.
LSCA image of human anterior cruciate ligament demonstrating elongated 
teknocytes within thick bundles of dense collagen.  Acridine orange 0.5g/L @ 
20 mins. FoV: 475x475!m (1024 x 1024 pixels).
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Appendix 6: Conference Publications

(1) Proceedings of the XIXth Conference of the International Society of 
Biomechanics, 6-11 Jul 2003, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand. 

Poster 31, "Development of a laser scanning confocal arthroscope for clinical 
applications." C W Jones, D Smolinski, J P Wu, M H Zheng and T B Kirk.

(2) Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference of Biomechanics of the 
Lower Limb in Health, Disease and Rehabilitation, September 1st-3rd 2003, 
University of Salford, United Kingdom.   

Poster 22, "Clinical and Research Applications of a Laser Scanning Confocal 
Arthroscope." C W Jones, D Smolinski, J P Wu, M H Zheng and T B Kirk.

(3) Proceedings of the 2004 Australia & New Zealand Orthopaedic Research 
Society, September 23-24, The University of New South Wales, Sydney, 
Australia.

Podium Presentation, “Recent Developments in Laser Scanning Confocal 
Arthroscopy.” C W Jones, D Smolinski, A Keogh, W McLaren, T B Kirk and M 
H Zheng.

(4) Proceedings of the 2004 Combined Orthopaedic Associations Conference. 
October 24-29, Sydney, Australia. 

Podium Presentation: Development of a Confocal Arthroscope for Non-
invasive Histological Assessment of Cartilage. M.H. Zheng, C. Willers, D.J. 
Wood, C.W. Jones, D. Smolinski, J.P. Wu, K. Miller and T.B. Kirk.  Journal of 
Bone and Joint Surgery (Br) – Orthopaedic Proceedings. Vol 87-B, Issue 
SUPP III, pp 347.

(5) Proceedings of the 2005 Australian Orthopaedic Association Annual 
Meeting. October 13, Convention Centre, Perth, Australia.  

Podium Presentation, Laser Scanning Confocal Arthroscopy of Matrix-induced 
Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation (MACI) in an Ovine Model”. C W Jones, 
D Smolinski, A Keogh, D Fick, P Yates, C Willers , D Wood, T B Kirk and M H 
Zheng.
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